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I. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
The statistical consideration of models containing errors of 
measurement began as early as the 1870s. An extensive literature deals 
with estimation for the univariate linear errors-in-variables model. 
Less is known concerning estimation for the model with multiple linear 
relationships or for the model with a nonlinear relationship. This 
thesis considers estimation for the multivariate linear errors-in-
variables model and for the nonlinear errors-in-variables model. We 
begin by giving a mathematical definition of the errors-in-variables 
model. 
A. Definition of the Problem 
Let {Xt^t-I ^ ^ sequence of, possibly constant, r-dimensional 
random row vectors. Let l£{-}t=i & sequence of, possibly constant, 
q-dimensional random row vectors. Let £ be a kr x 1 vector of 
parameters belonging to g where g is a subset of kr dimensional 
ÎCTT 
Euclidean space R . Suppose that 
8) , t = 1,2,..., (1.1) 
where the components of the r-vector f are real valued Borel 
measurable functions mapping R^ a g into R^ . 
2 
Let 
Y t  =  X t + t t '  ( 1 ' ^ )  
Xt = Xt + Ut > t = l,2,...,n» (1.3) 
where and are observable random row vectors of dimensions r 
•"'t ^t 
and q , respectively, e^ and are inobservable error vectors of 
dimensions r and q , and = (e^ , u^) are independently and 
identically distributed with mean zero and covariance matrix Z . The 
~ee 
model (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3) defines the errors-in-variables model. 
If the relationship (1.1) is linear in both and 9 , that is, 
if 
Xt = 5t ^ ' t = 1,2,..., (1.4) 
where q = k , and is a k x r matrix of parameters formed from 
kr X 1 vector 0 , then the model (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3) is called the 
linear errors-in-variables model. The model is the univariate linear 
errors-in-variables model if r = 1 , and is the multivariate linear 
errors-in-variables model if r > 1 . When the relationship (1.1) is 
not of the form (1.4), the model (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3) is called the 
nonlinear errors-in-variables model. 
The distinction between x^ being fixed or random is important in 
the estimation of the errors-in-variables model. If the x^ , 
3 
t = 1,2,..., are constant vectors, the errors-in-variables model is 
called the functional relationship model, while if the , 
t = 1,2,..., are nonconstant random vectors, the model is called the 
structural relationship model. In the functional relationship model, 
the 9 , the parameters specifying the distribution of and the 
, t = 1,2,..., constitute the set of all parameters. For the 
structural relationship model, the set of all parameters consists of 6 
and the parameters specifying the joint distribution of and . 
In most research on the structural relationship model, the , 
t = 1,2,..., n, are assumed to be Independently and identically 
distributed with finite second moments and the x^ and e. are assumed 
~t ~t 
independent. 
Neyman and Scott (1948) introduced terms to distinguish between two 
important types of parameters. They referred to parameters entering the 
distribution of the observable random variables for finitely many t as 
incidental parameters, and those entering for infinitely many t as 
structural parameters. If we consider the consistency or estimators as 
the number of observations tends to infinity, then it is generally only 
the structural parameters which we can hope to estimate consistently. 
The error variable e^ in (1.2) may sometimes be decomposed into 
two parts , 
where e* is a vector of measurement errors, and ep is a vector of 
~t ~t 
4 
errors in the equation (1.1). The term represents the failure for 
the relationship to hold perfectly. Generally, it is easier to obtain 
information on e* than on e2 . Most research on the errors-in-
^t ~t 
variables model has been on models with some information on e* and 
with no error in the equation. A classical errors-in-variables model 
assumes no error in the equation and known measurement error covariance 
matrix. For applying theories developed for such a model in practice, 
it is critical that the assumption of perfect relationship be examined. 
The concept of identiflability is important in estimation of models 
such as the errors-in-variables inodel. If no pair of distinct values 
of a parameter in the parameter space gives an identical distribution 
function of the observable random variables, then the parameter is 
called identifiable. Otherwise, the parameter is called 
nonidentiflable. We say a model is identified, if all parameters in the 
model are identifiable, and is not identified, otherwise. In the 
literature, we find various types of additional information used to 
identify the errors-in-variables model. Generally, distinct types of 
information lead to distinct methods of estimation. 
Expository discussions of the errors-in-variables problem are given 
in Madansky (1959), Cochran (1968), Moran (1971), and Kendall and Stuart 
(1979). Important works on the univariate linear errors-in-variables 
model include Adcock (1877, 1878), Koopmans (1937), Wald (1940), Berkson 
(1950), Lindley (1953), Creasy (1956), Dorff and Gurland (1961), Birch 
(1964), Sprent (1966), Solari (1969), DeGracie and Fuller (1972), 
Robertson (1974), Anderson (1976), Dolby (1976), Fuller and Hldiroglou 
5 
(1978), Fuller (1980). Reviews of the univariate linear errors-in-
variables model are given in Madansky (1959), Moran (1971), Wolter 
(1974), and Carter (1976). 
In the rest of this chapter, we review the literature on the 
multivariate linear errors-in-variables model and the nonlinear errors-
in-variables model. 
B. Review of the Multivariate 
Linear Errors-in-Variables Model 
1. Structural relationships 
An extensive literature exists for the following factor analysis 
model. Let the 1 x p random vectors , t = i,2,...,n, be 
independently and identically distributed with mean and covariance 
matrix 
+ Ses • 
where A is a p x k matrix of unknown factor loadings, Z is a 
k X k positive definite covariance matrix of unobservable common 
factors, and S is the error covariance matrix. The multivariate 
' ~ee 
linear structural relationship with the assumption that x^ are 
independently and identically distributed with finite second moments and 
independent of is a special case of the factor analysis model 
(1.5), where 
6 
A = , I ) . 
Most of the work on the factor analysis model concentrates on inferences 
for the parameters in (1.5) based on a sample covariance matrix 
under the assumption of a diagonal . 
The maximum likelihood estimators and their limiting properties are 
discussed in Lawley (1940, 1941, 1943, 1967, 1976), Anderson and Rubin 
(1956), J'oreskog (1967), and Jennrich and Thayer (1973). Detailed 
discussions of the problem of factor analysis are given in Anderson and 
Rubin (1956) and Lawley and Maxwell (1971). 
Joreskog and Goldberger (1972) considered another method of 
estimation for the factor analysis model. As in most works on factor 
analysis, their parameterization assumes 2^^ = ^ is diagonal and 
= I . They defined the generalized least squares estimators of 
A and W to be the values of A and Y that minimize 
2 ~ S^ z Szz' ' (1.6) 
wnere 
^zz = M' + f 
Joreskog and Goldberger showed that the generalized least squares 
estimators of A and W have the same limiting distribution as the 
7 
maximum likelihood estimators. They also showed that the minimum value 
of (1.6) is asymptotically distributed as a chi-square random variable 
with — [(p - k)^ - (p + k)] degrees of freedom. 
Anderson (1973) applied the generalized least squares method to the 
general linear covariance structures. His model includes the 
multivariate linear structural relationship with known | as a special 
case. Anderson showed that the generalized least squares estimator is 
asymptotically equivalent to the maximum likelihood estimator. 
JBreskog (1970, 1973a, 1973b) considered the general covariance 
structure model where observations satisfy certain linear structural 
equations. His model is general enough to include the multivariate 
linear structural relationship, the factor analysis model, and the 
simultaneous equation model with errors in the exogenous variables. 
Jbreskog proposed maximum likelihood estimation based on the assumption 
that all random variables included in the model are nozrmally 
distributed. Under the normality assumption, the limiting covariance 
matrix of the maximum likelihood estimator is given by the inverse of 
the information matrix. He suggested a certain iterative procedure to 
obtain the estimates and an estimate of the limiting covariance matrix. 
Browne (1974) discussed in detail the generalized least squares 
estimation of a vector of unknown parameters o in the covariance 
matrix ($) • Under the assumption that the sample covariance 
matrix m^^ has the Wishart distribution, he found the optimal choice 
of the weight matrix, and called the estimator obtained by such a weight 
matrix the best generalized least squares estimator. Browne showed that 
8 
the best generalized least squares estimator is asymptotically 
equivalent to the maximum likelihood estimator based on the Wishart 
distribution. He also showed that the minimum value of the generalized 
sum of squares function is asymptotically distributed as chi-square with 
[ Y P(P + 1) - q ] degrees of freedom, where P x P and 
a is q X 1 . 
Others have written about the multivariate linear structural 
relationship, including Grubbs (1948), Bock and Bargmann (1966), 
Robinson (1977), and Carter and Fuller (1980). 
2. Functional relationships 
The first work on the maximum likelihood estimation for the 
multivariate linear functional relationship was that of Anderson 
(1951). He considered the problem of estimating linear restrictions on 
coefficients for multivariate regression analysis. Assuming the 
residual vector to have a multivariate normal distribution, he obtained 
the maximum likelihood estimators of the linear restrictions, the 
coefficients, and the covariance matrix of residuals. He also gave 
confidence regions for the linear restrictions and discussed various 
testing problems associated with the model. Anderson stated that the 
limiting distribution of the maximum likelihood estimator of the 
restrictions can be obtained from the asymptotic results for certain 
eigenvectors. He derived limiting results by letting the number of 
observations increase holding the dimension of regression coefficients 
fixed. In terms of the errors-in-variables model, this is equivalent to 
9 
letting the number of replications increase ^ ile the number of the true 
values remains fixed. If we consider the means over replications as 
observations in the functional relationship model, then Anderson's model 
is equivalent to the model (1.2), (1.3), and (1.4) where decreases 
at rate T~^ , the number of observations, n, is fixed, and there is an 
unbiased estimate of S whose distribution is a multiple of Wishart. 
•^ee 
A discussion of the different approaches to the derivation of limiting 
results is given in Anderson (1976). 
Another work on the multivariate linear functional relationship 
which uses a different parameterization is that of Anderson and Rubin 
(1956). They showed that the maximum likelihood estimator does not 
exist for the factor analysis model with fixed factors. In our 
parameterization, this model is the functional relationship model with a 
diagonal error covarlance matrix. For this model, Anderson and Rubin 
suggested estimation by maximizing the likelihood of the sample 
covarlance matrix. They showed the asymptotic normality of the 
estimator. 
The first explicit treatment of the multivariate linear functional 
relationship was given by Gleser and Watson (1973). They considered the 
functional relationship model (1.2), (1.3), and (1.4) \^ere k = r , and 
for a known k x k positive definite matrix £ and an unknown positive 
constant 
10 
G 
Z 
~ee 
They derived the maximum likelihood estimators jS , and x^ 
of the parameters £ , and x^ . Gleser and Watson showed that 
and 2c^ are consistent for ^ and respectively, as the 
number of observations (Y^ , X^) increases. They were unable to 
obtain the asymptotic distribution of the estimators. 
Bhargava (1977) considered the model (1.2), (1.3), and (1.4) 
where k = r , 
E = 
~ee 
Z 0 
0 I 
and ^ is an unknown k x k positive definite matrix. While able to 
prove the existence of a solution to the maximum likelihood equations, 
Bhargava could express the solution in closed form only if Z and 
had the same known eigenvectors. 
Bhargava (1979), following the work of Gleser and Watson, obtained 
the maximum likelihood estimators of the model (1.2), (1.3), and (1.4) 
where for an unknown positive constant 
11 
He showed that the maximum likelihood estimators ^ and converge 
in probability to g and (k + r) ^ r as the number of observations 
increases. 
Healy (1980) reproduced Anderson's maximum likelihood estimator for 
the multivariate linear functional relationship with replicate 
observations. Healy used matrix algebra and regression results in the 
derivation of the maximum likelihood estimator, while Anderson used the 
differentiation technique. Healy considered the consistency of the 
maximum likelihood estimators under different assumptions than those of 
Anderson. Let n be the number of true values, and let N be the 
total number of observations. Under the assumption 
1 > t = lim N ^ n , 
N-^ 
Healy showed that the maximum likelihood estimator of the coefficient 
matrix is strongly consistent and the maximum likelihood estimator of E 
converges almost surely to a matrix which is different from Z . He did 
not derive either the limiting distribution nor the covariance matrix of 
the estimator. 
Gleser (1981) considered in detail the multivariate linear 
functional relationships with and without the intercept, where the error 
covariance matrix has the form 
12 
and is unknown. He defined the ordinary least squares estimators 
of ^ and relative to an orthogonally invariant norm | | to be 
the values of g and x that minimize I R,(3, x^) 1 , where 
^ ~t ' 1 ~ ~t ' 
RjCg, x^) is a n X (k + r) matrix with t-th row being 
( I t '  , I ) • 
He also defined the generalized least squares estimator of ^ relative 
to an orthogonally invariant norm | | to be the value of B that 
minimizes | | , where (|) is a n x r matrix with t-th row 
being 
+ 6'6)-^/2. 
Gleser showed that the maximum likelihood estimator of | under normal 
errors is an ordinary least squares estimator relative to any 
orthogonally invariant norm and is a generalized least squares estimator 
relative to any orthogonally invariant norm. He also showed that the 
maximum likelihood estimator of x^ under normal errors is an ordinary 
least squares estimator relative to any orthogonally invariant norm. 
The almost sure limits of the maximum likelihood estimators | and 
a were obtained under a weak assumption on the error terms. Gleser 
13 
derived the limiting distributions of ^ and . He also presented 
the large sample confidence regions for ^ and . He pointed out 
that if the model is such that 
2 
E = a $ (1.7) 
where $ is a known positive definite matrix, then the observations can 
2 
be transformed so that the error covariance matrix is a I . Thus, 
theoretically speaking, the limiting covariance matrix of the maximum 
likelihood estimator for the model with the assumption (1=7) can be 
obtained from Gleser's results. However, Gleser failed to obtain a 
simple closed form for the limiting covariance matrix for the model with 
covariance matrix given by (1.7). 
Dahm and Fuller (1981) applied the generalized least squares method 
to the sample covariance matrix to estimate g and of the 
multivariate linear functional relationship. They showed that the 
generalized least squares estimators of ^ and 2^^ conscrucced under 
the assumption of the structural model have the same limiting 
distribution as the best generalized least squares estimators. They 
also showed that an estimator of the covariance of the limiting 
distribution may be obtained by proceeding as if the model is a 
structural relationship. 
Villegas (1982) obtained, through geometric arguments, the maximum 
likelihood estimator of the multivariate linear functional relationship 
with or without intercept, when there is available an independent 
14 
Wishart matrix as an estimate of a multiple of the error covariance 
matrix. He also obtained the estimators which minimize certain sums of 
squares. He gave no discussion on the properties of his estimators. 
Other literature on the multivariate linear functional relationship 
includes Tintner (1945), Geary (1948), Whittle (1952), HSschel (1978a, 
1978b), Nussbaum (1978), and Chan (1980). 
Dahm (1979) reviewed the multivariate linear errors-in-variables 
model for both the structural and functional cases. 
C. Review of the Nonlinear Errors-in-Variables Model 
The literature on the nonlinear errors-in-variables models has been 
limited, compared with that for the linear models. Only the univariate 
model containing a single nonlinear relationship has been studied. Most 
research has concentrated on analysis of functional relationship 
models. Estimators have been constructed on either the least squares 
principle or the maximum likelihood principle. 
Early works on the nonlinear functional relacionship model include 
Deming (1931, 1943) and Cook (1931). They suggested an estimation 
procedure which applies the least squares principle to the linear 
portion of the Taylor expansion of the functional relationship. These 
authors assumed the error covariance matrix known. 
Using heuristic arguments, Clutton-Brock (1967) suggested that a 
pseudo-likelihood function be used for the nonlinear model with the 
error covariance matrix known. His pseudo-likelihood function is an 
analogue of that for the model without measurement errors. 
15 
Villegas (1969) considered the nonlinear functional relationship 
with n replicate observations on each of k fixed true values 
(y__, , x^.) , where x^. is 1 x m . He used the k mean vectors 
ti ~ti -ti 
(y^, x^) as data points for the functional relationship and used the 
within mean square matrix as a consistent estimator of the error 
covariance matrix. Thus, in his model, the error variances of the data 
-1 
points are decreasing at the rate n . He proposed an iterative 
estimation procedure. Assuming the existence of a preliminary estimator 
- I L  
with error of 0^ (n ^) and normal errors, he showed that his 
estimator has the normal distribution in the limit. Villegas also 
showed that the unweighted least squares estimator has error of 
- Vo 
Op (n ^) and, thus, can be used as the preliminary estimator. 
Dolby and Lipton (1972) derived the maximum likelihood equation for 
the nonlinear functional relationship with scalar , a general 
covariance structure, normal errors, and replications. They also 
obtained the inverse of the information matrix, and suggested its use 
for the Newton-Raphson technique. Dolby and Lipton, without giving 
conditions, stated that the inverse of the information matrix is the 
asymptotic covariance matrix of the estimates. The statement is not 
necessarily applicable in the presence of infinitely many incidental 
parameters. 
Dolby (1972) proposed the estimator obtained by applying the 
Newton-Raphson technique to the likelihood equation for the nonlinear 
functional relationship with known general covariance structure. He 
obtained the information matrix and made the same statement with regard 
16 
to the asymptotic covariance matrix as made in his earlier paper with 
Lipton. Dolby also discussed an estimation procedure which is a 
generalization of the generalized least squares estimation of Sprent 
(1966). 
Egerton and Laycock (1979) considered the nonlinear functonal 
relationship where the x^ is a vector. 
and £ is known. The likelihood equation was derived » They proposed 
an adjustment to the maximum likelihood estimator of , and called, 
without justification, the resulting estimator a suitable consistent 
estimator of . They also obtained the inverse of the information 
matrix, and commented that the portion of the inverse matrix for the 
structural parameters underrate the true variability of the 
estimators. However, they did not give conditions x^ich guarantee the 
existence of an asymptotic distribution for the estimators. 
The theoretical development for estimation of the nonlinear 
functional relationship reviewed to this point is largely 
unsatisfactory. Except for Villegas (1969), there has been no rigorous 
investigation of the conditions guaranteeing the consistency or the 
asymptotic normality of the maximum likelihood estimators. Recall that 
Villegas assumed that the number of unknown true values is fixed and 
that the error variances decrease at the rate n . The first 
consistent and asymptotically normal estimator for the nonlinear 
17 
functional relationship without replications or decreasing error 
variances was given by Welter and Fuller (1982a). They proposed a 
method of moment type estimator for polynomial functional relationships 
with normally distributed errors. Their estimator is analogous to the 
maximum likelihood estimator for the linear model, but is not the 
maximum likelihood estimator. As in Wolter and Fuller (1982a), we 
review the estimator in terms of the quadratic functional relationship. 
The model is 
4 • 
= x^ + u^ , t = l,2,...,n, (1.8) 
where the are fixed, and (e^ , u^) are independent normal random 
variables with mean zero and known covariance matrix 
V = 
eu 
o 
ue u 
Wolter and Fuller observed that the model (1.8) can be written as 
- ït ê > 
\ ' 
18 
where 
%t = %t + St ' 
e = (9o ' *1 ' *2 ) ' 
= (1, , x2 ) , 
%t = (1' =t ' =t - ) ' 
St = (0, Uj. , 2x^ + u2 - ) 
Note that (e^ , f^) has zero mean and covariance matrix 
5t = 
^ef(t) 
l^^fe(t) ~ff(t)j 
a' 0 ff 2x. a 
e eu t eu 
0 0 0 
2x 
u tu 
sym. 4x^ + 20*^ 
tu u 
An unbiased estimator of is 
19 
4 = 
0 
0 
eu 
u 
sym. 
2=% °eu 
k<p- (X^ - c^) + la'* 
u t u u 
-1 
n 
and an unbiased estimator of Z = n Z is 
t=l 
Z = a" Z 5 
t=l 
a E -
ee ~ef 
£fe 5ff 
Note that the polynomial structure of the model and the normality of 
errors have been utilized. Let 
M = n 
•' I 
t=l 
%t 
(?t' 3t) 
%Y %W 
Wolter and Fuller defined the estimator of g as 
ê • ISwW - " fe) ISwY - " J • (1-9) 
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where a is the smallest root of 
I M - a Ê I = 0 . 
They showed that the estimator g in (1.9) is consistent and is 
asymptotically normally distributed. They also presented a consistent 
estimator of the asymptotic covariance matrix of g . A normalized 
statistic based on a was proposed for testing the goodness of fit of 
the model. Wolter and Fuller suggested that the properties of the 
estimator can be improved by making a small-order modification in the 
estimator. Based on their Monte-Carlo study, they suggest that the 
modified estimator may be recommended over the maximum likelihood 
estimator in samples as small as 30 with ratio of to 
n 
n ^ (x - x)2 as large as 0.6. The estimated variance and 
t=l 
associated t-statistic can be used for inferential statements, with only 
a small departure from nominal significance levels. 
Fuller (1982) extended the use of the ufâthod of moments type 
estimator of Wolter and Fuller to a wide class of models. He considered 
a class of models which have a linear representations. In his model, 
the true values of x^ may be fixed or random and errors in the 
equation may exist. He assumed that conditional on the x^ the 
deviations of observations (Y^ , X^) from the true values have mean 
zero and finite second moments, and that there is available for each 
t an estimator of which is unbiased given x^ and can be 
expressed as 
21 
I tel ttl ' (I'lO) 
i=l 
where misa fixed number, m ^  k + 1 , and are observable 
vectors. Fuller defined the method of moments type estimator, and 
derived the limiting distribution of the estimator under a wide range 
of assumptions. He demonstrated that his class covers many useful 
models including the polymonial errors-in-variables model. His 
estimation procedure is applicable to the nonlinear errors-in-variables 
model, provided that the observation can be expressed as the sum of a 
linear systematic part and an error with zero mean, and that there is an 
estimator of error covariance matrix for each observation having the 
form (1.10). 
Wolter and Fuller (1982b) rigorously discussed the maximum 
likelihood type estimators for the general nonlinear functional 
relationship with known error covariance matrix. Their work will be 
reviewed in Chapter IV. 
Estimation of specific nonlinear models has been considered by Hey 
and Hey (i960), Chan (1965), O'Neill et al. (1969), and Anderson (1981). 
Other works on the nonlinear errors-in-variables model include 
Griliches and Ringstad (1970), Britt and Luecke (1973), Fedorov (1974), 
and Kendall and Stuart (1979). Wolter (1974) reviewed the literature on 
the nonlinear errors-in-variables model. 
The remainder of this thesis deals with the estimation of three 
types of errors-in-variables models. These are the multivariate linear 
22 
structural model, the multivariate linear functional model, both with 
estimated error covariance matrix, and the nonlinear model with one 
functional relationship. Chapter II is devoted to presenting background 
notation, definitions, and theorems to be used in later chapters. 
Chapter III contains the derivations and properties of the maximum 
likelihood estimators for the multivariate linear errors-in-variables 
models. In Chapter IV, we review the work of Wolter and Fuller (1982b), 
discuss the properties of their estimators, and present alternative 
estimators. The instrumental variable estimation of the nonlinear 
functional relationship is considered in Chapter V. 
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II. DEFINITIONS AND THEOREMS 
This chapter is devoted to presenting definitions and theorems to be 
used in later chapters. The proofs of several theorems are omitted, but 
references to available proofs are given. 
A. Definitions 
1. Matrix-vector operations 
In a number of situations where we are interested in functions of 
elements of a matrix, it is more convenient to arrange the elements of 
the matrix as a vector. 
Definition 2.1. Let A = (a^j) be a p x q matrix, and let 
A . denote the i-th column of A . Then, 
vec A - (a^^, a^^,..., a^^, a^^» *22'""' *lq' ®2q'* * *'%q'' 
- A|q)' • 
Note that vec A is the vector obtained by listing the columns of 
A one beneath the other in a single column vector. If the matrix A 
is a symmetric p x p matrix, vec A will contain V2p(p-1) pairs of 
identical elements. In some situations, it is convenient to retain only 
one element of each pair. This can be accomplished by listing the 
elements in each column that are on or below the diagonal. 
Definitions 2.2. Let A = (a^j) be a p x p matrix. Then, 
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vech A - (a^j ,32^, •.. ,322 »&32» • • • »^p2»^33>^43'• • • »^p3» • * *'®pp^ ' * 
For symmetric A , vech A contains the unique elements of A . 
Therefore, it is possible to recreate vec A from vech A . 
Definition 2.3. Let A = (a^^) be a p x p symmetric matrix. Let 
be the p^ x ^ p(p+l) matrix such that 
vec A = vech A , 
and define by 
$ = ($' $ )  ^ .  
'^p '^p '^P 
Note that $ 
~p 
vech A 
There are many linear transformations of vec A into vech A , but 
the transformation jj;^ which is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse 
of , is particularly useful. 
The direct, or Kronecker product of two matrices will also be used 
frequently. 
Definition 2.4. The Kronecker product of a p x q matrix A = (a^j) 
and an m x n matrix B , denoted by A h B , is the pm x qn matrix 
is unique and of full column rank and that 
vec A= @ vech A 
~ ~p ~p '-p ~p ~ 
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A m D 
a, 
•2q B 
2. Order In probability 
The notion of order in probability will provide a powerful tool for 
obtaining the large sample results in later chapters. For sequences of 
random variables, definitions of order in probability were introduced by 
Mann and Wald (1943). Let {x^} be a sequence of k-dimensional random 
X. be the j-th element of X . jn ~n 
Definition 2.5. We say is of smaller order in probability than g^ 
and write 
if, for every £ > 0 and 5 > 0 there exists an N such that for all N, 
variables and a sequence of positive real numbers. Also, let 
k 
Definition 2.6. We say X^ is at most of order in probability and 
write 
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s. - °p (:%) • 
if, for every e > 0 , there exists a positive real number such 
that 
P { |Xjnl > Mg S* } < G . k , 
for ail n . 
We do not present various properties of orders in probability which 
will be used in later chapters. Many useful properties of orders in 
probability are given in Chapter 5 of Fuller (1976). 
B. Theorems 
1. Matrix theorems 
We now present some theorems to be used in succeeding chapters. 
We begin by presenting some useful results in matrix algebra. 
Theorem 2.1. Let 
z Z 
~ee ~eu 
E Z 
~ue ~uu 
J 
be a p X p symmetric positive definite matrix, where is r x r 
Let k = p - r , and let g be a k x r matrix. Then, 
1(6. i.) hi' (&' P'l"' = - 5uv C ' 
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[ ( & ,  V  I ' J '  C | '  V  I ' J -  ( I ,  0 ) '  =  - z z -1 
~iiv ~vv 
r KB. P s,e' (&. pT' C|. I) E (I, 0)' - I . 
~EE 
E Z , 
~ev ~w ' 
where 
Z = Z ' = Z - Z S 
^uv "^vu ~iie ~uu ^ 
Z = Z - Z 6 
~ev ~ee ~eu 
Proof. By the formula for the inverse of a partitioned symmetric 
positive definite matrix. 
- (ë'I) 
-1 -1 
- z ^z ? ^  
~uu~ue~ 
-1 -1 
P -"Z Z 
~ ~eu~uu 
} 
r-1 -1 -1 -1 Z ^ + Z ^Z P \z Z j 
~uu >'uu""ue~ ~eu~uu j 
V 
Z~^ + (8 - Z~^Z )P~^(S' 
"^UU ^ "^UU^UÔ ^ ^ z z~b , 
where 
P = Z - Z Z "1 z 
•w «^ee ^eu "^uu "^ue 
By the formula for the inverse of a sum of matrices. 
Kg. p pM"' 
= 5uu - 5u„<6 - C + (%' - 5eu 
I (B - E )]"! (B' - E E"1 ) E 
^uu ^ "^uu ~ue ^ "^eu^uu ~uu 
= E - (E S - E )(E - B'E - E 6 + B'E 6)"^ 
*^uu "^uu ^ ~ue ~ee ^ "^ue ^ ^ 
(6'Z - Z ) 
^ >'uu ^eu 
= E - E E~^ E 
~UU ~UV ^vu 
Also, 
[(&, I) Sle (&, I)']"' (&, I) Sle (I, 0)' 
= { - *.u (e - Suû'Sue^f ?+<!•- 5eu î„û'' 
- (SuuS-SueXl + I? + (g'-W^u) 
Suu'ê - Ci Ï - Î 1 f' 
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= - (Z - Z S) (Z - 6' Z - Z 6 + g' Z"1 g) 
~ue "^uu ^ ~ee ^ ^\xb ^eu ^ ^ ^uu ^ 
= - z z 
•^UV '^W 
Finally, 
%'[(%, P I 'J' (&, P P Q. 0)' - I 
= - 8' Z Z "1 - I 
w -^uv ~ 
= - (6' Z + Z ) Z 
~UV "~'W 
= - (Z - Z B) Z~^ 
= - z z . 
•^ev ~w 
• 
The next two theorems provide useful relationships involving vec 
operators. The proofs are elementary and thus omitted. Dahm (1979), 
for example, gives proofs of both the theorems. 
Theorem 2.2. Let A, B, and Ç be pxq, qxm, and m x n 
matrices, respectively. Then, 
vec (ABC) = (C*H A) vec B . 
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Theorem 2.3. Let A, B, Ç, and D be pxq, qxm, pxn, and 
n X m matrices, respectively. Then, 
tr (A B D' C') = (vec A)' (B H Ç) (vec D) . 
The next two theorems give formulae for derivatives of matrix 
functions. For the proofs, see, for example, Dahm (1979). 
Theorem 2.4. Let A = A(^) be a p x p symmetric positive definite 
matrix, where i = (y^, Yg'"'"» Yp)' • Then, for i = 1,2,...,r, 
8 los kl _ , .1 3A ^ 
Theorem 2.5. Let A = AC"^) be a p x p nonsingular matrix, where 
ï = (Yi» Y2»'*«» Tr)' • Then, for i = 1,2, .,•••) J. , 
>f'- 1 1 
W,— ^ W, ^ 
The proof of the next theorem is given in Bellman (1970, p. 115). 
Theorem 2.6. (Courant-Fischer min-max theorem) 
Let A be a n x n symmetric matrix. Let 
^1 ^ ^ 2 ^ be eigenvalues of A . Then 
x'^ 
X, = max 
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X = min max -7— , 
^^0 x'^fO ~ 
x'Ax 
X = min max 
S'%i=0 
i=l,...,(k-l) i=l,...,(k-l) 
x'M 
X = min max —?— 
Zi*0 x'Xi=0 " * 
i=l,...,Cn-l) i=l,...(n-l) 
Note that the Courant-Fischer min-max theorem is typically stated 
with an extra condition 
= 1 » i = 1,2,..., (k-1) , 
on the vectors over which the minimum is evaluated. Obviously, such a 
condition does not change the minimum value. 
Theorem 2.7. Let A be a n x n symmetric positive semidefinite 
matrix. Let P be any n x p (p < n) matrix satisfying 
- ipxp • «.!) 
Then, 
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\ IP'^] > [A] , k = 1,2,..., p , ( 2 . 2 )  
where X^[.] denotes the k-th largest eigenvalue of a symmetric 
matrix. The equality in (2.2) holds for all k = 1,2,..., p , when 
P = SgS ' (2.3) 
where is the matrix of orthonormal eigenvectors of A 
corresponding to p smallest eigenvalues, and G is an p x p 
orthogonal matrix. If ^ » then the equality in 
(2.2) holds for all k = 1,2,...,p , if and only if P is of the form 
(2.3). 
Proof. For k = 2,3,..., p , by Theorem 2.6 and (2.1) , 
x'P'APx 
X^IP.AP] -
i=l,...,(k-l) i=l,...(k-l) 
z'^ 
= min max 
i=l,...,(k-l) 
z'z 
(2.4) 
where 
8^ 2 = C(P); z'Pjr^ = 0, i = 1,..., (k-1)} , 
and C(P) is the column space of P . By (2.1), 
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Let , j = 1,2,..., (n-p) be a basis of the orthogonal complement 
C~(P) of C(P) . Then, 
^ = {zeR^; z'w^ = 0 , i=l, c . . ,(k-l) , z'&j= 0 , j=l,2,.., ,(n-p)} , 
(2.5) 
where 
, i = 1,2 (k-1) . (2.6) 
Therefore, by (2.4), (2*5), and (2.6), 
Wi^g 
C-(P) 
i=l,...,(k-l) 
5*45 
z'%i=0 
i = l , ( k - 1 )  
z'&j=0 
j=I,...,(n-p) 
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z'^ 
> min min max _ 
lij^O VQ 5'*i=0 
UJSC (P) W^£C(P) i=l,...:(k-l) 
j=l,...,(n-p) i=l,...,(k-l) z'Uj=0 
j=l,...,(n-p) 
5*45 
> min max 
z'z 
y/fO z'Vj=0 
i=l,(n-p+k-1) i=l,(n-p+k-1) 
where the last equality follows from Theorem 2.6. For k = 1 , by 
Theorem 2.6 and (2.1), 
X.[P'AP] = max 
.... X 
z'Az 
= max 
zeC(P) ~ ~ 
= max 
z'£.=0 
j=l,...,(n-p) 
x'P'APx 
x'P'P: 
2'Az 
z'z 
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z'Az 
> min max 
u.ZO z'u.=0 ~ ~ 
j=l,...,(n-p) j=l,..o,(n-p) 
" Vp+1^-^ • 
If p = Q^G for some p x p orthogonal matrix, then for k=l,2..., p , 
- ^22-22^ 
- Xj^[diag 1 
" ^n-p+k • 
Suppose that X^_p [A] > [A] . Then, the eigenspace of A 
corresponding to p smallest eigenvalues is unique» Let H be any 
n X p matrix satisfying 
H'M = diag [A],..., [A]} , (2.7) 
and 
H'H = I . (2.8) 
•>• ~ ~pxp 
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Suppose there exists an n x 1 vector h belonging to the column space 
of H but not belonging to . Then, h must belong to the 
eigenspace of A corresponding to the largest (n-p) eigenvalues. 
Thus, there exists a p x 1 vector t and a (n-p) x 1 vector s 
such that 
h = Ht , (2.9) 
h = QjS , (2.10) 
where is the matrix of orthonormal eigenvectors of A corresponding 
to the largest (n-p) eigenvalues. Now, by (2.7) and (2.9) , 
h'^ = t'H'Mt 
= t'diag [A],..., [A]}t 
< Xo_p+l lA] t'E 
By (2.10), 
= s'QI^Q^S 
= s'diag {X^ [A],..., [A]} s 
> ^n-p [61 I'S • 
Since [A] > [A] , and since t't = s's by (2.8), (2.9), 
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and (2.10), we have arrived at a contradiction. Hence, every vector 
the column space of H is also in . Therefore, any matrix 
H satisfying (2.7) and (2.8) must have the form 
H = QgS ' (2-11) 
where G is some p x p orthogonal matrix. Now, suppose that 
\ = ^n-p+k ^ = 1,2..., p . 
Then, 
r r m  = aiag IA],..., [A]} , 
where R is the matrix of orthogonal eigenvectors of Thus, 
the above result (2.11), there exists a p x p orthogonal matrix G 
such that 
ÇS = GgS " 
Therefore, 
P = SgZ ' 
where 
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F = SB' , 
FF' = GR'RG' 
= GG' 
= I « 
-pxp 
This concludes the proof of the necessity part for the equality and thus 
the proof of Theorem 2.7. Q 
The following theorem provides a useful representation of the 
fourth moments of a normal random vector. The proof is given in Dahm 
(1979). 
Theorem 2.8. Let X be a p x 1 multivariate normal random vector 
with mean zero and covariance matrix Z . Then, 
v{vech(X X/)} = 2 (Z a Z) . 
2. Central limit theorems 
In later chapters, we derive the limiting distributions of 
estimators. Hence, it is convenient to summarize various forms of the 
central limit theorems in this section. 
Theorem 2.9. Let (X^ , be (p+q)-dimensional independently and 
identically distributed random row vectors. Assume that X^ and 
are independent, and that (X^ , Y^) has finite fourth moments. Let 
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Hx - ELÎTL •  
Uy " . 
' 
5ïï - vlïil . 
Ix = v{vech[(Xt - %?)'(%% - %%)]} 
ly = V{vech[(Yj. - y^J'CY^ - Wy)]} 
m 
5XX %Y 
^YX 
= (n-l)-l I [(X^, Y^) - (X, %)]'[(%[, Y^) - (X, p] , 
t=l 
(X, Y) = n"^ I (X^, Y^) , 
t=l 
n 
1 
-XX 9 j 
=YY 
Then, 
n 
vech(mx^-Exx) 
vec 
vech(m^-Z^) 
-> N 0 . 
Ex 9 
9 -XX ® -YY 
0 
0 
r. 
_/ J 
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Proof. We have 
m = (n-1) ^  I [(St. 3%) - (%%, - (%%, *?)] 
t=l 
(n-1) ^  n[(X, Y) - (y^, liY)]'[(X, Y) - (ji^, 
t=l 
-1, 
Hence, 
vech 5xx 
vec 5yx 
vech 
= n-1 I W + 0 (rTh 
t=l ^ 
where 
î?t = 
5lt 
ht 
I > i 
vech(Xj. - y%)'(Xt - y^) 
vec (Yj. - %y)'(Xt - y%) 
[Ï3tj [vechCY^ - %?)'(%; - ]i^)j 
Now, W are independently and identically distributed random variables 
such that 
E{WJ = 
vech Sxx 
0 
vech Z 
YY 
'ISitl • ÎX • 
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= ®{ ^\t"^Yk^ t'^Xj ^ ^ 
^YYlk'^XXjm ' 
l?lt^ij't^Zt^km^ = ^{ ^Xj^^\t~ ^Yk^ 
= 0 , 
T(53t} = Sy ' 
C{Wi,, WgJ = 0 . 
CTT^Zt^ii'^^St^km} t'^Xj ^ 
= 0 , 
where we have used the independence of X^ and Y^ . Thus, the result 
follows from the multivariate central limit theorem. Q 
Theorem 2.10. Let (X^ , ][^) be (p+q)-dimensional independently and 
identically distributed random row vectors. Assume that X^ and Y^ 
are independent, that Y^ has finite fourth moments, and that X^ has 
finite second moments. Then, 
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%ec m^ f 
~XX ® ~YY ~ 
Hi ^ >N > 
vechCm^-E^y) 2 0 
where the notations are the same as in Theorem 2.9. 
Proof. Since the independence and the existence of second moments of 
(Kt > Y^) imply the existence of second moments of vec m^ , the 
result follows by the argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.9. Q 
The next lemma will be used to prove some central limit theorems. 
Lenma 2.1. Let {A^} be a sequence of real numbers such that 
_1 n 
lim n y A = A . 
n^ til t 
Then, 
lim 
n-x» 
n 1 A^ = 0 , 
lim n ^ sup {A } = 0 . 
n-^ l<t<n 
Proof. We observe that 
-1 
n A = 
n 
-1 
n 
I  
t=l 
n ^ (n-l)I(n-l) -1 I  
t=l 
-> 0 , as n -»• "» . 
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Thus, for every e > 0 , there exists a T such that for all t > T 
t ^ I < e . 
Hence, for all n > max { T, e ^ sup {A {} , 
l<t<T-l 
n ^ sup IA I = max {n ^sup IA I , n ^ sup lA |} 
l<t<n l<t<T-l T<t<n 
< max {e, sup jt ^ A !} 
T<t<n 
< e . • 
The following three central limit theorems will be useful in later 
chapters. 
Theorem 2.11. Let {x^} be a sequence of independently and identically 
distributed k-dimensional random column vectors. Assume E{X^} = 0 
and v{x^} =2 . Let {A^} be a sequence of k-dimensional real column 
vectors such that 
Then, 
and 
1 ° 
lim n y A_ A' = G . (2.12) 
t=i -
Ï 6: N (0, tr[I gl), (2.13) 
t=l 
. n . n 
lim n~^ y V {A! X,} = lim n~^ Y K ^ K 
n-Ko t=l n-Ko t=l 
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= tr[E G] 
Proof. Let 
= V{ I A;^ X } = I A; E A 
t=l t=l 
Then, by (2.12), 
-1  -1  ^ 
lim n V = lim tr[Z n Y A A'] = tr [Z G] . (2. 
n ^ " "N't >»t ^ 
xi-^ n^ t=l 
I A N  
If tr[Z G] = 0 , then for every e > 0 , 
A' X^l > e} < e~^ n~^ V > 0 , as n + °° , 
~t ~ti J n 
and thus (2.13) holds with the limit given by the degenerate 
distibution. Now we assume tr[E G] >0 . Let e > 0 be given, and 
let 
t=l 
S 
nte 
= {x e R : (A^ x)2 > gZ vj 
= {x e R : (x'x) > [sup A^ 
l<t<n 
Then, by Holder's inequality. S ^ is a subset of S* . Hence, 
nte ne 
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è I J (A- ï)2 d F; (;) < i Z ; (a; x)2 d (x) 
n t=l S ^ ~ n t=l S*„ ~ 
nte ne 
<1 Cl A) ; (x- x) d F (x) . 
^n t=l S* ~ 
(2.15) 
Since, 
, n n 
lim n ^ A' = lim tr[n 1 A^ A^] = tr G , (2.16) 
n-H» t=l n-K» t=l 
by Lemma 2.1, 
lim n ^ sup (A^ A^) = 0 . (2.17) 
n-x» l<t<n 
By (2.14) and (2.17), 
lim e2 V [ sup (A; A )]~^ = lim n~^ V [n ^ sup (A' A )]"^ 
n-^ l<t<n l<t<n 
(2 .18)  
Since has second moments. 
= / (x'x) d F (x) < =» . (2.19) 
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By (2.18) and Chebyshev's inequality. 
P{Xt E S% } < of { e2 V [ sup (A^ A )]-!}-! (2.20) 
l<t<n 
-> 0 , as n + œ . 
By (2.19) and (2.20), 
lim (x'x) d F (x) = 0 . (2.21) 
n-x» S ^ -
ne 
Therefore, by (2.14), (2.15), (2.16), and (2.21), 
. 1 * lim ^ I / d (x) = 0 
n^ n t=l S . 
nte 
Thus, by the Lindeberg central limit theorem and (2.14), 
•>'"'2 ? X . (»-• ï/2 I A' 
t=l t=l 
—> N (0, tr[2 G]) . • 
Theorem 2.12. Let {x^} be a sequence of independently and identically 
distributed k-dimensional random column vectors. Assume E{X^} = 0 and 
V{X^} = S . Let {A^} be a sequence of k x p real matrices such that 
-1 ^ 
lim n % vec A (vec A )' = H 
n+co t=l 
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Sir H IP 
®pl" H 
'PP 
where each A.. is a k x k matrix. Then, 
A'X^^>N(0, V) 
t=l 
wnere 
V = lim n"^ I E A^ 
n-x» t=l 
"(5 8ii> "<-1 Sip) 
Spl' "<i §pp). 
Proof. Let X = (A^ ,..., A^)' be an arbitrary nonnull p x 1 real 
vector, and consider 
i' I A; X; . J r . 
t=l t=l 
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Let be the i-th column of • Then, 
? 4 i V ? I h 4'^ ! 4'^' 
t=i ^ ^ t=i 1=1 ^ j=i J 
= !  N  X, X, I  4"  
1=1 j=l J t=l 
il jli ^3 Sij ' " 
Thus, by Theorem 2.11, 
X' n ^^2 I A' X -J^> N (0, tr [Z f f X X H ]) 
t=l 1=1 j=l J J 
We observe that 
f I ^1 I I ^i^y 8ij^ 
1=1 3=1 1 J J 1=1 j=l ^ ^ 
= &' Z & 
Hence, the result follows from the multivariate central limit theorem» 
• 
Theorem 2.13. Let be a sequence of p-dimensionai real row vectors 
such that 
lim m = m , 
^ ~xx ~xx 
n*» 
where 
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Sxx " (3St " 2)'(St ~ Ê) ' 
-1 r 
S =" ° I St ' 
t=l 
Let Ej. be q-dimensional independently and identically distributed 
random column vectors with mean 0 , covariance matrix , and 
finite fourth moments. Then, 
f 
vec m 
f 
0 ^ am 0 
~S£ 
i'2 S N 9 » 
^vech(m^^-E^P^ \ 
0 r 
-eej 
where 
ïïxe " I (5t " 5)'(£t - 5^)' ' 
t=l 
See " I (e^ - ë) (e - e)' , 
t=l 
-1 ? 
e = n I G , 
t=l 
lee = V{vech e^e^} . 
Proof. Let X' = (XJ^, Xp be an arbitrary [pq+2 ^q(q+l) ]-dimensional 
nonnull real vector. Now, using the double subscript notation for 
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X, and X„ , we have 
where 
vec m 
~XG 
vech(m^^-2^P 
= XI vec + X' vech(m^^ -
X'(n-1)~^ I vec[(x -x)'e'] + X'(n-1)~^ f vech(e ep 
^ t=l 1. ^ ^ t=l 
-1, 
- X^ vech Zgg + 0 (n ) 
n 
I 
t=l 1=1 j=l 
" il kl 
n q q 
-1. 
^ m=l kL "2km(^kC^mt- ^ eekm^^ 
9 9 
+ Op(n-i) 
I êiït + °p'="'> . 
t=l ^ 
(2 .22)  
w._ = 
'jt ^lij^^it ~ 
ët ~ ^nf' &911»'''' &9nn) ' qt' -2 r -2qq 
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It = (e^, [vechCe^e^ - Seg)]')' • 
By the assumptions, are independently and identically distributed, 
and satisfy 
= 0 ' 
V{a;Y^} = a^Z a. 
where 
Z = 
See Î3 
a (s: I 
Now, 
Z3 = - See)} 
il "ifjt • j, \ki - \>(v - !.) 
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•> as , 
and 
= n -1 
n 
I I  ~ V = ° 
m=l Imi "2jk 
Thus, 
la *t*t • 
n 
A'm A, 
^2^2 
= è , (2.23) 
where 
= 
X j l l  . . .  
"121 *•* "l2q 
^Ipl ••• ^ipq 
Thus, by (2.23) and Theorem 2.11, 
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n '^^ 2 I a'Y -^ > N(0, tr(S A)) 
t=l 
(2.24) 
Using Theorem 2.3 and that 
vec iti = ' 
we have 
tr(Z A) = tr 
•ee 
£3 
-3 
Esc 
- tr(&i5eG&i5xx) + -2-ee-2 
= (vec Aj)' (Zge « ^1 + &2Ess&2 
= &Î (Sec = SL=) + izles&z 
= X' 
Z a m 
~EE ~XX 
-EE 
(2.25) 
Hence, by (2.22), (2.24), and (2.25), 
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X'iî^Z 
vec m 
^xe 
vech(m^^-Z^^) 
-> N 0 , X' 
I B m 
~EE ~XX 
Thus, the result follows from the multivariate central limit 
theorem. 
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III. THE MULTIVARIATE LINEAR MODEL WITH ESTIMATED 
ERROR COVARIANCE MATRIX 
In this chapter, we consider the maximum likelihood estimation of 
the multivariate linear error-in-variables model when there is available 
an independent estimate of the error covariance matrix. Both structural 
and functional relationships are considered. The properties of the 
estimators are derived under relatively weak assumptions. 
A. Introduction 
One of the most commonly discussed models in the errors-in-
variables problem is the model with two variables, no errors in the 
equation, and error covariance matrix either known or known up to a 
multiple. We extend this simple model to the case where there are 
multiple relationships and an independent estimator of the error 
covariance matrix is available. Let 
Zt = + Scë » t = 1,2,..., n, 
%t = %t + St . 
^t = 5t ~t ' 
where x_ is an unobservable 1 x k vector, X. is the 1 x k vector 
~t ~t 
of observed values of x^ , is the 1 x r vector of observations on 
~t ~t 
the dependent variables P ~ k+r, is a 1 x r vector of unknown 
parameters, ^ is a k x r matrix of unknown coefficients, and 
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= (e^, u^) are independently and identically distributed with mean 
zero and covariance matrix 2^^ . In addition, there is available an 
estimator of . We assume is distributed independently 
of (Y^, X^) for all t . 
The model just defined arises frequently in practical situations. 
Physical experiments often have models with no errors in the 
equations. The model with intercept term was chosen because of its 
wider use in practice. Theoretical development for the model without 
intercept follows with minor modifications from that for the intercept 
model. Also, it is more realistic to assume the existence of an 
estimator of 2^.^ than to assume that is known or known up 
to a multiple. We chose to assume that is an estimator of 
'-es ~£e 
rather than of a multiple of 2^^ because we consider this to be the 
usual case. There are two common sources for . Independent 
experiments in the past often provide such estimators. Also, when 
replicated observations are measured at some of the true values 
x^) , a multiple of the within replication sum of squares can be 
used as an estimator of . Under normality of the errors, the means 
over replicates used as the data points are independent of the estimator 
of based on the within sum of squares. 
In this chapter, we will call upon one or more of the following 
assumptions. 
Assumption 3.1. The are fixed constants satisfying 
lim X = u , 
«X ' 
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Sxx - ' 
n->® 
where 
-1 r X = n I X 
t=l 
. - - -- ° 
™ t=l 
= (n-l)" i (Xc - 2)'(2c - Z) 
and Z is a k X k positive definite matrix. Also, 
~xx 
Zyv = (I, - &') lee - &')' positive definite. 
Assumption 3.2. The x^ are independently and identically distributed 
with mean u and covariance matrix Z . The x^ are independent of 
•^x ~xx ~t 
£^, for all t and t' . The covariance matrices Z and 
~t ~xx 
hz ' + îes 
are positive definite. 
Assumption 3.3. The fourth moments of exist. 
Assumption 3.4. The x^ are normally distributed. 
Assumption 3.5. The are independently and identically distributed 
with mean 0 and nonsingular covariance matrix Z 
~ o ~ee 
Assumption 3.6. The are normally distributed. 
Assumption 3.7. The is independent of for all t and is 
based on d degrees of freedom. Also 
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See ^ ^ e' ' 
d ^ n > c , 
as n > " , where c is a finite nonzero constant. 
Assumption 3.8. The distribution of d is the Wishart distribution 
with covariance matrix and degrees of freedom d . 
B. Maximum Likelihood Estimators 
we derive the maximum likelihood estimators of the parameters of 
the model (3.1), assuming that is a multiple of a Wishart matrix, 
and that all other random variables in the model have a multivariate 
normal distribution. The functional case, where x^ are fixed, and the 
structural case, where x^ are random, are treated separately. First, 
we introduce some notations. Let 
St = (%t' ^ t) ' 
2t = (%t' 2t) ' 
= I Z = (Y, X) z 
. -1  *  SZZ = (*-!)-  (Z^ -  |) '(Z^ -  Z) 
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Also, let ^ ^2 ^  ^ ^  > 0 be the eigenvalues of 
- 1 /  - 1 /  
~ee Sgg ~es ' let £^, i = l,2,...,p, be the corresponding 
eigenvectors such that 
3%:Z ' <3.2) 
ss' = a'a = i , 
where 
S - (% »•••> Sk » Sfefi »•••' Sp) 
" ^S(i)' 8(2)) ' 
and p = k+r . If 
> 1 , i — 1,2," " », k , 
then define 
I , C3.3) 
8^ = Y - X 6 , (3.4) 
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where 
and let Z be the lower right k x k submatrix of AA* . To obtain 
~xx 
an alternative representation for the estimators, we let 
2(1) - Ù 2(1) - ik' ' 
g- v? % 
~(2) ~ee I- = S-.'2 3(2) = T'P' , 
Then, 
= diag{(X^-l)^,..., 
u. i& 
= A&I 2(1)^  "= 
r^L i 
~kk~ 
% 
(3.5) 
and 
(2kk)-' 2:k ' (3.6) 
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Since 
~rk~rr ~kk~kr ~a)~(2) 
8(1)9(2) 
= 0 , 
we have 
Ê -  -
Note that expressions (3.6) or (3.7) are defined for < 1 
Also, 
= P(i)% - I)P(i) . (3.8) 
•Sxx ~kk^~l ~ ~^~kk ' (3'*) 
where 
= diag{X^ ,..., . 
We also define 
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S) 
1. Functional relationship 
When the are fixed, they are unknown parameters. Thus, for 
the functional model, the parameters to be estimated are 
and x^ , t = i,2,...,n . The following theorem gives the maximum 
likelihood estimators for the functional relationship, where the 
are normal and the is a multiple of a Wishart matrix. 
Theorem 3.1. Let the model (3.1) hold, and let Assumptions 3.1 and 3.5 
through 3.8 hold. Then, the maximum likelihood estimators of 
£ and 6^ are £ in (3.7) and in (3.4), respectively. The 
maximum likelihood estimators of and x^ are 
4, = (d+n) - ' l C n-l) + d (3.10) 
and 
-1 
Zt - 2t - 2t hn • 
where 
(I. - &') (I. - &')' . 
S = S' = s CI, - $')* 
'^V£ ^ 
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Svv = - &') SzZ ' 
Zt = 2t - &o - St â = It - % - (%t - S) & ' 
Ivv = (I, - i') Is: (I, - &')' . 
Iv* - (Z, - &') See (&' D' 
Proof. The log likelihood function is 
log L = - I log L5,J - I J^CZj - - 2C)' 
- ir 1°S lîtsi "f • 
where 
Zt - (%t' 4' ' 
" ®o' S) + 2t<Ê. . 
and is a constant. First we fix 6 and and obtain the 
maximum likelihood estimators of 6 and x_ in terms of 8 and 
2 . Since S and x^ appear only in the part for (Y_ , X_) 
~ee ""^o "^t ~t ~t 
of the likelihood, by the standard argument for normal maximum 
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likelihood estimation, we have 
&o = 3 - , (3.12) 
it = (%t - &o' ^ t) (&' !)'[(&, V I'J- (&, 
(3.13) 
Also, it follows from (3.13) and Theorem 2.1, 
(%t' = (jBo St> 
(io.o) + <-\ - - (Î. - ê')'^ 
«f V - • (3-14) 
where 
%t = %t " 2o - At & 
Sw = (%' - &') See d' -
SvE = (I, - &') See . 
Substituting (3.12) and (3.14) into the likelihood, we obtain 
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where 
log L(Êo. = Co - I ISsel 
1 ^  V Z"1 Z Z~^ E Z~^ v' 
2 ^2]^ ~t~w ^ve^ee ~ev~vv ~t 
i 1°8 UeJ - i trCSeelee) 
= - Y (d+n)log|Zgg| - Y (n-l)tr(m^^) 
- i CitSssS;:) ' (3.15) 
Sw = (n-1) ^  
n ^ ^ 
= (I, -&') 5zz - &')' 
Next we fix £ and loaximize (3.15) with respect to 
Given , we reparametsrize in the following way. Let 
£ = Qr 4) 
â' 
(I + J^') ~'^2 
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Then, 
r'z r = E* 
^ ~ee~ ~ 
z 
~vv 
Z 
~wv 
Z 
~vw 
Z 
~ww 
where 
Z = Z' 
~vw ~wv 
~ee~2 ' 
•5ww ~2~ee~2 * 
Since £ is nonsingular, this reparameterization is one-to-one. The 
reparameterized form of (3.15) is 
log L ( L xj = - i (W iog|r'-W^j 
i (n-l)tr(m^^) 
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= c + (d+ii)iog| r |  - - k d+ii)iog|p| 
- j tr(S*Z* , 
(3.16) 
where 
S* = r's_ r . 
~ -x ~ee~ 
We further reparameterize by letting 
~ww.v ~ww ^ ' 
-1 
Y = Z Z ^ . 
~wv~w 
Then, the log likelihood (3.16) becomes 
log LC&Q. Sf) 
= + (d+n)log| r |  -  ~ (d+n)log(|^| .yj) 
+-I tr[- Y S - S~^Y'Z + S~^E ] 
2 '^ 'w'ww.v '^ ww.v '"'wvr'ww.v 
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= Cq + (d+n)log| r |  -  Y (d4.n)logjz^| 
- i + d S^]^] - I (d+n)log 
4 trl(Y S J'-Y S -S J'+S )Z"1 ] , 
2 "•'•'l' ~vv^ ~vw ~wv^ ~ww ~ww.v 
(3.17) 
where 
S* = 
"W 
S 
~WV 
-vw 
s  
~ww 
and we have used 
U'l • |S,,I lîw».vi ' 
(S*) ' = 
^ 1 + Y'T-1 V 
-w ~ ~ww.v ~ 
~ww.v^ 
X'£~^ 
~ww.v 
2"^ 
~ww.v 
By Lemma 3.2.2 of Anderson (1958, p. 46), for fixed % , the expression 
in (3.17) is maximized with 
iyv = + d S^] , (3.18) 
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and the maximum is given by 
log L(Â(,,3c'4v'^.v) 
+ (d+n)logjr| 
- Y (d+n)log |(d+n)"^[(n-l)m^^+dS^] 
- ^ d+n)log| (d+n)-^d(xS^' -IS^- S^' +^)| ' 
(3.20) 
where is a constant. Now, the determinant 
Y S Y ' - Ï S  - S Y ' - T S  
-N# '**'VW '"''WV^  '•^ 'WW ' 
= |(Y -  s  s ~ ^ ) s  (Y -  s  s ~ ^ ) '  +  s  -  s  s ~ ^ s  j  
! '^W^ '^WW '^'WV^'W^VW* 
is minimized when 
Y  =  s  S~^ . (3.21) 
'^WV^W 
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Such gives the maximum of the log likelihood (3.20) 
log L(^^, x^, 
= + •|<d+n)log|r|^ 
-|(d+n)log|(n-l)m^ + d S^| 
- ^ d+ti)log|^ -
= +|(d+n)iog|r'r| 
- l(d+n)log| [(n-l)m^+ dS^] (S^-S^S^ S^) |, 
where is a constant. Therefore, 
2 
lwî„> if L' iw.V i>l ^  
- C;|r'r|/|(n-l)m^ + dS^I } 
- C,|r'r|/{|(a-l)m,^, + dSy^l ls^r'|s*|l 
= C3|r'r|/l|(n-l)« + dS^I Is^l-'lx'Seefl! 
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= + d&rvl Ueell 
- S ISssI'^ IQ. - &')SsG(i' -Ê')l(°-l>Bzz 
+ • (3-22) 
where is a constant. Hence, the maximum likelihood estimator of B 
is the value of g, which minimizes the ratio 
R = |(I,-&')[5zz+ (n-l) ^ dS^eHl,-ê')'| | )Sgg(I,-&')T^ ' 
(3.23) 
Let 
S(2) 'Il -ê')' 
Then, 
&(S(2)) = R = 18(2) (:'-")"^ «^ 5^ 2)5(2)l 
18(2)9(2)1 ^ ' 
(3.24) 
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Let G be an arbitrary r x r nonsingular matrix, and for a given 
S(2) ' let 
Then, 
Also, 
where 
S(2) - S<2)S 
WSt2)> - WS(2)) 
~ -1 
B* = - T* T* 
^ ~kr~rr 
—1 —1 
= - T, GG T 
~kr~~ ~rr 
= ê 
§«''^ S(21 =• «ir- ïir>' > 
- Vo - Vo 
^st2) = ^S(2) S 
= T*P' . 
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Hence, to obtain the maximum likelihood estimator jg of jg , we 
minimize in (3.24) with respect to S(2) subject to the 
constraint 
S(2)SC2) = i • (3-2S) 
and use the relation (3.25) to determine g . Under the condition 
(3.26) 
Note that the roots defined in (3.2) are distinct with probability 
one. The eigenvalues of (n-1) ^  d I ] 
are 
+ (n-1) " d , i = 1.2,..., p , 
and 2 is the matrix of the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors. 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.7, the minimum of (3.27) is 
P 
I + r(n-l) ^ d , 
i=k+l 
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and is attained if and only if 
2(2) = 5(2) s . 
for some r x r orthogonal matrix G . Hence, the maximum likelihood 
estimator is uniquely determined by 
e = - T, T . 
~ ~kr~rr 
Now, let 
£i = (I, - &')' . 
lo = (Ê, P' (I + à & 
fi i 1 
S* = 
S
» ~vv 
S 
~wv 
s
'-VW I 
s  
~ww 
= %!' Iz)' 2:: di, Ig) ' (3.28) 
Svv ^ %Z ~1 
Substituting (3.28) into (3.21), we obtain the maximum likelihood 
estimator of % as 
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•Y = S S . (3.29) 
~ ~wv ~w 
Substituting (3.28) and (3.29) into (3.18) and (3.19), we have the 
maximum likelihood estimators 
ivv = (d+n)"l[(n-l) m^^ + d 13^^] , (3.30) 
I = (d+n)~^ d(S - S S~^ S ) . (3.31) 
~ww.v ~ww ~wv ~vv ~vw 
By the invariance property of maximum likelihood estimation, the maximum 
likelihood estimators of E and Z are 
~wv ~ww 
Z — y S 
'N/ 
(W + d I 1 
(d+n)-' i<n-i) «„ + d S^l . (3.32) 
and 
S = Z + Y Z _Y' 
= (d+n)"^ d(S - S S~^ S ) 
'^ 'WW '^ 'WV^W '-•'VW 
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(d-H.)-'Kn-l)  ^" O • (3-33) 
~ww 
Observe that 
r~^ = (r^ , Tg)"! 
-
I Ê' 
5 
I 
(I +&&')" ^^2 
-1 
(i+Ê'G) ^  (I, - &') 
(I+&G/)"(&, I) (3.34) 
By (3.34) and the invariance property of maximum likelihood estimation, 
we transform (3.31), (3.32), and (3.33) to the original parameterization 
to obtain the maximum likelihood estimator of 
E 
~£e 
= f'-l 
Z 
~w 
Z 
~wv 
Z 
~vw 
Z 
~ww 
J 
:-i 
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where 
r' ^ (d+n)~^ 
" 
S 
'^ W 
(n-1) 
< CO 
~wv 
S~ m S~ (S ,S ) 
~'W~W~VV ~w ~vw 
+ d 
S 
-^VV 
s  
~wv 
-s 1 
s  
S 
~ww 
:-i 
. (d+n) 4' -Un-i)r'^^rjS^,,^;4^r + d£'s^^rjr 
Scv - A;, - Ses (I . - &')' 
Finally, substituting jg and into (3.12) and (3.14) gives the 
maximum likelihood estimators of S and . • 
2. Structural relationship 
For the multivariate linear structural relationship, we assume that 
the and are normally distributed and that the 
~t ~t ~e£ 
is a multiple of a Wishart matrix. Thus, the unknown parameters are 
êo » ê » Jèx ' ~v XX 
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Theorem 3.2. Let the model (3.1) hold, and let Assumptions 3.2 and 3.4 
-1 
through 3.8 hold. If < (n-1) n , the maximum likelihood estimator 
does not exist. If > (n-1) ^ n , the maximum likelihood estimators 
6 and are in (3.7) and in (3.4), respectively, and the 
maximum likelihood estimators of , and are, 
respectively. 
and 
-i . (3-35) 
L: - L il - il %k ' (3-36) 
Ige ^ See (3.37) 
where 
I,, = CÊ . I)' Ixx (& , I) 
= Il 3(1) il - ko & 
Proof. The log likelihood function is 
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log L - - f log - i I (Zt • ~ liz^ ' 
t—1 
2 Use I ~ 2 trtSsG Ssg) ' 
where 
?t - «f • 
Bz - (Èo. 0) + M^(é, I) 
Since 
Ï (Y;. %;) 
t = l 
maximizes the likelihood with respect to , the results for 
S and u follow. Let 
~o *x 
T = S~^'2g 
~ ~ee ^ 
Then, 
T' S T = I , 
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3' Szz I = A • 
Define nsw parameters 
~Tee ~'~ee ~ ' 
~TZZ ~*~ZZ ~ ' 
and let 
-TZZ 3a' + Sxee 
^.i'^.i ^  ~Tee 
Ï—1 
Then, the log likelihood function in terms of the transformed variables 
and new parameters is 
log L (0) = - 1/2 (iH-d) log|T'"Vl) 
- y n log - i(n-l) tr (A 
- • i d  l o g  -  - i d  t r  ( g g g )  ,  
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where 9 contains the elements of vech 2_ and n . Therefore, we 
~ ~Tee ~ 
can minimize 
f(9) = n log |E I + (n-1) tr (A ) 
+ d [log + tr (Z-l;)] (3.38) 
Since only kr + k(k4-l) elements in T) are free, we impose a 
restriction 
B'i ^2 = D , (3.39) 
where D is a diagonal matrix with free diagonal elements. Observe 
that 
^~TZZ 
~ ~kp,ji ~pk,ij~ 
^~p,i-l' S.j' ~p,p-i^ • ^%,i-i' ~p,p-i^ ' 
9a 
^~TZZ 
Teei-i Tseii 
= 
J 
PP.11 
, i = 3 . 
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where J , , is the a x b matrix of zero elements except for 
~aD,cd 
(c,d)-th element being unity, and 0^^ is the a x b matrix of 
zeros. Hence, the derivatives of f(£) with respect to the elements of 
£ are for i = 1,2,..., p, and j = 1,2,..., k , 
3f(8) , - _1 32 
t~TZZ i; ~ ^  ~TZZ^ ~TZZ "TnlT } 
2{~TZZ - ~TZZ' ~TZzU. ^ .j ' 
3f(8) _ \ 32^77 
3a " ^~TZZ ° ~TZZ^ ~TZZ 3a .. ^ 
Tesil Teeii 
3Z 
+ ^  - Sxee) 4L 
^~TZZ ^ ~TZZ- ~TZZ 
^ ^  ~Tee ~ ~Tee^ ~TeeUi ' 
and for i > j = l,2,...,p-l. 
af(6) 
3a 
Tseij 
= 2 { ^ 2 [(n-1) A - 1 1 
^TZZ^ -TZZ 
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^ ~ ~Tee^ -Tee^ij 
Setting the derivatives equal to zero, we obtain the necessary 
conditions for critical points of f(£) : 
where 
~TZZ ~ ~TZZ^ ~TZZ -2 5 » (3.40) 
^ ~TZZ ~TZZ' ~TZZ ^ Sxee^~ ~ ~Tee^~Iee ~ ' 
(3.41) 
A* = n ^(n-1) A 
= diag {X* , X* X* } 
By (3.40), 
a Sfzz ~ 
= (im' + Iree) ' 
and thus, 
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where 
A * - r  .  A . - A . - % 3  .  
r  =  I  
-  n'  A* 
X - u 
= diag {Yj^  , ^ 2 '•••' "^p} 
- Vo 
is a diagonal matrix by the restriction (3.39). Therefore, A* 2, 
_ 1/ _ 1/ 
are necessarily the eigenvectors of A* ^Tee corresponding to 
. Which k roots are used to construct n is undetermined. Since 
has a full column rank by Assumption 3.2, we need to choose exactly 
k roots. Let 
r = block diag {r^ , T^} , 
where contains the k roots corresponding to n . Also, let 
2 - . £2' 
be the matrix of orthonormal eigenvectors corresponding to and . 
Then, 
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= Ci P.i • i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k. 
for some constants . Since 
1 - ïj - Dii - all a.i 
-c|r.i £.i-c| , 
we nave 
5 = k*'^ Si (I - , (3.42) 
provided the k roots chosen are all less than unity. Observe 
that 
Site = r P' Af/z . (3.43) 
Tnus, 
S '  - ? £ £ ' ) £  r  A*-% 
(3.44) 
By (3.42) and (3.43), 
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~TZZ 2 2' + IlGE 
= (I - rp P| A*^2+ A*^p r P' A*^2 
= (p^ p^ + Pg pp A*^2 
A* + A^/ZPgCTg - I) P'z A*^2 . (3.45) 
Hence, 
&TZZ ~ -TZZ^ ~TZZ 
= A* (El?! + £2^X2 £P£2^i - 12)^2 (Ei^i + 
A* ^""^22^2^% - I2) ^ ^^2:2^:2 
A* P' Pg (I - Fg) E% P r 1 P A* ^^^2 , (3.46) 
where we have used 
I fl2 • Ki XT' II I2 + £2 «2 ^2 
~2 ^ 2 ~2 ~2 * 
By (3.44) and (3.46), the necessary condition (3.41) with (3.43) 
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AO = diag { , X0^2 ) 
Then, 
îi - 4" . 
r = (n+d)~^ [d AO-1 + n I ] . (3.48) 
By (3.43) and (3.48), 
Ih 
a9 
-1 
, 0 
0 (n+d)-l[dAO-l + n I ] 
P'A*^2 . (3.49) 
Note that the matrix P is the permutation matrix such that 
P diag { XO , XO ,..., XO } P' = A= . (3.50) 
Hence, by (3.49) and (3.50), 
^TGE = diag 6 } , (3.51) 
where = 1 if X* is in the chosen set of X^ , X^ ,..., X^ , 
and 6. = (n+d) ^ (d+nXj) if X* is not in the set. By (3.42), (3. 
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and (3.51) the critical points of the function f(6) satisfying (3.39) 
have the form: 
i = (I _ A0"-)^/2 , 
SiSs = 41*8 {*1 Sp} , (3.52) 
where Xj , are any k diagonal elements of A* which are 
greater than unity. If X* < 1 , i.e. X^ < (n-1) ^  n , then the 
maximum likelihood estimator does not exist. Now assume X* > 1 so 
that XO > 1 for i=l,...,k. To determine which of the critical 
points (3.52) gives the minimum, using the relation (3.45), we 
substitute (3.52) into (3.38). For the critical point (3.52), we have, 
by the relation (3.45) and the nature of P , 
I 0 
0 Iz 
1 /  
P'A*'2 
= diag { v^,..., V } (3.53) 
where v. = X* if X* is among X? , X^ ,..., x£ and v. = 6. if 
1 2 . 1  1 /  K  1 1  
X* is not among Xj , X^ ,..., X^ . Thus, the function f(9) 
evaluated at the critical point (3.52) is 
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f(0) = ni I log C + k + tr r.^] + dl I log 6 + % ôT^ 
i=l ^ ^ 1=1 1=1 
k P _i 
= n % log + (n+d) 2. log {(n+d) (d+n\9)} + (n+d) k 
1=1 i=k+l ^ 
+ n f  (d+nXÇ) ^  x Ç (n+d) + d ^ (d+nX?) ^ (n+d) 
i=k+l i=k+l ^ 
k k 
= n ^ log X9 + (n+d) [ log d I + n A* - ^ log(d+nX9)] 
1=1 ^ ~ ~ 1 
- (n+d)r log (irf-d) 4- (n+d)p 
t 
k 
= C + I g (XO) , (3.54) 
1=1 
where C is free of the choice of X9 and 
o 1 
g(w) = n log w - (n+d) log (d+nw) . 
now, for all w > 1, d > 0, and n > 0 , 
= w ^(d+nw) ^nd(l-w) < 0 
Hence, g(w) is monotone decreasing for w > 1 . Therefore, the 
expression (3.54) is minimized when the k largest roots, 
X* , X* X* , are chosen as X^ , X^ X° . Thus, 
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6^ = 1 , 1=1,2, 
= (n+d) ^  (d-!-nX*) , i=k+l, k+2,...,p, 
= A* , i=l,2,...,k, 
= (n+d) ^  (d+nX*) , i=k+l, k+2,...,p 
Hence, by (3.51) and (3.53), the maximum likelihood estimators of 
~TZZ ~Tee 
i^zz = block diag {A* , (n+d)""(nA* + d I)} 
STeg = block diag {l, (n+d)"^ (nA* + d I)} , 
where 
A* = diag { X* , X* ,..., X* } = n ^ (n-1) A^ , 
A| = diag { X*_^^ , X*^2 A* } = n ^ (n-1) . 
By the invariance property of maximum likelihood estimation, 
= block diag Ia* - I , 0 } t"^ «%» I 1 «"V «V J ""V 
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• & S(i) «î - P âh) 6 ' (3-55) 
and 
—1 ^ —1 
Z = T' T 
~£E ~ ~Tee ~ 
= g,, + &S(2) % - P s;2) & 
v - 1  r  - 1  
&E + (^-l)Szz " 4e 
- i^lsci) «Î - J' S(i) &i 
(n+d) ^ d + (n+d) ^ n [n ^(n-l)#^^ -
Also, by (3.55), 
i - ik • - îkr ïri • 
^xx ~kk (-1 ~ ~kk • ^ 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2, we can perform a goodness of 
fit test. The alternative to the model (3.1) is the unrestricted normal 
model where are independently and identically distributed with 
93 
unrestricted mean and covariance matrix and is a multiple of 
Wishart matrix independent of . 
Theorem 3.3» Let the model (3.1) hold, and let Assumptions 3.2 and 3.4 
through 3.8 hold. Then, the likelihood ratio statistic of the model 
(3.1) against the unrestricted model is 
= (n+d) f log{(n+d) ^ [(n-I) X + d]} - n f log{n ^(n-l)X.} . 
i=k+l i=k+l ^ 
If the model specification is correct, then the test statistic is 
asymptotically distributed as a chi-square random variable with 
2 ^r(r+l) degrees of freedom. 
Proof. Using the notation in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we have for the 
unrestricted model 
i i zz - i  •  
The expression for the test statistic follows by evaluating the function 
f(9) in (3.38) and taking the difference. The distribution of 
observations is a product of a normal distribution and a Wishart 
distribution. Also, the mean and the covariance matrices are twice 
differentiable functions of the parameters. Thus, by the standard 
likelihood ratio theory, the test statistic converges in law to a chi-
square random variable. The degrees of freedom are given by the 
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difference of the number of parameters for the two models for . 
The model (3.1) has kr + 2 ^ k(k+l) parameters in , and the 
unrestricted model has 2 ^ p(p+l) parameters. Therefore, the 
difference is 2 ^ r(r+l) . [] 
3. Maximum likelihood estimators adjusted for degrees of freedom 
The maximum likelihood estimator does not take into account the 
number of parameters to be estimated. As in regression analysis, we 
often use an estimator which is obtained from the maximum likelihood 
estimator by making an adjustment for degrees of freedom. Usually, such 
an adjustment does not change the asymptotic properties of an 
estimator. However, more care is required when there exist the 
incidental parameters appearing in the distributions of finitely many 
observations. Consider the maximum likelihood estimator in (3.10) 
for the functional relationship model. The parameter is a 
structural parameter which appears in the distributions of infinitely 
many observations as n and d increase. But, the presence of the 
incidental parameters for the functional model makes the maximum 
likelihood estimator inconsistent. In the expression (3.10) for 
the Zgg. , the term 
S S m S S 
~ev *~w ~vv ~vv ~ve 
is estimating Z^^ . where 
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E = Z' = Z (I , - 6')' 
'^ev ^vE "^ee ^ "ve
î„ - CI . - &') he a ' - &')' 
Hence, even when both n and d tend to infinity, we do not expect the 
Z for the functional case to be a consistent estimator of Z 
~ee ~ee 
However, it follows from (3.29), (3.30), and (3.31) that using the 
transformation used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we can concentrate the 
inconsistency of E in Z and obtain the consistent maximum 
•' ~ee ~ww.v 
likelihood estimators Z and y of Z and Z Z 
'N'YY "v 's/wv 
-1 
'S/WV '^ W 
Furthermore, the inconsistency of is due only to a proportion 
~X / ^ factor. Thus, making an obvious adjustment, we consider d (d+n)Z^ ^  
as an estimator of ^ . Therefore, transforming to the original 
parameterization Z^^ , we obtain the maximum likelihood estimator of 
Z^^ adjusted for the presence of the incidental parameters as 
follows. By (3.34), 
= r' 
~ee ~ 
"W 
Z 
~vw 
:-i 
"WV 
— 1 _ . ^ ~ "J 
d \d+n)Z + Z Z ^Z 
~ww.v ~wv~w~vw J 
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r" ^ 
0 0 
= lee + (d+n)~^n r~^ 
0  S  -  s  s  s  
~ ~ww ~wv~w ~vw 
1 /» 1/ '*—1 " — 1/- " 
- ï„ + (d+n)-ln(â,I)'(I+B|')" '2 (S^-S,„S^)(I+|6'> ^ «ê.P 
- cd+n)-Md + (n-1) 
+ .(il) • (i+êi' )"' (ê,i) <ê.i) • a+ii' (i.y 1 
= (d+n)"'(d + (n-1) 1(2) î(2) 3(2) 4e 
+ n i(;) (i;n£(i))''iEi)(êec-W(2)ï(2)See>Ê(l)(ïà)E<l)'''S(i)i 
- (d+n)-'[d S^,+<.-l)#i(2)î(2)S(2)&-' 
= (d+n) ^ [d Sgg + n {n ^(n-1) m^z ~ ' (3.56) 
where 
hz • il 2(1) Â. -1 ) âh) ià • 
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Thus, changing a divisor for a portion of the estimator (3.10) for the 
** 'V 
functional model, we have obtained which is identical to in 
(3.37), the maximum likelihood estimator for the structural model. By 
adjusting for degrees of freedom, we obtain the same maximum likelihood 
estimators of the parameters , & , and for both the 
functional relationship and the structural relationship. 
Since the model (3.1) has the intercept term, we have used a 
divisor (n-1) for m^^ , the matrix of sums of squares and cross 
products. This choice of divisor led to the presence of a factor 
_I /v -V 
n (n-1) in the maximum likelihood estimators in (3.36) , 
in (3.37), and in (3.56). By analogy to usual regression 
maximum likelihood estimators of and 2^^ adjusted for degrees of 
freedom as 
analysis, we adjust the estimators and Z 
~ee ' 
and define the 
(3.57) 
= (n-l+d) d + (n-1) (mgg - E^^)] -1  (3.58) 
where 
In the following section, we consider the properties of the maximum 
likelihood estimators adjusted for degrees of freedom. The estimators 
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are in (3.4), g in (3.7), and in (3.58) for both the 
functional and structural models, and Z in (3.57) for the structural 
~xx 
model. Since we consider only the asymptotic properties, the 
adjustments used in (3.57) and (3.58) do not change the results. 
C. Asymptotic Properties 
1. Strong consistency 
In this section, we show the strong consistency of the maximum 
likelihood estimators adjusted for degrees of freedom under a broad 
class of assumptions. We begin by presenting two lemmas which will be 
used to show the strong consistency. 
Lemma 3.1. Let the model (3.1) hold, and let Assumptions 3.5 and 3.7 
hold. In addition, let either (a) Assumption 3.1, or (b) Assumption 3.2 
hold. Then, for both the cases (a) and (b), as n " , 
where 
Szz = P +L 
Proof. For case (b), the result follows from Assumption 3.7 and the 
strong law of large numbers. For case (a), we observe that 
~ZZ ~zz ' ~ze ' ~ez ' ~ee ' (3.59) 
i 
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where 
Szz = P'Sxx^ê» P » 
Bze = (&' P'SxE 
= 5èz ' 
Sx£ = (n-1)"^ I (x -x)'e 
t=l 
By Assumption 3.1, 
lim Szz = (&, 2)' Scxte, a) 
n+= 
By the strong law of large numbers. 
See > he 
The (i,j)-th element of is 
where z.^ is the i-th element of z. it ~t 
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-1 
n 
I 
t=l 'it 
and 
it = ^t - "i • 
It follows from Assumption 3.1 that there exist constants 
satisfying 
.-1 ^ lim (n-1) I z*2 = K. < 
n^ t=l 
Hence, there exists a finite number such that for any n 
(n-l) '• I 2*2 < E . (3.62) 
t-l " ° 
By Abel's partial summation formula, for any two series {a^} 
and {b^} and any n > M > 0 , 
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1 - "t' • - Vi' 
(3.63) 
Letting 
^t = 
t-1 
*2 
" À "« 
M = 2 , 
and using (3.62) we have for any n > 2 
n 
I 
t=2 
n t-1 
72 " :2 jL ^ " t=3 j=l (t-l)2 
- ) ]  
= =ij) 
j=i - 4 =11 
+ I 2t-l 
t-1 
I 
t=3 t2(t-l) j=l 'î! 
< - K +2 
n o 
n 1 , t-1 
y I i Y 2*2 
tig t(t-l) (t-1) hj 
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< i K. + : ^3 ûb) s - "o" - ; ' 
< K . (3.64) 
o 
n _2 
Since % t z*^ is a series of nonnegative terms, (3.64) implies 
t=l 
that for some V 
o 
n 
lim y - z*2 = < » . 
n-x» t=l t^ ^ 
Thus, as n ® , 
J, t 'jt) • X ta 
-> Vesjj < - • 
By (3.65), the independence of z*^ , and the fact that 
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it follows from the standard probability theorem (See, for example, 
Chung (1974), p. 125.) that 
(n-1) ^  I z* E > 0 a.8. . 
t=l 
Therefore, 
m = m" 
~2e ~ez 
-> 0 a.8. . (3.66) 
By (3.59), (3.60), (3.61), and (3.66), 
Szz > (&' V P + See a-s- ' O'*?) 
Also, by Assumption 3.7, as n ^ « , 
S > a.s. . (3.68) 
~ee ~ee 
By (3.67) and (3.68), the result for the case (a) follows. Q 
We introduce further notations. Let 
îpp - J> C f •!"' • 
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Also, let > Vg > be the eigenvalues of • 
and let R be the matrix of corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors. 
Note that by Theorem 2.1 
Z = E - Z , (3.69) 
~pp "^ U ~UV~W~VU 
where 
Zyv = (2' - &') SsetG' - &')' ' 
Z = Z' 
'mv 
= E - Z 6 
Note also that v > 0 since Z ^ Z Z ^2 is positive definite. 
K ~pp ~xx ~pp 
Lemma 3.2. Let Xj^ > X2 > ... > X be the eigenvalues of the matrix 
- 1/, - IL  
~ee ~ZZ ~ee ' denote the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors 
by 
S (&(!)' 9(2)) 
where S(i) has k columns. Then, 
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= 1 + , i = 1,2,...,k, 
=1 , i = k+1, k+2,...,p, (3.70) 
S(1) P' 4 s • 
S{2) = 3%% (2- - (3.71) 
Proof. We observe that the columns of g given by (3.71) are 
orthonormal. Also, 
I = Z Z^R 
~xx~pp ~ ^xxrpp '-pp~ 
where 
Thus, 
= diag{v^, 
Sc!) + 3) • 
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We also observe that 
SI^ J2zC^2(2) -  î > '  Wê- i X î -  -  ê'>' +S(2) 
S(2) (3.73) 
The results follow from (3.72) and (3.73). • 
In the following theorem, we prove the strong consistency of the 
maximum likelihood estimators adjusted for degrees of freedom. In the 
proof of Theorem 3.4, let w be a point in the probability space of ail 
sequences of observations, and let the superscript (n) indicate that 
the quantity is calculated from the first n elements of w This 
notation is discontinued once Theorem 3.4 is proven. Let 
i>' 4% P • 
Ti = P A P' 
~kk ~kk -1 -kk ' 
D = T T' 
~rr ~rr ~2 ~rr 
Theorem 3.4. Let the model (3.1) hold, and let Assumptions 3.5 and 3.7 
hold. In addition, let either (a) Assumption 3.1, or (b) Assumption 3.2 
hold. Let the estimators 8^^^, and be defined by 
(3.4), (3.7), (3.58), and (3.57), respectively. Then, for both the 
cases (a) and (b), as n , 
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> & .  .  a- S '  
' > ê > 3'S' 
sif  > h e  •  
iS' —>4, ' 
SS' ^ ^ r, ' *' = ' • 
Bir' ^ îvi • *'S- ' 
^(n) ^ (n)' ^ ^ -1 a.s. 
~rr ~rr 
where 
Z = Z + E 
-Min ~xx ~pp 
= - E S~^ E 
~XX "^uv ~w ~vu 
Proof. Since the eigenvectors are locally continuous functions 
of the elements in S , it follows from Lemma 3.1 that for 
i = 1,2,«««,p. 
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, a.s. . 
Fix 0) such that 
£i°' («) > il . (3-74) 
4? («) > Jzz • ".75) 
(w) > Z , as n ^  . (3.76) 
~ee ~ ~ee 
The set of o) satisfying (3.74), (3.75), and (3.76) has probability 
one. Since ^ (wp is orthogonal for all n , each element of 
"(n) ~ .(0-) 
2 (oj) is bounded. Thus, for every subsequence {jg (w^} , 
-.(n ) 
there exists a convergent sub-subsequence (u^} . The limit of 
such a convergent sub-subsequence depends on the sub-subsequence, and we 
denote the limit by 
(%) > (%)) 
ii 
Since each Q •' (w) is orthogonal, so is (w) . For all j , 
(^i.) -V2 (n_) (au.) -V2 .(n_) 
(2)22%-^ (%)See-^ (%)& ^ (%) 
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-^(n. .) ^(n, .) a(II. .) 
= 2 (w^diag{X^ ^ (u),..., Xp ^ (w)} . 
(3.77) 
Taking limits over j on both sides of the equality in (3.77), and 
using (3.74), (3.75), and (3.76), we obtain 
- Hy(s)dIag{X^.....Xj,l . 
where are defined in (3.70). Hence, the columns of H^j((j)) are 
_ 1/ _ 1/ 
orthogonal eigenvectors of £ee Szz~ee * Since by Lemma 3.2 
= 1 + > 1 = , i = k+1,... ,p , 
the two eigensubspaces of corresponding to the first k 
eigenvalues and the last r eigenvalues, respectively, are unique. 
Thus, there exist orthogonal matrices ; k x k , and » 
r X r , such that 
4" W - S„)4" 
• 9(1) block diastc'll) , , 
and 
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Sif <«> - 2(2)S« • 
where s is the number of distinct roots v , is orthogonal 
u ~13 
with dimension corresponding to the multiplicity of , and 5(i) 
and S(2) defined by (3.71). Therefore, by (3.70) and (3.71), as 
j —> ® , 
2(°f ' (%)]' > feXgif <!•))' 
- 2(1) 
• 2(1)8(1) 
= <s. S' V 
- ^ ^'2(6. P' Spp (Ê. I) . (3.78) 
9(2)' (S"S{2)' <iS'! 2(2)8(2) 
- &')' -  &') i lk • 
(3.79) 
A(i1J ACÏIJ •) •) 
2(1) <a> h w 12(1)^ (%)!' 
Ill 
-> 5^jjblock block diag{X^ I,...,Xgl} 
block dlag{G(ll)'Ig^i) 
= 5(1) diag{X^,...,X%jg^i) 
- %, p' ip% s u + s.) S' <ê' P Cc'^ 
• î^e'^<ê. P' Spp %' P ItJ^* ' (3.80) 
y>(ii..) ^(n..) /.(n,.) (2) (2)* 
2(2) <«' 4 <S>19(2)' (%)' 2(2)4 i 2« 2(2) 
8(2)8(2) 
(3.81) 
Thus, by (3.68) and (3.80), as j —> ® , 
/_ \ (s> > S„n • (3-s:) 
By (3.68) and (3.81), as j —> "® , 
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2rr (%) > £w • (3-83) 
By (3.68) and (3.79), 
A (ni.) <\ (n^.) _i 
Trr ^  (%) ïrr > C " (3'84) 
Also, by (3.68), (3.78), and (3.80), as j —> <=° , 
(%) > Sz: ' (3-85) 
and thus 
<v(n,.) 
ê ^ (%) > ê , (3.86) 
/»(n.. ) 
*xx (*) • ".87) 
By (3.67), (3.68), (3.85), and Assumption 3.7, as j —> <» , 
See (y) > See ' (3'**) 
If every subsequence has a sub-subsequence converging to the same limit, 
then the sequence converges to the limit for such an w . Since the 
set of such to has probability one, the results for 
ir?'' ' ixx^ ' iee^ follows from (3.82), (3.83), 
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(3.84), (3.86), (3.87), and (3.88). Finally, for either the case (a) or 
(b), as n —> ® , 
2. Limiting distribution 
The aymptotic normality of the maximum likelihood estimators 
adjusted for degrees of freedom holds without the normality assumption 
on and . But, to write down an explicit form of the limiting 
covariance matrix, we assume that e. are normal and that is a 
' 'N't 
multiple of a Wishart matrix. The following theorem shows that 
inferences about ÊQ » ê » Jgg based on the limiting results are 
the same for a wide range of assumptions on x^ 
Theorem 3.5. Let the model (3.1) hold, and let Assumptions 3.5 through 
3.8 hold. 
(a) If either Assumption 3.1 or Assumption 3.2 holds, then 
X > . a-s., 
I > 2 ' a.s. 
and thus the result for follows from that for • 
vech(Z^^-Z^^) 
where 
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~oo ~vv ^  ^ ~rxr ® ^ ' 
~og ~ ^~rxr ® ^x^~gg ' 
~o£ ~ ^^rxr ® ^x^~Be * 
4, • Svv ' + "+'=);pplC) . 
%$s - -2CTS,s " 'SÂI Sp,(&. I)|)%; . 
V,, - - (i+='')"'(JeAi5ve>'<SjXtj 
E = Z - Z Z~^S 
~PP ~UU ~UV~W~VU 
- (I, - &') Ses (t' - &')' • 
2  =  Z '  =  Z  - 2 6 ,  
-^uv "^vu '^ue '^uu*^ 
SvE = I:: = (I, - &') See ' 
-1 
c = lim d n . 
Ti^ 
(b) If Assumption 3.2 and Assumption 3.3 hold, then 
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}h 
vec(&-&) 
vech(Z^^-E^^) 
Tedk(S=x-S:=) 
-> N 
V V _ V 
~oo ~op ~OE 
V 
~oB 
V 
~oe ~5e ~ee 
V VI V 
"OX 
V V V 
-eg ~ge ~ex 
V • 
~ex 
ox ~3x ~ex ~xx_^ 
where 
~ox ~ ^^rxr ^  ^x'' —gx ' 
- 2iSvu = + "-^''îppllîi . 
- ZStpttSs: * 4=; ) - (&:. " S..)l*k ' 
%]« = 1= + 2&klS%z * 2uu + Suu " Sxx 
+ (i+C)(Suu = Suu - S;; = A;;)]*;, , 
= V{vech[(x^ - j^)'(x^ - » 
Z"" = Z Z~^Z , 
'^UU '^UV^W^VU 
z" = z z"^z 
~ue ~uv~vv~ve 
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Proof, (a) We observe that 
— 1 — 1/<J — -/) — -/o }•/') 
~ee Szz ~ee &es ^ZZ-ee ~ee 
= <2(,Âs;i)+S(2)Î22(2))i'' •es
-EE -(lÂ-(l) ~(2)^2~b)~ee 
= aïeCê'IP'Bkkt&'a) + ( I . - & ' ) ' S r r ( I , - & ' ) S e s  .  
(3.89) 
Therefore, 
= (ê.i)s;^ê>P'Bkk(â-ê) 
- (ë-ë)2rr(Z'-&')ëes(Z,-ë')' 
= Skk(&-&) + (&-È)Brr ' 
where 
Skk -
J!„ - -
Hence, using Theorem 2.2, we obtain 
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= (ïrxr" 
+ (Srr " &k=k)vec(a-&) 
= (^kxk "Skk + s;^ « . 
(3.90) 
By Assumption 3.7, Theorem 2.1, and Theorem 3.4, 
I B U,, + U' Hi, I H )-(% ) a I. , 
~rxr ~kk ~rr •^'kxk ~rxr ~pp~^n ~w^vv ~kxk 
' ».91) 
and the limit is nonsingular. Thus, 
I H U,, + U' a I, , 
~rxr ~kk ~rr -^Ttxk 
is nonsingular for large n . Hence, by (3.90), 
vac(i-ê) - (I„^ . + %r • W''^"=«ê--ï>Ckz<J--ê'''l 
• 'irxr * 2kk + = Jkxk>"' 
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+ SeeKl,-ê')'} . (3.92) 
Using Theorem 2.13 if Assumption 3.1 holds, and using Theorem 2.10 if 
Assumption 3.2 holds, we obtain 
V See - he- > • ".93) 
By Assumption 3.8, 
Using the Taylor expansion of a matrix, we have 
S"^ = - Z~^(S - Z )Z 1 + 0 (n~^) 
~ee ~ee ~ee —ee ~ee ~ee p 
Hence, 
+ SesKl.-g')' 
+ Op(n-') 
~ e s  — ~ x E  ^ E E  " ^ s e  ~  ^  ~ e £  ~ £ e  ~ e £  
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+ Op(n-b 
+ Op(a 
Op(n , (3.95) 
where 
=S^(I. -Ê')' . 
Sçv-Spp'ê'i' Sêè Be^a. -ê'V . 
S|, = ï„p(â. P -Ê'>' . 
and we have used Theorem 2.1. By (3.91), (3.92), and (3.95), 
vec(i-B) - 11^ » * °p(° 
= (irxr » Opp'^rxr " 
+ o W'/Z) 
° (îrxr » + Bç, " + "p^"' > ' 
(3.96) 
Observing that 
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-es ^ 5zz-ee ^ %2) ^(2)-2 ' 
we nave 
~rr SZZ~(2) 
- V2 Q 
~ZZ~ee ^(2) 
= m_S_/2
Vo ^ t 
~ ~eeS(2)~2 
=  S s s C l ,  -&')' Irr A2 ' 
Multiplying (I, from the left, we obtain 
(I, -&')Sz2%' Zrr = (3, -ÊlSeeCl, TrrAg 
Hence, 
(3.97) 
1} T T' 
'rr ~rr 
= ia.-Ê')Seji.-Ê')'rki,-B')(iS2z - Ss;) 
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(I.-i')' hv 
By (3.96), 
. - Vo 
ê = â + Op(n '2) 
Thus, 
(I,-&')See (1,-6')' - Zy? + Op(n"'/2) 
Also, by Theorem 3.4, 
T T' = + o (1) . 
~rr ~rr ~w p 
Using (3.93), (3.94), and (3.99), we have 
)(SzZ-See)(I,-6')' = (!,-&' )(S!ez-M5Ge"'^e+^e%e) 
= +o>" 
m - S +0 (n~b 
•^vv "^w p 
0^(n-''2) 
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where 
n 
5vv " - Z> » 
-1 ^ 
; =n I . 
t=i 
^ = ( I , - Ê ' ) : e e  (!.-&')' ' 
By (3.98), (3.100), (3.101), and (3.102), 
T (A^ - I) T' = (m - S ) + o (n ) 
~rr ~2 ~ ~rr ~vv ~vv ~vv ~w p 
= Op(n" ) . (3.103) 
We have, from (3.9) and (3.89) , 
Szz - + S,,a=-ê'>'D„U.-6')s^^ 
• <ia)'L<î.i) + î(oi;i) + kzy k îb) 4s 
- (i.i)'L %'P + &(î - S(2)i(2)'£l 
+ SslS(2)i2S(2)4 
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= (Â.i)'L ci.i) + 4, + iàs(2)(Î2 - S(2) è 
(3.104) 
Therefore, 
- Cn-l+d)'4d 
Thus, using (3.94), (3.99), and (3,103), we have 
(3.105) 
Since under either Assumption 3.1 or Assumption 3.2 
à - %% + ' 
it follows from (3.99) that 
= (i^) 
= Z -  ) 
= V - [vec(S-£)]'(I^^^ JH Jdp + Op(n ^2 ) . (3.106: 
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Using Theorem 2.13 if Assumption 3.1 holds, and using Theorem 2.9 if 
Assumption 3.2 holds, we have 
vec m 
vech(m^-^) 
-> N(0, , (3.107) 
where 
S(l) = block diag{^, ^  ^ " £pp, 2jii^(£vv ® ' 
Also, by Assumption 3.8, 
fvech(S^^-Z^^) ] 
lA 
n ^  vec S_ 
, 1, 1 / I 
fvech(S^^-Z^^)] 
vech(S^-Z^) 
= (nd~^)"'2d-'2 vec 
vechCS^-^) 
—> N(0'F(i)), 
(3.108) 
where 
(1) " -12 
Zl2 
Z H Z 
~vv ~pp 
2$ (Z H Z )$' 
~ev ~ev *r 
0 
0 2$ (Z a Z )$' 
~ ~r ~vv ~vv 
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In • la.-Ê')' > [%;:(&.!)'Sp,Il 
• • 
By (3.96), (3.105), (3.106), (3.107), (3.108), and the independence of 
Sgg and , n ^^^2 { , [vec(j^-&)]', [vech(Z^^-S^g)] '} ' converges 
in law to a multivariate normal random vector, and also 
%8 = « = • îpp>"î • C> 
V - - (3 » O 2= 
- - 2cir,^ » (rtçPlj;' . 
4: • 2=4p<Jee = 
- 2c(l+c-h-%%, = 
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- '«=(l+<="')"'il!pl(5,Xi5vs"''Î£vCSve>ll!p 
-  2 % t -  ( i + c - : ) - ' %  •  
where 
and we have used for any (a x b) matrix A 
&a(A » é)£bib = ^ a^a^a^^ ® 4) 
= JtgCA H A) • 
(b) Observe that 
= Sev+ ° (3-109) 
Using (3.103) and (3.109), we write the lower k x k corner of (3.104) 
as 
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I = in ^ - S - Z Z~^im - S )Z 4 + o (n" ^^ 2 ) 
^xx '^UU '^V^V '^VV "-W^'VU p 
Therefore, 
Sxx ' • 'Bxx " ~xx' " («ÛC ' 
(c - ) > ".110) 
where 
m"" =2 Z~^ m 2  ^  E , 
~UU ~UV~'W ~vv~w ~vu 
S"" = E E~^S E~^E 
'^uu '^v^v'vr'vv^w^vu 
Z"" = E E~^E 
~UU -^UV^W^Vtl 
= E + Z 
~xx ~uu 
Under Assumption 3.2 and Assumption 3.3, 
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V2 
vec m 
vec m. Çv 
vech(mg-Z^) 
-> N 
2(1) 
S(12) 
'(12) 
S(2) 
(3.111) 
where 
S(12) 
%3 
S(2) 
I 
I 2$, (Z"' H %"")$' 
*k ~uu ~uu *k 
2Îj(£to <» 
« 4u% 
» %j)%J 
253 • %k(4v « :(S. i'JesSs'ê. P'Sppi} 
- ® ~pp' • 
Also, by Assumption 3.8, 
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}h 
n ' 
vech(S^^-S^^) 
vec S 
•Çv 
- C) 
-> N 
2(1) 
2(12) 
K12)  
Z(2) 
, (3.112) 
where 
2(12) • " 
%p%; • 
^t'Jvu = Svu'^k %r(4u - 4o)% 
Z(2) • ' 
r ' îu»>îi ^4(C " %P% 1 
I 
Hence, hy (3.96), (3.105), (3.106), (3.110), (3.111), (3.112), and the 
independence of and , the result follows. • 
Note that the existence of the fourth moment of x^ is necessary 
only for the asymptotic normality of . If Assumption 3.4 holds. 
i.e., if x^ is normal, then 
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^ ' V - + <='Juu - hu> 
- ' (3-113) 
where 
= Z + Z 
~XX ~xx ~uu 
Except for the part associated with , the limiting covariance 
matrix of the estimators is a function of the unknown parameters. Thus, 
a consistent estimator of the limiting covariance matrix can be obtained 
by replacing & , Z^^ , Z^^ , , and c with £ , Z^^ , ^  , X , 
-1 
and d n , respectively. A consistent estimator of can be 
obtained in the same way if, in addition, the x^ are assumed to be 
normally distributed. In the next theorem, we choose slightly different 
degrees of freedom for the estimated covariance matrices by analogy to 
usual regression analysis. 
Theorem 3.6. Let the model (3.1) hold, and let Assumptions 3=5 through 
3.8 hold. 
(a) If either Assumption 3.1 or Assumption 3.2 holds, then the 
covariance matrix of the limiting distribution of 
[vec 6,]', Ivech is consistently estimated by n , 
where 
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r ^ 
%(a) 
V V V 
"^oo ~o3 ~oe 
V ' V V 
~o3 -gg -ge 
V V V 
~oe ~ge ~ee _/ 
-1 
n  *  î „ + » P  v „ „  » X ' )  ,  gg ~rxr ~ 
- drxr » 2> Ï6B • 
- (I,„ « i> . 8e 
iw - S + + ^"liw -
- 2 « lOpp<ê'P'tî^ • 
:-i 
" L) - Id"' -
(Z Z )}&' 
v^vv^e J 
"^—1 ' 
Z - Z 2 -^Z 
'^U -^v^v^u 
,-l (n-k-l+d) "(n-l+d) Z^^ (1,-g^')' , 
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E = Z' = (Z , Z ) 
~ev ~ve 
= (Ï.-Î') ie • 
(b) If Assumption 3.2 and Assumption 3.4 hold, then the covariance 
matrix of the limiting of ,[vec g]',[vech E^^]',[vech ') 
is consistently estimated by n Y(b) » where 
-(b) 
%(a) 
C V 
s - . XJx • >' • 
- - (I„, » X) , Txr gx 
Ï . 2{<.-l)-'r^ ' 5pp»Ji . 
,-l 
Ysx - 2 4 îpKîe; » SsG) - (Ssu " • 
V . 2$, ((ti-l)"'(Z + Z )bCÊ + Î ) + <i"'(ï A £ ) 
^ "mu ^x "mu "mu 
- i- rh (g , g))% , 
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zr- = z z ^ I , 
'^UU '^UV '^VV '^VU 
^ ^ A A * A 
z- = z = 2 E2 
~ue ~su ~uv ~w ~ve 
Proof. The results follow from Theorem 3.4, Theorem 3.5, and (3.113). 
• 
D. Comments 
In this section, we comment on the results in this chapter and the 
work of other authors. The maximum likelihood estimators for the 
functional model derived in Theorem 3.1 were first obtained by Anderson 
(1951), and were reproduced by Healy (1980). Our derivation, following 
that of Healy, clearly pointed out the nature of inconsistency in the 
maximum likelihood estimator of , and enabled us to obtain a 
simple adjustment to produce the consistent estimator . 
The maximum likelihood estimation of the multivariate structural 
model considered in Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 has not been discussed 
in the literature. 
In Theorem 3.4, we showed the strong consistency of the maximum 
likelihood estimators adjusted for degrees of freedom under the 
—J 
assumption that d n > c . Under the same assumption on the rate of 
increase of d , Healy (1980) obtained the almost sure limits of the 
maximum likelihood estimators without adjustment for degrees of freedom 
for the functional model with normal errors. 
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For the same model as that of Healy, Anderson (1951) stated that 
the limiting distribution of the eigenvectors of a certain matrix can be 
used to obtain the limiting distribution of as d increases holding 
n fixed. But, he did not obtain an explicit form of the limiting 
distribution. In Theorem 3.5, we derived the limiting joint 
distribution of the maximum likelihood estimators adjusted for degrees 
of freedom of all the structural parameters. We showed in Theorem 3.5 
and Theorem 3.6 that the limiting covariance matrix and its estimator 
have the same forms for a wide range of assumptions on the unobservable 
true values x^ . It can be shown that the limiting covariance matrix 
~t 
of the maximum likelihood estimators adjusted for degrees of freedom of 
^ , and 2^ for the model with known is given by setting 
c = 0 in the corresponding portions of the covariance matrices in 
Theorem 3.5. Gleser (1981) gave the covariance matrix of the estimators 
for Z = I known. 
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IV. THE NONLINEAR MODEL WITH KNOWN 
ERROR COVARIANCE MATRIX 
This chapter deals with estimation of the general nonlinear errors-
in-variables model under the assumption that the error covariance matrix 
is known. We consider the functional model with a single relationship. 
Some results in this chapter are extensions of the work by Wolter and 
Fuller (1982b). Also, some of the techniques used in the proofs will be 
discussed thoroughly in Chapter V. Therefore, the presentation of the 
proofs in this chapter is not as detailed as those in other chapters. 
A. Introduction 
To define the model, let {b } and {a } be sequences of 
' n^n=l '• n^ n=l ^ 
positive real numbers such that n = a^b^ for n = 1, 2 , . . . , » ,  
a^ = o(n), and b^ = o(n) . We assume the existence of a sequence of 
experiments indexed by n . Let 
yf = 
= yt + ^  tit ' 
3nt = ^t + %nt ' t 1,2,...>b^. (4.1) 
where x® are 1 x q vectors of fixed constants belonging to a 
parameter space T , a convex subset of q-dimensional Euclidean space. 
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is a k X 1 vector belonging to a parameter space H , a convex 
compact subset of k-dimensional Euclidean space, f(z; Q) is continuous 
on r a 0 , (Y ^ , X are observed in the n-th experiment, and 
~ ~ nt ~nt 
e _ = (e , u _) denote errors of measurement. We assume that s _ 
~nt nt ~nt ~nt 
are independently and identically distributed with mean zero and 
covariance matrix ^ , and that is of order a^ . One way of 
interpreting this assumption is to let a^ denote the number of 
observations made at each point (y® , x®) , t = l,2,...,b^ . Under 
this interpretation, the total number of observations is b a = n and 
n n 
each of the vectors used in the analysis is the mean of 
a^ observations. Another interpretation is that the asymptotic results 
obtained with n tending to infinity hold if the ratios of measurement 
error variances to the sums of squares of b^ true values are small. 
Thus, the asymptotic results can be used as approximations if either the 
error variances are small or the number of observations is large. 
We assume f(x; J^) possesses continuous first and second 
derivatives with respect to both arguments on Tag . Let ^(z; £) 
denote the q-dimensional row vector of partial derivatives of f(x; j|) 
with respect to the elements of x evaluated at (z; Q) ; let 
f„(z; 0) denote the k-dimensional column vector of partial derivatives 
with respect to the elements of £ evaluated at (z; 6) ; let 
fg^(z; £) denote the k x q matrix of second partial derivatives with 
respect to the elements of £ and x evaluated at (.z; 0) ; let 
f^(z; £) denote the q x q matrix of second partial derivatives with 
respect to the elements of x evaluated at (z; 0) ; and let 
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f^g(z; £) be the k x k matrix of second partial derivatives with 
respect to the elements of g evaluated at (z; 0) . We also let 
f° = f(xO; , 
4t ' 
4t = 4^4: ' 
4xt = 4x(^t: ê°) , 
~eBt " ~8e^5t' ê°) • 
We introduce assumptions associated with the model (4.1). 
Assumption 4.1. The are fixed constants and are interior points 
of r , and r Is a convex subset of q-dimensional Euclidean space. 
Assumption 4.2. The parameter vector is an interior point of 
0 , and 0 is a convex compact subset of k-dimensional Euclidean 
space. 
Assumption 4.3. The random variables , t = l,2,...,b^, are 
independently distributed with mean zero and covariance matrix ^ , 
where are known positive definite matrices satisfying 
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li® \  In = ^ ' 
n-H» 
for a nonsingular matrix 4 
Assumption 4.4. Let 
I "•> 2 
V • " "vnt ^ 6t 4t • 
where 
'5nt • »• - îSti' 
Then, for a positive definite matrix m , 
~xx 
lim m = m 
~xx ~xx 
n-x» 
Assumption 4.5. There is available a preliminary estimator ^ in û 
satisfying 
I - = 0 (i3iax[a^^, n . 
Assumption 4.6. The partial derivatives through order two of f(x; g) 
are continuous and bounded on X ® S * 
Assumption 4.6a. The partial derivatives through order three of 
f(x; £) are continuous and bounded on £ a g . 
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!/•> 
Assumption 4.7. The 2 + 6 moments of are bounded for some 
6 > 0 . 
Assumption 4.7a. For some real L and all t and n , 
EllSntI''} < ^ ' 
where the norm is the Euclidean norm. 
Assumption 4.8. a^^ = o (n ^) 
-1 _!/_ 
Assumption 4.8a. a^ = o (n . 
B. Results of Wolter and Fuller 
In this section, we summarize the work of Wolter and Fuller 
(1982b). Assuming a preliminary estimator satisfying Assumption 4.5 
is available, they considered two estimators of for the model 
(4.1). 
Under Assumptions 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 and the assumption of the 
normality of , the maximum likelihood estimators of and 6® 
are those values of x^ and contained in F h g that minimize the 
sum of squares 
I, 
t=l 
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= I &)' Snt" ^\t- f(St; &)' Sac" Sc^' 
t=l 
(4.2) 
While an explicit expression for the maximum likelihood estimator of 
^0 has not been obtained, Wolter and Fuller considered an iterative 
procedure leading to an estimator of . Given a preliminary 
estimator g of 6° , let x^ be the value of x^ contained in T 
that minimizes q($, Y X • The local approximation to the 
^ —t nt ~nt 
of squares (4.2) is 
^ 1 
[%t - %nt - [^nt - Snt " ^t^' ' 
(4.3) 
where 
%.t - \t - «St= i> ' 
y.t = 2.t - 2t • 
" f(St: • f(St: ' 
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Retaining only linear terms in the Taylor expansion of f(x^, £) , we 
obtain 
» (4-4) 
where 
A& = & - & ' 
Minimizing (4.3) with respect to Ay^, Ax^, and Aj^ subject to (4.4), 
Wolter and Fuller obtained an improved estimator of given by 
1 = 1 + 4, . (4.5) 
where A3 satisfies 
b^ 
^(Ag) . %; &)] 
t=l 
- V^t: ^ - Vst; Dr 
-1 - -2 
u—1 
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Given the preliminary estimators ^ and , Wolter and Fuller 
introduced a modified estimator of given by 
ê = & + Ajg , (4.6) 
where Ag satisfies 
n 
"„t " «at - S„t % (%t: I> - i - Suun" 
Ï. 
~n 
een 
Z 
-uen 
E 
~eun 
E 
~uun 
Without proofs- we state the results and some extensions of Wolter 
and Fuller (1982b). 
Result 4.1. Let the model (4.1) hold^ and let Assumptions 4.1, 4.2, 
4.3, 4.5, and 4.6 hold. Then, 
ij. = n"^^ ]) , 
where 
int • Snt S' 1% • J1 ' C > 
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v • '4; • î ! C -il'-
Also, there is a constant such that for t = 1,2,.-. 
' Vn' • 
If, in addition. Assumption 4.7a holds, there is a constant K such 
that for t = 1,2,.., , 
Observe that the leading term in the error of estimation, denoted 
by 6^^ , is of the form of the error in the generalized least squares 
estimator with I] the "X-matrix" and ^ the covariance matrix 
of the error vector e . . 
~nt 
Result 4.2. Let the model (4.1) hold, and let Assumptions 4.1, 4.2, 
4.3, 4.5, and 4.6 hold. Then, 
V™t = + % 'vnt + °p (>=^1^'. » • 
where 
A = 2 6 ^ f° , [E fO' - Z ] 
vnt ~nt ~xxt ~uun ~xt ~uen 
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Result 4.3. Let the model (4.1) hold, and let Assumptions 4.1 through 
4.6 hold. Then, 
= B;, + Op . n" '2 J) , 
ê - ê" = («1 i> + 0 (C' 
= Op (max[a^^ , n ]) , 
wnere 
^n 
*1 â = *vlt 4et , 
V* = e — u f®' 
nt nt ~nt ~xt 
If, in addition. Assumptions 4.7 and 4.8 hold, then 
- &0) —>N(0. . 
Result 4.4. Let the model (4.1) hold, and let Assumptions 4.1 through 
4.5, 4.6a, and 4.7a hold. Then, 
I - 6» - i) + 0 (»ax j) 
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= Op (max [a^ ^ 2 , n ^2]) 
If, in addition. Assumption 4.8a holds, then 
%/%(& - &G) _L_> N (0. . 
The procedure for obtaining £ can be iterated using £ as the 
preliminary estimator in the second round of calculation. Since the £ 
was obtained through the linearization of the sum of squares (4.2), the 
maximum likelihood estimators of x^ and can be obtained as the 
limits of the iteration by including a modification in the procedure to 
guarantee convergence. By Result 4.3, the g satisfies the same 
property as the £ ; 
B - gO = 0 (max [a ^ , n ^]) 
"V ^ p n 
Thus, Result 4.3 holds for the final estimator obtained by any finite 
number of iterations. The procedure for obtaining g, can also be 
iterated, and for any finite number of iterations the asymptotic 
properties of the final estimator are given in Result 4.4. 
We call £ the pseudo-maximum likelihood estimator, and g, the 
modified maximum likelihood estimator. 
Recall that we assumed = o(n) and b^ = o(n) . If b^ is a 
constant and a^ = 0(n) , then and £ are still consistent. But, 
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1/ 
if = 0(n) , the limiting distributions of n ^  and 
n^ (& - &0) are not normal unless are normally distributed. 
Wolter and Fuller suggested certain modifications to improve the 
small sample properties of • Their Monte Carlo study showed that 
such modified estimators were superior to . They also showed that 
under some assumptions the ordinary least squares estimator of 3," 
obtained by minimizing 
I - f &)] 
t=i ~nt' 
satisfies Assumption 4.5, and thus can be used as the preliminary 
estimator B 
C. Bias of the Pseudo-Maximum Likelihood Estimator 
In this section, we investigate further the properties of £ and 
of an estimator of based on S • By Result 4.3, the error in S 
as an estimator of S® is 0 (max[a ^ , n ^]) . The term of 
p n 
Op(a^^) is due to the nonlinearity of the function f(z; £) . That 
is, the nonzero second partial derivative fz; 9) introduces a bias 
in the estimator £ . We observe that was obtained by projecting 
the point (Y^^, onto a nonlinear surface f(x; g) in the metric 
. Thus, x^ is biased, even if £ is close to 0° . Also, £ 
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minimizes the sum of distances between (Y^^, and (y^ , x^) by a 
linearization based on [f(x^; JS), x^] . Hence, the bias in x^ leads 
to a bias in ^ . In this section, we obtain an exact expression for 
^ —1 
the portion of the bias in ^ that is 0 (a^ ) . In order to simplify 
our presentation in the following theorem, we use a stronger set of 
assumptions than that in Result 4.3. 
Theorem 4.1. Let the model (4.1) hold, and let Assumptions 4.1 through 
4.5, 4.6a, and 4.7a hold. Then, 
& - ^26 Op(max[a^^/2 , /^a^ ^ ]) , 
where 
*1& 
= n -1 
bn 
I 
t=i 
f° 6 
vnt ~Bt ~nt iLt<î - s;t> 
= S.t 4'%- Jl' C • 
4t = 14;. jiCu»;. !!• . 
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and fO , , and were defined following (4.1). Also, 
~gt "Xt ~xxt ° 
j} =0 , 
bn 
E{6^1} = - j b-1 (a^ fO^ tr[f^^ ] 
= 0(a 
n 
Proof. By Result 4.3, 
Bxx = 5xx , n "  ^ ^2 ] )  .  ( 4 . 7 )  
where is defined following (4.5). By Result 4.1, for 
t = 1,2,...,, 
EtlSr  -  < K '  t ~tl J n 
and it follows that for a constant and for t = 1,2,...gb^^ 
Eiiit - 411 < h ' (4.8) 
EfISc - 221=} < Kj *0^ ' (4-9) 
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E{ |x - x° pi < K, a . (4.10) 
I l~t ~t I •" In 
Also, it can be shown that 
b^ 
L.—1 
(4.11) 
Using Assumptions 4.4 and 4.6a, (4.8), (4.9), (4.10), and (4.11), ws 
obtain 
-1 \-l 
(5t: &)[^nt - ê)] 
b 
= - D + J, - ^ VÎnt^"^ ^ n \nt^ 
(sgt + sgxtj&tiiTSt + Sot s;=t(i - s&t)] 
+ 0 (max[a ^2 ^ n a ^ ]) . (4.12) 
p n n 
Therefore, by (4.7) and (4.12), 
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sj-l - ê°) - hi * hi + - vAVti'St 
+ 0 (max[a ^2 , n a ^2]) , (4.13) 
p n n 
We observe that 
Eiàit 'Stl - . IIC' Snt) - 4t:' - 2 (4-!4) 
Also, by Assumption 4.7a, 
4%, ° (%) • (4-15) 
Since A _ is a linear combination of 6 , it follows from (4.14) 
vnt ~nt 
and (4.15) that the third term in the right hand side of (4.13) is 
_ 1/ _ 1/ 
0 (n 2 a 2) , Since 6,6 is a linear combination of , 
p n 1-^ nt 
by Assumption 4.3 and 4.4, 
e{ôj|} = 0 , 
= o(b;ia;b 
= 0(n ^) , 
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and thus. 
^li =0p(n"^2) . 
We observe that by Assumptions 4.3, 4.4, and 4.6a, for some constant , 
E!|«2êli - hC lântl" + Ltl'iSnti'l 
Hence, 
Y = 
Finally, 
E{tr[o;, o^tU = Ait ' 
= 0(9-1 ) 
Therefore, the results follow. • 
Hence, taking the expectation through terms of O^Ca^l) , the bias 
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in £ as an estimator of is 
1 -1 ^-1 
f Bxx V ^ V?nt^~^ Ct 3 , "gt (4.16) 
which is of 0(a^^) . The bias (4.16) is due to the nonlinearity of the 
function f(x; 3) , and vanishes if the model is linear in , i.e., 
if fO = 0 for all t . Note that by Theorem 2.1 
~xxt ~ 
—1 -2 
A = Z - Z _ o _ Z ^ , 
~nt ~uun "uvnt vnt ~vunt 
where 
Z _ = Z' ^ 
~uvnt ~vunt 
= Z - Z fO' . 
~uen ~uun ~xt 
we observe that the bias (4.16) is a weighted average of 
' - 1.2.....t.. (4.17) 
where the weights are 
<nt)"^ 4t ' t = l,2,...,b^ 
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Thus, the quantity in (4.17) can be considered as a contribution of each 
true value to the bias of ^ Such a contribution is small for an 
x2 at which either f'' ^ or A ^ is small. Note that f" is the 
~t ~xxt ~nt ~xxt 
nonlinearity at the point x® , and that is the approximate 
covariance matrix of x^ as an estimator of x2 
~t ~t 
We consider a simple quadratic model as an example. Let 
y° = + SJ xO + gg (xO)2 , 
-n ~2x2 9 
where 
= 0(a^^) 
Then, the quantity in (4.17) becomes 
cZBgll + (6% + 2 32x°)2j"^ = - + cZggli + ZBgxO)^]"! 
(3j + 2^2x0)2 . 
Observing that 
"n' J, i' "1^)' = "'0'°)' ' 
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the bias expression in (4.16) becomes 
1 'a 
(-BgoZ.O.O)' + (32^2)1^ I^[l+(ei+2e2X°)2] (Bjt2e2xJ)^[l.xj.(xO)^]', 
where 
b 
= I [l+(3j + S2X°)^]~^[1,xO,(XO)2]'[I,x0,(x0)2j . 
We observe that at the point x^ = - 2 ^ ^2^ the bias contribution 
is concentrated in the intercept term and is given by - • Also, 
as moves away from - 2 ^ » the bias contribution decreases 
for and increases for and • 
By Theorem 4.1, the bias in ^ due to the curvature is given by 
m ^(5„B) , which is a function of 
~xx 2^ 
6 fO (i Ô' - u' ) = ku - 6 )fO (u -6 - i- u ^fO ^u' 
~nt ~xxt 2 ~nt ~nt 2 ~nt ~nt ~xxt ~nt ~nt 2 ~nt-r}cxt~nt 
Since the leading term for the error in x^ is 6^^ , 
"nt ~nt ~ -t 
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= %nt - (St -
estimates - 6^^) . Also, 
E{U u' } = TR[FO Z ] i^nt ~xxt~ntJ ~xxt—uun 
Hence, the modification in ^ suggested by Wolter and Fuller (1982b) is 
the subtraction of an estimate of the bias contribution from each 
lint - %nt % (St: D] • 
Using we can obtain an estimator of which is an 
improvement of the estimator . Let x^ be the value of x^ 
contained in T that minimizes qC^» ^nt' ~nt^ ' Since 
3 - jgO = Op(max[a^^ , n ^ ] ) 
Result 4.1 also holds for x^ . Now, we investigate the bias in x^ 
as an estimator of x^ . The effect of the bias in g on x^ is 
given in the next theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. Let the model (4.1) bold, and let Assumptions 4.1 through 
4.5, 4.6a, and 4.7a hold. Then, 
5t - 4 = &nt + [*l5t + ^ 2St + S%t](Vlt) 
+ 0 (max[a ^2 , a ^n ^ ]) , 
P n n 
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where 
6 ^ = e 
~nt ~nt~n ~xt ~ ~nt 
«1$, - - oKa^s„)-ii4', 11-
~ Op(° ) * 
«2Ït = • 2)'4 
~xxt 
- °P'V' ' 
«Â - - liSnt 4xt %t + Sg^Sclt'zS). I ]' 
= °p'% > ' 
«St • «nt - Jnt<4'' i> • 
Also, 
ElSnt} " = ^{ô^x^} = 0 , 
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El^gXtl = Y I 
8=1 
= O(a-l) 
where 
Z"^ = 
-^n 
a®® 
n ^ 
ue 
Z 
~ti 
S 
~n 
uu 
Proof. Since is an interior point of F , and since is 
consistent for x® by Result 4.1, x^ satisfies 
!T„ - «(=;:&). X., - - 0 (maxla^ n ^ ]) , 
(4.18) 
By Result 4.1, 
X - xj = 6 + 0 (max[a ^, n 
~t ~t ^nt p n 
(4.19) 
Using (4.19) and xneorem 4.1, ws obtain that 
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\t - = ®nt - - 5?)' - i Sxt 
- + OpCmaxLa;^''^ a^ ^^2 n" ^^ 2 ] ) 
= 0p(a^^^2) , (4.20) 
and that 
fx(St;&) = f%t + a^Af&st + OptaaxIaTl, . (4.21) 
Substituting (4.20) and (4.21) into (4.18), we have 
[Gnt - 5°t(St - Sg)' - i int^lJnt " ^gt^^^li + ^ 2^^' ^ nt'^^t " 4^^ 
(^nV"^[4t + 4xt ^ t' i ]' = , a-J-^ 2 rT ^^2 ]) . 
Hence, the expansion of (x^ - x^) follows. We note that 
^tântl = " • 
El6j|l . 0 . 
Also, 
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= a , 
and thus, each element of 6 ^ is uncorrelated with each element of 
' -^nt 
» Therefore, ^2^t^ ~ * Finally, using Theorem 4.1 and 
taking the expectation of ô^x^ , we obtain the results. • 
As in g , there is a bias of 0(a^ ) in x^ as an estimator of 
xO . Also, the bias is again a function of the quantity in (4.17). 
But, in x_ , the bias is due to the deviation of tr[fO ] from 
' ~t ~xxt~nt 
the weighted average 
8=1 r=l 
Hence, the bias in x. is small for x^ such that tr[fO .A is 
' ~t ~t ~xxt~nt 
close to the weighted average (4.22). The term (4.22) is the 
contribution of the bias in £ . Thus, the bias of g actually 
helps to reduce the bias of x^ for the values of t for which 
tr[f° ^A ii is close to (4.22). To investigate this point in more 
-~xxt~nt 
detail, we consider the maximum likelihood estimator x* under the 
' ~t 
assumption that 6® is known. The estimator x* is the value of 
x^ contained in r that minimizes q(S®, x.; Y ., X .) . The 
~t ~ » -'t nt ~nt 
asymptotic properties of x* are given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. Let the model (4.1) hold, and let Assumptions 4.1, 4.2, 
4.3, 4.6a, and 4.7a hold. Then, 
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where ô^S^- is given in Theorem 4.2, and 
- - i «ntîLt^it . SJ(a^„)-'l4; , I )• 
Also, 
= °p (*n^) 
= OCa^^) 
Proof. It is easy to show that 
%î - S% - Sat + 
Then, x* satisfies 
i\t - g). s„t -Ê°>. I !• - ) 
(4.23) 
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Also, 
= ^nt - ^ ^(2^ - 2g)' - T > 
(4.24) 
and 
î,<ïîi Ê°) = 4t + ântïL + %(%') • (4-25) 
Substituting (4.24) and (4.25) into (4.23), wa obtain the results. • 
Note that x* was obtained by projecting (Y^^, X^^) onto the 
known nonlinear surface y = f(x; £") . The bias given in Theorem 4.3 
is due to the nonlinearity of the function f(x; g^^) . Comparing the 
results in Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, we obtain an interesting 
result. The estimator x^ , the projection of (Y^^^ X^^) onto the 
estimated surface y = f(x; £) , has a smaller bias than the estimator 
X* , the projection of (Y X ^) onto the true surface 
~t I- J nt ~nt 
y = f(x;sO) , provided that tr[fO A H has the same sign as the J ' ; r ~xxt~nt 
weighted average (4.22). That is, the bias in ^ due to the curvature 
of f(x; £) partially cancels the bias due to the projection onto a 
nonlinear surface. 
The iterative procedure for successively obtaining £ and x^ 
leads to the maximum likelihood estimator. The asymptotic properties of 
estimators of jS® and x° obtained by any finite number of iterations 
are given by Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2. We conjecture that the same 
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asymptotic properties apply to the maximum likelihood estimator. 
D. Bias of the Modified Maximum Likelihood Estimator 
In this section, we investigate biases of the modified maximum 
likelihood estimator and an estimator of based on ^ , and 
compare the results to those in the previous section. 
The following theorem is a restatement of Result 4.4. 
Theorem 4.4. Let the model (4.1) hold, and let Assumptions 4.1 through 
4.5; 4.6a, and 4.7a hold. Let Jg, be defined by (4.6). Then, 
I  - 6 »  -  _ 
where 
^nt ^nt ^t^t ' 
= 0 . 
Proof. We observe that 
^at = *nt + 22 - &) + trl&SztSuun] + ) 
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- &<ït! - i> + 4t " 2 - îuun» 
+ 0 (max[â ^2 , a ^2]) 
p n n 
By Assumption 4.7a, 
E{ |vech(u;^u^^ - = 0(aj) . (4.26) 
By (4.26) and Assumption 4.6a, 
b 
^n^ "^^Lt (%At%nt - ^uun)] = ^ ' 
(4.27) 
The results follow by (4.27) and the argument in the proof of Theorem 
4.1. U 
~ -1 
Thus, the estimator ^ does not have the bias that is 0(a^ ) 
and is due to the curvature of f(x; g) . Therefore, S is superior to 
3 not only because the limiting distribution of ~ can be 
\j . 
obtained under weaker assumptions than those for n2(^ - ^ 0) , but 
also because g has bias of smaller order. 
We define the estimator of x£ to be the value of x 
~t ~t ~t 
contained in T that minimizes q(S, x^: Y X .) . The next theorem 
~t nt -^nt 
presents the bias of x. . t- ~t 
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Theorem 4.5. Let the model (4.1) hold, and let Assumptions 4^1 through 
4.5, 4.6a, and 4.7a hold. Then, 
- 3t = ^t"^f^l5t+^25t+^2?Ka^^)+0p(max(a;^''2 , 
where and are given in Theorem 4.2, and 6x* is given in 
Theorem 4.3. 
Proof. Since 
I - 1° = Op(max[a^ ^ n" ^ ]) , 
Result 4.1 holds for . Thus, 
St - 3t = ènt + J) » 
Also, 
^nt - ^ (5t: I) = ®nt - - 35°)' -i WLt^nt 
- :gt + 0 (max[a^^^2 , 
I) = 4t + + Op(=^[a;\ iT ^ 2 ]) 
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Hence, the results follow. • 
"2 "v 
Taking the expectation through terms of O^Ca^ ) , the bias of x^ 
is the same as that of x* , the estimator assuming known 3° . Since 
g does not possess the bias due to the curvature, the cancellation of 
the nonlinearity biases in x^ does not occur for x^ . Therefore, 
for certain values of t the estimator x^ based on has a larger 
bias than the estimator x^ based on ^ . 
E. A Class of Estimators Adjusted for Bias 
In this section, we introduce a class of estimators x^^) of 
, xO) for the model (4.1). For each member of the class, has 
the same asymptotic properties as the modified maximum likelihood 
estimator g . That is, each in the class has no bias due to the 
curvature, and has a limiting distribution under Assumption 4.8a. Also, 
we can choose certain members of the class for which the x. , have 
^tA 
smaller biases than the estimators and x* 
To define the class of estimators, we assume that there are 
available preliminary estimators £ satisfying Assumption 4.5 and x^ 
satisfying the conclusions of Result 4.1. For example, the maximum 
likelihood estimators of g'' and x^ , i.e., the estimators j| and 
x^ iterated to convergence, can be used as preliminary estimators. Let 
dY ^ and dX ^ , t = 1,2,..., b , be functions of B and x. , 
nt ~nt n ^ ~t 
where dY is a scalar and dX _ is a 1 x q vector. The quantities 
nt ~nt 
dY ^ and dX ^ are modifications to observations Y . and X ^ and 
nt ~nt nt ^t 
are introduced to reduce the bias due to the nonlinearity. Given dY^^ 
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and dX , we define the adjusted estimators g, and x^, to be the 
~nt ~A ~tA 
maximum likelihood estimators of and based on the observations 
(^t ' %t) ' 
= %nt + (4.28) 
That is, and x^^ are the estimators g and iterated to 
convergence using (Y*^ , as observations. Depending on the 
choice of dY and dX ^ , we have different adjusted estimators 
nt ~nt 
6. and x^. .Of course, the adjustment term (dY ., dX .) has to 
•^A ^tA nt ^'Ht 
satisfy some condition to reduce the biases of the resulting adjusted 
estimators and x^^ . The following Assumption 4.9 provides a 
condition for (dY^^, dX^^) to produce an adjusted estimator with 
a small bias. We later introduce Assumption 4.10 which provides a 
condition for (dY^^, dX^^) to produce an adjusted estimator x^ with 
a small bias. We define the class of adjusted estimators to be 
estimators 6. and x^, which are obtained using (dY dX .) 
^A "tA nt -Tit 
satisfying Assumptions 4.9 and 4.10. Specific examples of the 
adjustment term (dY^^, dX^^) are given in Section F. We first 
investigate theoretical properties. 
Assumption 4.9. There exists a constant K2 such that for all 
t = l,2,...5bjj5 and all n , 
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E{|(dï^j, < v;" . 
Also, 
4t Isti'^nï %nt4t - 1 
- 0 (=aïU"''2 , „-V2,-V2], _ 
p n n 
Since under Assumptions 4.4, 4.6a, and 4.7a, 
Ct 4tk.t4=ti - Snt)' 
= 0 (maxLa , n a '2]) , 
p n n 
the condition (4.29) is equivalent to the condition 
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= 0 (max[a ^2 , n ^ a ^ ]) . (4.30) 
p n n 
Also, the condition (4.29) implies that (dY^^ - is estimating 
the bias contribution given in (4.17). 
To investigate the asymptotic properties of , we consider the 
^ _ 
following one-step estimator using a preliminary estimator £ . 
Let X . be the value of contained in T that minimizes 
~tA ~t ~ 
<!(| . *i: ^ 1®"= 
i  • ! + < % >  '  
where Ag. satisfies 
b^ 
%xx(%) = 4(StA:&)[^nt - %nt ^x^^tA^^)^ 
°TOt ~ ix^StA' ë)]' ' 
"rat y ié <icA' • 
%t - "ît - ^'StA' Î' • 
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*tA 
The properties of the one step estimator are given in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.6. Let the model (4.1) hold, and let Assumptions 4.1 through 
4.5, 4.6a; 4.7a, and 4.9 hold. Then, 
L  " ^ (*1&) Op(max[a^^/2 ^ a" ^ n"^^2 ]) . 
If, in addition. Assumption 4.8a holds, then 
(Îa " ê°> N (0, . 
Proof. By Assumption 4.9, 
«nt> -
Thus, it follows that 
^tA ~ 5? = ênt + 0^(max[a^^ , n . (4.31) 
We observe that 
'<1' ïtA' ' "(î- 4 -  • (4-32) 
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By the compactness of g and Assumptions 4.6a, 4.7a, and 4.9, it can be 
shown that for a constant Kg and for t = 1,2,...,b^, 
E{q:(&, xg; %%[)} < *3 . (4.33) 
It follows from (4.32) and (4.33) that for a constant and for 
t = 1,2,... 
- Zcil*} < *4 'a • 
By (4.34) and Assumptions 4.7a and 4.9, for a constant Kg and for 
t = 1,2,... >bjj» 
< s • (4.35) 
By (4.35) and Assumptions 4.3 and 4.6a, it can be shown that 
t=l 
(4.36) 
The expansion (4.35) implies that the order of an average over b^ 
values of (x^^ - x°)^ is of 0^(a^ ^ ^2) for i < 4 . Thus, using 
this fact. Assumption 4.6a, and (4.36), we obtain 
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^ —1 — 1/ 
M = m +0 (max[a , n 2]) , (4.37) 
~xx ~xx p n 
We observe that 
^nt ~nt ~x^~tÀ' 
- £g;cê« - g) + 7%; + 
+ 0 <max[a , n ^2 a h\) ^ (4.38) 
P n n 
where the remainder is a function of the powers of (x^^ - x^) , 
(6 - ^'^) , and . Thus, it follows from (4.14), (4.15), (4.30), 
(4.35), (4.36), (4.38), and Assumptions 4.5, 4.6a, and 4.9 that 
b 
°wt &)^%t - Snt^^StA: &)] 
+ 0 (max[a ^2 , n a ^ ] ) 
p n n 
(4.39) 
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Therefore, the result for the expansion of follows from 
(4.37) and (4.39). The limiting distribution result holds by Result 
4.4 0 
To consider the asymptotic properties of the adjusted estimator 
X , , we define x^, to be the value of x. contained in r that 
~tA "tA ~t ^ 
minimizes q(^^, x^.; ^^) . We introduce a further assumption on 
"V- • 
Assumption 4.10. There exist and such that 
dSnt = 4Snt + ]) , 
E{AY^J = 1 ^0, . 
The next theorem gives the properties of x^ 
Theorem 4.7. Let the model (4.1) hold, and let Assumptions 4.1 through 
4.5, 4.6a, 4.7a, 4.9, and 4.10 hold. Then, 
StA - 4 " ^-tA ^ ^ ' 
where 
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'ÏCA + ^ 2Ït + 
Also, 
s|A%tA 1 " • 
Proof. We observe that the modificatîoa (4*28) is of 0 (a^^) , and 
that 
ê* - = 0p(max[a^^^2 , n"^^]) . 
Thus, by Result 4.1, 
_ 1 /. 
-tA " 5% = Sat + Op(maxIa~\ n" ]) . (4.40) 
Using (4.40) and Theorem 4.6, we obtain that 
^5t - f(%tA: - %t + "at - CÎt'ïtA " S?'' " I ^t*Lt%t 
(4.41) 
and that 
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îx^ïtA' V • 4t + " • (4-42) 
It follows from (4.41) and (4.42) that 
- I 2nc+'yS.t-(StA-3:2)' 
Î ' • \ n . 
Therefore, the expansion for (x^^ - x°) follows. If Assumption 4.10 
holds, then 
• 4 S j I' A^t + • 
Also, by Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, 
BlÊnc} = E{Si5tl = " -2 ' 
s|6k»} - - (i 0)Ca^„)-'[4-. I i . 
Thus, under Assumption 4.10, 
E{4tAl = E{6X^J . • 
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The iterative procedure for successively obtaining and 
leads to the adjusted estimators and . The estimators of 
and x° obtained by any finite number of such iterations have 
asymptotic properties given in Theorem 4.6 and Theorem 4,7. We might 
expect that the same asymptotic properties would apply to the adjusted 
estimators and which maximize the likelihood function of 
(Y*t, X*^) . But, we emphasize that this is an unproven conjecture. 
The adjusted estimators and x^^ can be improved by updating 
the function (dY^^, d^^) at each stage of iteration based on the most 
recent estimates of and x® , or using and x^ to estimate a 
new adjustment term and repeating the maximization of the likelihood. 
Because of the computational simplicity we chose to define our class of 
adjusted estimators to be the maximum likelihood estimator based on the 
observations with fixed modifications that do not vary by iteration. If 
the maximum likelihood estimators without adjustment are used as the 
preliminary estimators ^ and x , then two runs of a standard 
nonlinear regression algorithm can produce any member of our class of 
adjusted estimators. 
F. Examples of the Adjusted Estimators 
As we have seen in the previous section, any adjusted estimator 
satisfying Assumption 4.9 has no bias due to the curvature and has 
the same asymptotic properties as the estimator g . Also, certain 
choices of dY ^ and dX . reduce errors in the adjusted estimator 
nu ""Tit 
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. In this section, we present three examples of the adjusted 
estimators, and make comparisons among them. In Section G, we present 
the results from a Monte Carlo experiment carried out to study the small 
sample properties of various estimators of including three 
estimators introduced in this section. 
For the three adjusted estimators considered in this section, we 
use the maximum likelihood estimators Bw and x^^ as the preliminary 
~M ~tM 
estimators B and x^ . In this section, we act as if 3^, > x , 
and the three adjusted estimators have the same asymptotic properties as 
their corresponding one step estimators. 
1. Adjustment based on the local quadratic approximation 
A simple adjustment satisfying Assumptions 4.9 and 4.10 is obtained 
by setting 
^l^nt 2 '^^^-xx^-tM' ^nt^ ' 
dlSht = S ' 
where 
A ^ = Z -E ^ , 
Z = E '  = 2 ;  - E  f «  ( X ^  ;  B  )  ,  
~uvnt ~vunt ~uen ~uun ~x 
'^TOt -x^-tM' W'-n ~x^5tM' 
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Denote the resulting adjusted estimators by and . Since 
and are the maximum likelihood estimators, under Assumptions 4.1 
through 4.5, 4.6a, and 4.7a, (d^Y^^ , satisfies Assumptions 4.9 
and 4.10 with 
^l^nt 2 '^'^^-xxt -nt^ * 
AlSnt = 9 
Thus, the results of Theorem 4.6 and Theorem 4.7 hold for 
and x^, . Since A.X ^ = 0 , the estimator x^, is unbiased for 
~tl l^t ~ ~tl 
X® through terms of OpCa^^) . One interpretation of the adjusted 
estimators and x^^ can be obtained through the following 
observation. 
Suppose the model (4.1) is quadratic in x° and is given by 
y? - + 5» âj + i ï| «2 4' • (4-43) 
where Gg is a symmetric q x q matrix. The model (4.43) is linear in 
the parameters, and we can write 
y° = z° ê° . 
where 
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zj = CI, xO, I [xj a xO] $q) , 
&0' = (G*, Sj, [vech Bg]') . 
We observe that 
fO 
~xt 
,.0 Q 
-t ~2 
•=0 = A 
-xxt -2 ' 
4t '4' • 
Thus, the term in the expansion of the maximum likelihood 
estimator 6., of B*' for this model becomes 
b^ b^ 
iJ, Ï <=;;^t4'^tâ2<l %t - s;t> • (*-44) 
u—1 L—i 
where 
°lnt = tl- - &i - St Sz' Sn"- -âl -4^2'' 
V - Snt + &2 S;°' Î >' 4^t 
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A"^ = Z - Z 2 
~nt ~uun ~uvn vnt "-vun 
I = Z' = Z - E (8. + 8_ xO') 
~uvn ~vun ~eun ~uun ~1 ~2 
Also, 
\ K 
• - i (,1, sJ'^rVï "toc 4' "'^2 4^1 • (4-45) 
t=l t=l 
For a general nonlinear model (4.1), we approximate the function 
fXx^fiR)around x = x^ by the first three terms of the Taylor 
- W  ' * V  ^  «N/g *  
expansion 
f(x; ^0) = fO + (x - xO)fO^ + Y (2 - Ss)f^xst5 ~ 2°)' • (4.46) 
Suppose that we estimate f® , f® , and vech f" instead of 3^ 
s ~xs ~xxs ~ 
based on the observations on x^ , t = l,2,...,b^ , which are close 
to x^ . Then, the bias of the maximum likelihood estimator is given 
~s 
by (4.45) with f° , fO^ , amd fj^^ replacing 8^ , 8^ , and 8^ , 
respectively. If is approximated by for x® close to 
X® , then the bias becomes 
' "-S -fi'' ' (4-47) 
where we have used 
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b 
n { I 
t=l vnt 
,0, -1 
b 
"4 S°t'l - 2. SV 
t—1 
(4.48) 
Thus, the maximum likelihood estimators for and vech f^g are 
unbiased, while the maximum likelihood estimator of the intercept term 
has the bias 
- i" f^Ls4sJ  •  (4 .49)  
Hence, the bias may be removed by subtracting (4.49) from 
corresponding to close to x^ . If we apply the same argument to 
each x() , and if we estimate (4.48) by a natural estimator 
~s 
^xx^sM ' ~ns 
then we arrive at the adjustment given by (d Y , dLX ) . Therefore, 
1 IIS 
the estimators 6, and x^, are derived based on the bias results for 
~tl 
the local quadratic approximation to the function f(x; g^") 
2. Adjustment based on the curvature relative to the tangent 
The bias result (4.45) for the quadratic model (4.43) motivates 
another type of adjustment. Assume that 
Sn = o2 I , (4.50) 
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where = 0(a^^) . Then, using (4 .48) ,  we rewrite (4 .45)  to obtain 
b 
4™%^ *26 } " " I trie^ld, 0, 0)' +1 a2 { j; ^ 
t=l 
\ , 
Ï  C r i V  « K l l + Ï »  •  
t=l 
Thus, the bias contribution from the point x® = -
(- Y 0^ tr[82] , 0, 0)' . This suggests the following adjustment. 
First, for each x® , we rotate the coordinate system from (y, x) 
to (2, w) so that the function z = y(w; £°) transformed from 
y = f(x; gO) satisfies g^(w^ ; g°) = 0 , where (z^ , w°) is the 
rotated (^^ , x°) . Then, the adjustment in the new coordinate system 
is obtained by adding ^ tr[g^(wO ; B°)] to the observation. on 
z° . Then, we transform back to the original axes to obtain an 
adjustment to (Y^^, . Note that g^(wO ; B°) is the curvature 
of the function f(x; £®) relative to the tangent at x = x^ 
The desired rotation of axes can be obtained by an orthogonal 
transformation 
(y ,  x )  =  ( z .  w)  P  ,  (4 .51)  
where 
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P = 
^11 -12 
P P 
-21 -22 
Pli = (1 + tir ' 
-12 * -xt -xP ^-xt ' 
-21 (I + sSi sït)" ' 
S22 = (ï + SSi Sït)" ' 
Since y = f(x; g®) , we have 
F(z, w) = 2 pjj + w - f(z Si 9 + w £95 ; ê°> = 0 • 12 - -22 
(4 .52)  
We observe that 
F%(=' %) = 3% F(Z' g) 
^11 ~ -x^^ -12 - -22 ' ' 12 
Ew(2, %) = 3^ F(z, 5) 
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" ^21 ~ ~12 S ^ 22 ' ~22 * 
Thus, by (4.52) and the implicit function theorem, for (z, w) close 
(zO , w°) , there exists a function z = g(w; such that 
g^(w; |0) = - {Fglg(w; £°), w]}~^F^[g(w; gO), w] . 
Hence, 
1°) (fg Sw -12 ~ ''z ^22^^" ^ x^^~22 ^ ~12^ ' 
where 
Fg = Fg[g(s; â°), w] . 
Ew = ' 
~xx ^  ~12 ~ -22 ' ' 
gw = Sw (% ; • 
Note that 
f^lgCwJ ; |0) + wj Pgg ; &0] = 4^ , 
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and thus, 
FzlsCgO ; gO), wj] = (1 + , 
F^lgCsJ ; &0), %°] = g , 
g^(wO ; &0) = 0 . 
Therefore, 
g^(„o.jO) . (1 + [I + I + fOj . 
The additive adjustment term for the observation on (z° , w°) is 
(dZ^^ , 0) , where 
4Znt = i ; &0)] • 
Using (4.51), we transform back to the original coordinate (y, x) 
Then, the additive adjustment term for (Y^^ , X^^) is 
Ei2> " + 4t4P"'«ULtli + - 4t> • 
(4.53) 
Note that under the assumption (4.50) 
o: (1 + ' 
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° ~vent ^®vent' ~vunt^ ' 
= A-f . 
Thus, the adjustment (4.53) can be written as 
& trtS&xt *vlt Svsnt ' 
If the error covariance matrix is not of the form (4.50), then we 
consider the tangent and the curvature relative to the tangent in the 
metric 2^^ . Instead of the orthogonal transformation (4.51), we 
obtain the desired rotation of axes by a transformation 
where 
(y, x) = (z, w)q , (4.55) 
9 = (SI, Sg)' ' 
2l = - ZSc'Sa • 
We observe that 
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s  C S'  •  î  
Following the above steps with g replacing P , we find that the 
adjustment term for (Y^^, with a general 2^ is also given by 
the expression (4.54). Replacing unknown parameters and by 
A  A  
X and 6-, , we define the adjustment based on the curvature relative 
~tM 
to the tangent to be 
('^Z^nt ' ^M^Lt ^ °vnt ^vent ' (4.56) 
where 
^TTEnt ^®vent ' ~vunt^ ' 
^vent ^een ^ ^~tM ' ^ ~uen 
By noting that 
W "• - (&=)' - 'Lt ' 
it immediately follows that the adjustment (4.56) satisfies Assumptions 
4.9 and 4.10 with (^2^nt' ^ 2^t^ being the quantity in (4.54). 
Therefore, the estimators and obtained using (dgY^^, d^^) 
have the properties stated in Theorem 4.6 and Theorem 4.7. Since 
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Z Z l [ fO'  ,  I  ]  =  0  ,  
~vent~ii ~xt ' ~ ^ 
the expansion of x^^ is given by 
ï t 2  -  4  •  ' m t  +  l ^ l ï t  +  ^ 2 * t  +  
+ 0 (maxta ^ a ^2^ ^2 ]) , 
p n n 
""1 \ ^ 
Hence, up to the terms of O^Ca^ ) , the adjusted estimators aiid 
x^2 are equivalent to the modified maximum likelihood estimators 
g and X . The relation that E{ôx*}(a A = A.X . could have 
~ ~t I n^nt 2~nt 
been derived directly by Theorem 2.1. 
3. Adjustment based on the expansion terms 
The two previous adjusted estimators are obtained by subtracting 
estimates of the bias from the observations. Instead of estimating the 
bias, we can estimate a term in the expansion of which introduces 
the bias in . From the expression (4.38), we observe that an 
adjustment can be obtained by letting (dY^^ - dX^^ estimate the 
%t - sit' • 
Let 
'^S^nt = - i ' 
dsSnt - S 
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where 
~tM 
We note that has the same form as the modification used by 
Wolter and Fuller (1982b). It follows that 
S\t = S\t + 0p(®ax[a;^/2 . n" ^'2 ^ -^2 ]) , 
where 
'3\t - - i "t4tt"Snt - Snt)'(2nc " ' ^uun'l 
-  i  Ct  '  •  
Therefore, (d„Y .. d_X .) satisfies Assumption 4.10 with A,X ^ = 0 . 
3 nt 3~nt 3~nt ~ 
Since 
' 2 - V'Snt - - 4^:1! • 
we expect the adjustment (d_Y , d_X ) to cancel the term in j Xlu .V Tit 6 
the expansion of . However, to derive the asymptotic properties of 
the resulting estimators x^^ , we need to introduce an 
additional assumption. 
Assumption 4.11. For some real L" and all t and n , 
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MkJ'} < I." . 
Under Assumption 4.11 and the assumptions in Theorem 4.6, it 
follows from (4.29) that (dgY^^, d^X^^) satisfies Assumption 4.9. 
Thus, with Assumption 4.11, Theorem 4.6 and Theorem 4.7 hold for the 
adjusted estimators and • Hence, has the same 
properties as and , and x^g is unbiased through terms of 
0 (a . Note that the adjustment d»Y ^ is similar to the 
p n j nt 
modification used in the modified maximum likelihood estimators g and 
. While and | are asymptotically equivalent, the almost 
• N /  
unbiased estimator x^^ is clearly superior to the estimator x^ which 
has the bias due to the curvature. 
4. Comparison among the adjusted estimators 
While all three adjusted estimators ' snd have the 
same expansion form, the estimators x^^ , x^^ , and x^g have slightly 
different expansions. By Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 4.7, we obtain 
vnt^vunt 
+ 0 (max[a , n a ^ )) , 
p n n 
~xxt^t^t vnt ~vunt 
6'^S J Z 
+ 0 (max[a-^/2 , n-^/2a-V2j) ^ 
p n n 
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it3 - ïî = + I - int + ^ Àt -
where 
+ Op(max[a^ ^ 2 ^ ^ ''^ ]) , (4.57) 
%  •  +  I « l ï t •  
u = u — Ô , 
-mt ^t -mt 
E-~ = E - A"i = Z 
•niun ~uun ~iit --uvnt vnt^vunt 
It is obvious from (4.57) that is superior to as an 
estimator of x9 . If e . are normally distributed, then 6 ^ is 
"t ^t •' ' ^t 
independent of , and . Also, the central third moments 
of the normal distribution are zero. Thus, it follows that the 
covariance between the first and second terms in each of the three 
expansions is zero. Hence, for the normal error model we need to 
compare the mean squared errors of the second terms in (4.57). Under 
the normality of , we obtain 
V{vech(6' 6 - A ^ + u' u - )} = 2# (A ^ s A ^)di' 
^nt~nt ~nt ^t~nt -mun ' *q ^nt ^t *q 
-5- 2'à (Z~~ a . 
^q "-uun ^un ''q 
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Therefore, in terms of asymptotic mean squared error, is preferred 
over x^- and x^_ for the normal model. 
~tZ ~t3 
For estimation of , the choice of adjusted estimators is left 
undetermined. All three estimators , and were derived 
based on the asymptotic results for the maximum likelihood type 
estimator of . The estimator is associated with x^ which is 
superior to the estimators of associated with and . The 
estimator has an intuitive appeal in the sense that the adjustment 
is distributed over Y ^ and X ^ proportioned to (a Z . ) . 
nt ~nt vent ~vunt 
On the other hand, the adjustment in gives a cancellation of a 
term, which may be preferred over the adjustment in and using 
the expectation of the term. But, all three estimators have the same 
asymptotic properties up to the level of approximation we considered. 
In this section, we do not attempt to give any further comparison among 
the adjusted estimators of . In the next section, using the Monte 
Carlo method, we investigate the small sample properties oi various 
estimators of g,'' including the three adjusted estimators. 
G. A Monte Carlo Study 
In this section, we present the results from a Monte Carlo study 
carried out to compare the small sample behavior of the estimators of 
6^ . Due to an extensive amount of iterative computations required to 
obtain the estimates, we conducted a relatively small Monte Carlo 
experiment. 
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1. Generating the data 
The model considered is 
?t = *2 + ei=t + 
= (1, Xj., x2)^0 , t = 1,2,...,N, 
where 
= (gO, 3j, gO)' , 
and we observe 
In this study, the sample size is N = 33 , the vector of x-values is 
vXj, X2)""")X22/ " \1,1,1/ s 0*5, 0#4, 0*3,##*, 0*4,0*5), 
the true parameter vector is = (0,0,1)' , and the measurement 
errors (e^, u^) were generated as a random sample from a bivariate 
normal (0, 0*0324 I) . Note that 
-1 33 
(33) 1 (x - x)^ = 0*1 
t=l 
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Thus, the ratio of the standard error to the root mean square for 
X is 0.5692. For this parameter set, 100 samples were generated. 
2. Estimators compared 
For each 100 samples, we computed six estimators. These are the 
pseudo-maximum likelihood estimator , the modified maximum 
likelihood estimator , three adjusted estimators , and 
introduced in Section F, and the ordinary least squares estimator 
. Computations of the first five estimators require a preliminary 
estimator g of . Wolter and Fuller (1982b) reported a Monte Carlo 
mean 1,37 for ^ » where 
~M " ^^M,0' ^ M,l' ^ M,2^' * 
We used 
I = (0, 0, 1.37) 
as the preliminary estimator of 3° for 6^ , , 
and . 
Wolter and Fuller stated that the small sample distribution 
function of the estimator has thick tails, and introduced a 
modification to improve the small sample behavior of and . We 
applied their modification to * Given 
the preliminary estimator | = (g^, , g^) , let 
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- (1 - N ^a)u^ , (4.58) 
where 
^t^vt '^vut ' 
^ - (1, X^. X2)g 
*lc = (1' - - fxt)' 
= 0.0324 (1 + fZ^)' , 
ôvut = (1' - fxt)5(0, 1)' 
= - 0.0324 , 
f=t = *1 + : *2=% ' (4-59) 
Z = 0.0324 I , 
N = 33 . 
The modification associated with the a-value is similar to that 
studied by Fuller (1980) for the linear errors-in-variables model. In 
our study, we used the value a=4 . 
Substituting (4.58) into the expression (4.5) defining the pseudo-
maximum likelihood estimator, we obtained the first round value of 
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. Then, replacing in (4.59) by and | by the first round 
, a new estimate of was obtained by (4.58). The final estimate 
was computed by four iterations of the procedure, successively 
applying (4.58) and (4.5). 
The modified maximum likelihood estimator was computed by four 
iterations of the procedure, successively obtaining x^ and by 
(4.58) and (4.6). 
For the three adjusted estimators , and , we let 
<Vt' Vt> ' h V' °vut> 
dgYt = - B2(u2 - 0.0324) , 
where 
ÂtT' = 0-0324 - 'lut'?;' ' 
°vet = (1' - 0)' 
= 0.0324 , 
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The estimate was computed by four iterations of the 
procedure, successively applying (4.58) and (4.5), vrtiere at each 
iteration observations (Y^, X^) were updated by adding (d^Y^, 0) 
based on the most recent and S,, . 
t '^Al 
The computational procedures for and 3^ are the same as 
that for , except that the term added to observations (Y^, X^) 
at each iteration is (dgY^, dgX^) for and is (d^Y^, 0) 
for Sjj . 
Finally, the ordinary least squares estimator was computed by 
regressing Y^ on (1, X^, X^) . 
3. Results and conclusions 
Our discussion concentrates on the results for estimators of , 
the coefficient of the quadratic term. Table 1 contains the Monte Carlo 
properties of the six estimators of 
Table 1. Monte Carlo Properties of Estimators of gO 
(100 samples) 
Percentile 
Estimator Mean Var. MSE 25% 50% 75% 
»M,2 1.152 0.633 0.706 0.506 0.951 1.561 
6M,2 1.078 0.779 0.785 0.473 0.874 1.425 
8&1.2 0.976 0.352 0.353 0.521 0.888 1.291 
=62.2 0.932 0.311 0,316 0.511 0.858 1.246 
5^.2 1.152 0.716 0.739 0.522 0.928 1.490 
1.2 0.386 0.063 0.440 0.231 0.367 0.529 
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The ordinary least squares estimator g has the smallest 
variance, but severely underestimates = 1 . The results for ^ 
agree reasonably well with those reported for the same estimator in 
Welter and Fuller (1982b). 
The estimators g 2 smaller biases and smaller 
 ^  ^ A, 
variances than the estimators g » 2 ' ^^3 2 ' mean 
^  ' A  
squared errors of 2 ' 2 ' ^a3 2 least twice as large 
as those of 9^1,2 ^A2,2 * 
It is somewhat surprising that ^ has a smaller Monte Carlo 
mean squared error than êjj 2 * modification associated with 
a = 4 resulted in considerably smaller Monte Carlo bias and mean 
squared error for g than those given in Wolter and Fuller (1982b) 
for the maximum likelihood estimator without the a-modification. 
We recall that the estimators and use a similar type of 
bias adjustment. The small sample behavior of and are also 
similar. 
The distribution of the five iterative estimators of are all 
positively skewed. The estimators g £ have a more 
^ A 
symmetric distribution than the estimators g > 2 ^43 2 * 
The variance of the asymptotic distribution is 0.1948 for g^ g » 
^ A A * 
2 ' ^A1 2 ' ^A2 2 ' ^A3 2 * Monte Carlo variances of all 
five iterative estimators are considerably larger than the asymptotic 
variance. 
Statistics analogous to Student's t were also computed for ^ 
^ A A 
2 ' ^A1 2 ' ^A2 2 ' ^a3 2 ' covarlance matrix of each 
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iterative estimator was estimated by the inverse of 
33 
I (1, x2)'(l, x^, xj) , (4.60) 
t=l 
where and are the estimators of and x^ at the fourth 
vt t vt t 
iteration in the computation of each estimator. The t-statistics for 
all five iterative estimators of had negatively skewed 
distributions with heavy tails in comparison to the N(0,1) 
distribution. The sample percentiles of the statistics deviated 
considerably from percentiles of the N(0,1) distribution. Wolter and 
Fuller (1982b) introduced a modified estimator of the covariance matrix. 
Their Monte Carlo study showed that the modified covariance estimator 
produced t-statistics whose distributions agree reasonably well with the 
N(0,1) distribution. We conjecture that a modification similar to that 
of Wolter and Fuller would improve the small sample behavior of the 
t-statistics for 6^^ , 3^ , and . 
Three conclusions are possible from the results of our Monte Carlo 
experiment. These are: 
1) The ordinary least squares estimator is not practical 
because of its large bias. 
2) The adjusted estimators 6,, and with the a-modification 
•~A1 ~A2 
are recommended for practical use. 
3) The inverse of the matrix (4.60) is not recommended as an 
estimator of the covariance matrix of êji ' ^M ' &A1 ' 
&A1 ' &A2 ' ^A3 • 
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V. INSTRDMEOTAL VARIABLE ESTIMATION 
OF THE NONLINEAR MODEL 
In this chapter, we consider the estimation of the errors-in-
variables model with a nonlinear functional relationship, when there are 
available observations on variables outside the relationship of 
interest. Such an additional information enables us to estimate the 
unknown parameters in the relationship without knowledge of the error 
covariance matrix. However, as in Chapter IV, the assumption of 
decreasing errors in the explanatory variables seems to be necessary to 
obtain consistent estimators for the general nonlinear model. 
A. Introduction 
Let {^rdn-l ^^n^n-1 sequences of positive real numbers 
such that n = b^a^ for n = 1,2,...,=, a^= o(n), and b^ = o(n) 
We assume the existence of a sequence of experiments indexed by n . 
The functional relation of interest is 
= f(x°; ê°) + eO , t = 1,2,...,b^ , (5.1) 
where x^ are 1 x q vectors of fixed constants belonging to a 
parameter space £ ; a convex subset of q-dimensional Euclidean space, 
is a k X 1 vector belonging to a parameter space g ; a convex 
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compact subset of k-dimensional Euclidean space, f(z; 6) is continuous 
on rag, and e® are errors in the equation. Our observations are 
(^nf :nt)' 
+ sSt ' 
%nt = St + 5nt ' t = 1.2.....b^ , (5.2) 
and e*^ and u ^ are the measurement errors. In addition, it is 
nt ~nt 
assumed that there are available observations 
Snt = 2t + Snt ' t = l,2,...,b^ , (5.3) 
where w® are 1 x p vectors of constants, p > k and r . are 
~t ~nt 
random errors. The model is said to be just identified by the counting 
rule if p = k , and to be over identified by the counting rule if 
p > k . 
The nonlinear errors-in-variables model defined above differs from 
the nonlinear simultaneous equation system in econometrics. If the 
errors-in-variables model is linear in two variables and is given by 
?t = =t* + St ' 
+ u^ , t = l,2,...,n. 
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then substituting the second equation into the first we have 
\ \ , t = 1,2 
where the - u^g are independently and identically distributed 
with zero mean. Note that is correlated with . It is assumed 
that the additional variable is correlated with but is 
uncorrelated with (e^^ u^) , and with this information g can be 
estimated consistently. The linear errors-in-variables model is 
equivalent to the simultaneous equation model with and as 
endogenous variables and as an exogenous variable outside the 
equation of interest. For another type of correspondence between the 
linear errors-in-variables model and the linear simultaneous equation 
model, obtained by treating the estimated reduced form coefficients as 
observations in the errors-in-variables model, see Fuller (1977) and 
Anderson (1976). When the model is nonlinear in the variables, the 
equivalence of the two models no longer holds. An equation in the 
nonlinear simultaneous equation system has the form 
Yj. = g(Xj.; e) + Vj. , t = 1,2,...,n, (5.4) 
where is an endogenous variable, and we assume for simplicity that 
there is no exogenous variable in the equation. The nonlinear errors-
in-variables model with b = n and a =1 is of the form 
n n 
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= f(x^; e) + Bj. 
+ Uj. . t = l,2,...,n (5.5) 
In the model (5.4), for the two observed variables and , the 
variable - g(X^; 3) is independently and identically distributed 
with zero mean. But, in (5.5), for the observations Y^ and X^ , 
\ - Ci\; M - a*; 6)«. , (5.6) 
where X* is a random variable lying on the segment joining Xj. and 
Xj. , and we have assumed f is continuously differentiable. Since 
9f 
X*^ and, thus, (X* ; g) depend on u^ the right-hand side of 
3f (5.6) does not have zero mean unless (.; g) is constant. But if 
3f (.; S) is constant, then the model (5.5) is linear in x^. . 
Therefore, the nonlinear errors-in-variables model differs from the 
nonlinear simultaneous equation system in the sense that the relation to 
be estimated is the one between the unobserved true values in the former 
and is the one between observed values in the latter. To avoid the 
trivial case, we assume, from now on, that the model (5.1) is nonlinear 
in xj . 
In the model specified by (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3), we assume that 
(e° , e*^ , u^^ , r^^) are independently and identically distributed 
with mean zero and covariance matrix 
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where 
ee 
0 
0 
0 
a* 
een 
Z 
~uen 
"Ten 
E 
~eun 
E 
~uun 
S 
~run 
Z 
~ern 
E 
~um 
E 
~rrii 
a* 
een 
E 
~uen 
E 
~eun 
E 
~uun j 
= O i a J - )  (5.7) 
Interpretations of the Assumption (5.7) are the same as those given for 
the model in Chapter IV. Note that we are interested in the 
relationship between and , and that does not appear in 
the relationship. The may be measurements of by a different 
measuring procedure from that used for X _ . Each W ^ is not 
° ^ ~nt ~nt 
necessarily the mean of a„ observations. Also, the term r ^ does 
•' n ~nt 
not entirely consist of measurement error. 
Letting 
^nt = i + ^ :t 
ee ee 
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we can write our model as 
\ t  = f(s2: + G; 
nt 
?nt = 4  + Sut 
Snt = 2t + Sat > t = 1,2 , 
<
o
 ^
 
~nt 
II 0 
4t 
0 
5n Z ~ern 
(5.8) 
S S 
~ren ~rrn 
where 
E 
~n 
L 
een 
~uen 
Z 
~eun 
~uun 
2... - (Zfen' -run) ' 
~ren 
We assume that b^ is known, but that a^ is unobservable« That is, 
we can use the value b^ in our inference, but not the actual value of 
If the error in the relationship exists, then > 0 , and thus 
Ceen = 0(1) . If the relationship is perfect, then ~ 0(8^^) 
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This difference introduces some difficulty in deriving asymptotic 
results. When the errors e^ , t = 1,2 , are present, b^ is 
an obvious choice for the normalizing constant to obtain a limiting 
distribution of an estimator. However, the contribution of the b^ 
***1 \ • — 1^^ 
measurement errors each with variance of 0(a^ ) is n ^ . Hence, 
the measurement error contribution would disappear in the limiting 
results, if the normalizing constant b^ was used. But, it is 
desirable to keep the effect of measurement errors in the limiting 
results. Also, we are interested in the asymptotic results with the 
normalizing constant . Therefore, for the purpose of investigating 
the limiting behavior of estimators, the model with errors in the 
relationship is of little interest. Hence, from now on, we assume that 
there are no errors in the relationship. That is, we assume 
a^en ~ 0(a • This assumption does not necessarily restrict the range 
of applications of our asymptotic results. As we discussed in Chapter 
Vo 
IV, the asymptotic results with normalizing constant n ^  are applicable 
when either measurement errors are small or the number b^ of data 
points is large. Thus, we may apply our results to the case where the 
error in the relationship and the measurement errors are considered to 
be small and the number of observations is large. Hence, we assume that 
the term e^^ includes the error in the relationship and has a variance 
of 0(a^^) . This is an unpleasing aspect of the nonlinear model. We 
recall that in the linear model the instrumental variable estimation is 
useful regardless of the existence of errors in the equation. The 
instrumental variable estimator of which will be defined in the 
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next section can be shown to be consistent for under appropriate 
assumptions, even when = 0(1) , i.e., when an error in the 
relationship exists. However, the properties other than consistency do 
not hold if =0(1) , since the orders of the error in the equation 
and the measurement errors are different. 
Some care is required in presenting the assumptions on • As 
we noted earlier, the variable does not appear in the equation of 
-1 interest. Thus, multiplying by a constant, say b ^  , does not 
change the relationship. Also, as we will see, our estimation procedure 
is invariant under this type of transformation of . Hence, there 
is some arbitrariness associated with the order of W ^ .We note that 
~nt 
the true values x^ are fixed. As in the linear case, for an 
instrumental variable to produce a consistent estimator, the 
random part r ^ with zero rosaû cannot dominate the fixed part which 
~nt 
helps the estimation procedure. This condition may be written as 
lA Srr. I. = • (5-9) 
where T satisfies 
~T1 
, 'n 
% H?' Sj) 4 - i • 
Under the Assumption (5.9), the order of b^^ 
n 
I Is the same as 
~nt~nt 
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the order of 
To avoid the ambiguity due to the arbitrariness of the order of 
and to simplify our discussion, we assume 
-1 
\ I Sj'xj = . (5.10) 
n+« t=l ^ ^ 
where m^ is positive definite. With the Assumption (5.10), the 
condition (5.9) is eq?i3valent to assuming that the order of is at 
most one. If can be considered as a mean of a^ observations, or 
if r ^ are measurement errors, then Z = 0(a ^) . Also, if W . 
~nt ~rrn n '-Tit 
have no errors, then = 0 , and the condition = 0(1) still 
holds. Thus, the result derived using the order =0(1) is also 
valid for the case where either Z = 0(a ^) or Z = 0 . Note 
^rm n ~rrn ~ ^ 
also that if Z = 0(a '') and Z = 0(1) , then Z = 0(a '•' ) 
~n n ~rrn ~rEn n 
In the analysis of the linear instrumental variable model, it has 
often been assumed, without loss of generality, that 
, \ \ i, ; • (5-1» 
If are independent of (e^^ , u^^) , we can always make a 
transformation to satisfy (5.11) without altering the model assumption. 
But, the assumption of zero correlation between (e^^ , u^^) and r^^ 
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without independence may be destroyed by a transformation used to obtain 
(5.11). It is still possible to use the form (5.11) to simplify the 
computations. We do not assume that the condition (5.11) holds. 
We will use the same notations as those in Chapter IV to denote the 
partial derivatives of the function f(x; ^ ) . Thus, for example, 
f^g(z; £) is the matrix of second partial derivatives with respect to 
the elements of evaluated at (z; £) , and f^^ is the partial 
derivative with respect to the elements of x evaluated at 
: f) • 
In this chapter, the order, or the order in probability statements 
are taken as n tends to infinity, unless specified otherwise. 
B. The Instrumental Variable Estimator 
1. The estimator 
We introduce an estimator of in the model (5.8) which does not 
require the knowledge of the error covariance matrix. Our estimator can 
be considered as a version of the two-stage least squares estimator. In 
the context of the nonlinear simultaneous equation model, T. Amemiya 
(1974) introduced the nonlinear two-stage least squares estimatoro His 
model is 
\ ; &°) + t = l,2,...,n, 
where consists partly of endogenous variables and partly of 
exogenous variables. Given the vector of exogenous variables in 
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the system T. Amemiya defined the nonlinear two-stage least squares 
estimator of to be the value of § that minimizes 
$(&) = { I - f(Sc ; VUt}i I %}"'{ I % - f(=t; &)]} • 
t=i t=i t=i 
It is easy to see that for the linear simultaneous equation model the 
estimator minimizing $(g) reduces to the usual two-stage least squares 
estimator. 
As we discussed earlier, the nonlinear errors-in-variables model is 
different from the nonlinear simultaneous equation model. In our 
nonlinear functional relationship model, - fCX^^ ; gO) is not an 
identically distributed random variable with zero mean. However, we 
minimize a function analogous to $(|^) to obtain an estimator of 
in the model (5.8). 
We define the instrumental variable estimator ^ of to be 
the value of 6 in 0 that minimizes 
• Î r I ,  SitSat!''! iVsït - «ïnt'ê'll • 
t=l t=l t=i 
(5.12) 
It is to be understood that in (5.12) and in the ensuing development 
is replaced by its projection onto the space F whenever 
is outside of T 
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2. Consistency 
In this section, we derive the consistency of the estimator of 
in the model (5.8). We introduce the following assumptions. 
Assumption 5.1. The model (5.8) holds with = 0(a^^) 
Assumption 5.2. = o(n) and = o(n) 
Assumption 5.3. lim . 
n-Ko 
tn 
Assumption 5.4. lim I wO'wJ = m^ , where is positive 
n-»® t=l 
definite . 
Assumption 5.5. The g-parameter space g is a compact convex subset 
of k-dimensional Euclidean space. 
Assumption 5.6. The x-parameter space £ is a convex subset of 
q-dimensional Euclidean space. 
Assumption 5.7. The partial derivatives of order one of f(x; ^) with 
r e s p e c t  t o  x  a n d  ^  e x i s t  a n d  a r e  c o n t i n u o u s  o n  T a g  
Assumption 5.8. There exists a constant such that for all z in 
r and all 8 in 0 the absolute value of each element of f (z;6) is 
bounded by Kj 
Assumption 5.9 Uniformly for all G in g , 
1 
li™ \ I 2)1' = 5gg(S) • 
t=l 
Assumption 5.10. Uniformly for all 6 in g , 
b 
lim I 8)wO = h(0) , 
n-K= t=l 
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where the rank of the k x p matrix h(£) is k for all _6 in ft . 
Note that by Lemma 2 of Jennrich (1969), under Assumptions 5.5 and 
5.7, a measurable function B of Y ^ , X ^ and W_^ which minimizes 
^ • nt -mt "^nt 
(5.12) always exists. The following theorem shows the consistency of 
i • 
Theorem 5.1. Let Assumptions 5.1 through 5.10 hold. Then, as n + , 
in a* ' 
Proof. By Assumption 5.7 and Lemma 3 of Jennrich (1969), for any 
& in 0 , 
+ «ïjîê") -
" ®nt * 
where X*^ is on the segment joining x° and , and is on the 
segment joining and j| . Note that by Assumptions 5.5 and 5.6, r 
and fl are convex, and thus X*. is in F and 6* is in 0 . We 
have 
, \ \ 
«nt - + Snt' 
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, 
'n J ,  t=l 
1 
(rf)'V I + Sat) • 
t=l 
(5.13) 
By Assumptions 5.1 and 5.4, and by the Chebyshev's inequality, as 
n > » , 
J ,  % t S ? — > 2  •  ( 5 - 1 4 )  
t=l 
Also, by Assumptions 5.1 and 5.3, and by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. 
e,Ajl < ^ -A" 
t = i L=jL 
0(a;'/2, , 
where the norm is the Euclidean norm. Thus, by Assumption 5.2, as 
n > " , 
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.-1 
t=l ®nt 
-> 0 (5.15) 
Let ' %ti ' *ti ^nti ^ ^-th elements of 
' Snt ' 2t ~nt ' respectively. Also, let 
°uunii = ^ ^Vi^ ' °rrnii = ^^^nti^ ' ^ Assumptions 5.1, 
5.3, 5.4, and 5.8, and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, for 
i = 1,2,...,p. 
, "a 
«li»; + 'nti'ii 
, "» s 
< t. I. j. + l^.i<St'i'»ntl'utllt 
r=i 1=1 
t=l i=l 
i=l t=l 
i=l t=l 
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=  ^, (5.16) 
where Mj is some constant. Therefore, by Assumption 5.2, for every 
e > 0 , there exists an N,(e) such that if n > N^(e) for all 
I in g , 
M M' îx'St-ê'sitïntl > 4 < (5.17) 
t=l 
where the norm is the Euclidean norm. By Assumption 5.10, uniformly for 
all I in g , 
n 
 ^&(&*) (5.18) 
Let mgg_(0) be the (i,j)-th element of @^^(6) , and let fg^(xO;|*) 
be the i-th element of fg(xO;|*) . By Assumptions 5.7 and 5.9, 
m^gijCQ) are continuous on Q , since mgg^^(6) are the uniform limits 
of continuous functions. Thus, by Assumption 5.5 there exists an M2 
such that for i,j = 1,2,...,k, and for all 6 in g , 
m, 
eeij 4(8) < M2 < (5.19) 
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It follows from (5.19) and Assumtpion 5.3 that for i = l,2,...,k, 
j = l,2,...,p for all & in 0 , and for some constant < » , 
, "n 
V «3 • ".20) 
Thus, there exists an N^Ce) such that for all g in g , 
I Sg(2t:6*)Entl > s} < s . (5.21) 
b 
n 
t=l 
Also, by Assumption 5.5, 
|e-GO| < M, (5.22) 
for all g in 0 and some constant < = . It follows from 
Assumptions 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 that 
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n 
^ ~nt~nt ~WW t=l 
OpCtn") (5.23) 
where = m + S is positive definite. 
~ww -"rr 
Therefore, by (5.13), (5.14), (5.15), (5.17), (5.18), (5.21), 
(5.22) and (5.23), for every e > 0 there exists an N^O:) such that 
if n > ^^(E) , then for all ^ in g 
> 4 < e , (5.24) 
where is on the segment joining and g . Since is in 
g for all realizations, it follows from (5.24) that if n > ^^(e) then 
r(ivin> - <i„-6'')'MêySww' < s . (5.25) 
where is on the segment joining and . By Assumptions 
5.4, 5.5, 5.7, and 5.10, and by the argument used to obtain (5.19), 
there exists an > 0 such that for all 0 in g the smallest 
eigenvalue X^^G) of h(8)m^^ [h^8)] ' satisfies 
Xje) > Mg . (5.26) 
By (5.24), as n ^  , 
/ 
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Q (gO) —^> 0 . (5.27) 
n 
Since minimizes Q^^^) over g , 
It follows from (5.27) and (5.28) that there is an N^(e) such that if 
n > N^(G) , then 
P{|Q (B )l > e} < P{lQ (gO)! > e} < e . (5.29) 
^ I n ~n I ' "• I n ~ ' •" 
By (5.25), (5.26), and (5.29), if n > max{Ng(E), N^(e)} , then 
[ h ( g * )  ]  '  >  2 z }  
< !'t|<i^-ê»)ï(|î)s»;Mh(|î)l'<î„-B«) - qji„)i > 4 
+ ?{|qA' 1  > 4  
< 2e . 
Thus, the result holds. • 
Note that in Theorem 5.1 we did not use any relation between 
(e ^ , u ^) and r _ such as zero correlation or independence. We 
nt ' ~nt ~nt ^ 
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recall that in the linear model instrumental variables have to be 
uncorrelated with errors in the variables contained in the equation to 
produce a consistent estimator. However, in our model, the errors 
(e . , u .) are decreasing, and thus the correlation between 
nt ' ~nt 
(e _ , u _) and r ^ also tends to zero. This is why we were able to 
nt ' ~nt . ~nt 
obtain the consistency of without an explicit assumption of the 
zero correlation. 
Also, Theorem 5.1 is applicable to both the case with ~ 0(1) 
and the case with Z =0(a^), as long as Assumption 5.3 holds. 
~rrn n ° 
As we mentioned earlier, the consistency of can be proved for 
the case with o =0(1) under an additional assumption of zero 
een 
correlation between e and r . The zero correlation is used only 
nt ~nt 
to obtain (5.15). The rest of the proof is exactly the same as the 
proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Under the assumption that the variances of (e^^, u^^) decrease, 
the ordinary least squares estimator obtained by minimizing 
I ,  
t=l 
is also consistent for . Wolter and Fuller (1982b) showed that 
under certain assumptions including that = 0(a^^) , 
IL  ~ ~ Op (max [n ^ , a^^]) . 
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3. Limiting distribution 
We introduce further assumptions. 
Assumption 5.11. is an interior point of 0 
Assumption 5.12. f..(z;8) and f„ (z;9) exist and are continuous 
~pX ~ ~ 
on r a 0 
Assumption 5.13. There exist constants K2 and Kg such that 
uniformly for all z in T and all £ in g the absolute value of 
each element of fo-(z;6) is bounded by K, and the absolute value of 
~tJp ~ ~ ^ 
each element of fg^(z;6.) is bounded by • 
Later, we will use different sets of assumptions to derive the 
limiting distribution, the order, and the bias expression of ^ . A 
tcrtr. plzyirg an important role in the derivations is 
, \ 
The order of this term varies under different assumptions. Hence, it is 
convenient to establish an expansion of in terms of this quantity. 
The following Lemma 5.1 provides such an expansion, and will be used 
repeatedly in later discussions. 
Lemma 5.1. Let Assumptions 5.1 through 5.13 hold. Assume that 
V I, l\t - - 0 (e„ ) , (5.30) 
t=l 
where c^^ = o(l) . Then, 
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È» SajM»;'SitKnt - «ï„t'ê°'I} + %(% ). 
where 
hO = h(&0) , 
~WW Sww ^  ~rr 
and h(9) is defined in Assumption 5.10. 
Proof. Let f-.(z;9) be the i-th element of f„(z;6) and let 
——— gi -w'-v "vg -v'-w 
fgpi(z;|) be the i-th row of fgg(z;6) . Also let 
1 
Sbk - " n i. Sit Snt • 
By Assumptions 5.5, 5.6, and 5.12, and by Lemma 3 of Jennrich (1969), 
for i = 1,2, 
("n' ( "nt - «£»t'in>15„)s;;i (V \ 
t=l s=l 
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(5 .31)  
where is on the segment joining and . The estimator 
minimizes in (5.12) over g , and differentiable on 
g by Assumption 5.8. Thus, if is an interior point of g , then 
= 0 
By Assumption 5.11, there is a 6 
g is an interior point of 0 . 
for every e > 0 given, there is 
(5.32) 
> 0 such that if j j < Ô , then 
* P 
Since by Theorem 5.1, 
an Nj such that if n > , then 
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p{|L-&°l < 4 > 1 - G (5.33) 
By (5.32) and (5.33). for every e > 0 and every a > 0 , if n > , 
then 
» HlL-e"! < 4 
> 1 - e . 
Hence, for every a > 0 , 
bn 
1%.;)' - Opta"") . 
(5.34) 
It follows from (5.24) in the proof of Theorem 5.1 that 
».(%) - = «/» , 
(5.35) 
where g** is on the segment joining and B* . Since by Theorem 
5.1 g* = gO + o (1) , we obtain from (5.26) and (5.35) that 
•~n ~ p 
Qa(&2) = Op(l) 
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Hence, by (5.23) and the definition (5.12) of Q (§) , 
1 
"n I W„t - ê?iSnt " "p"» ' (5.36) 
t=l 
Letting be the m-th element of and fggij(%ns'&n) the 
(i,j)-th element of £gg($ns'^n^ » we have by Assumptions 5.4 and 5.13, 
S=1 S=1 
Tnus, 
t;' SAsZggi/ShsZe*) = 0,(1) ' (5-37) 
= ^2 
\ 
s=i "99 
By Assumption 5.12, 
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(5.38) 
where X** is on the segment joining and , and is the 
i-th row of . By Assumptions 5.4 and 5.13, and the argument used 
in (5.16), 
t—1 
By (5.20) in the proof of Theorem 5.1, 
By Assumption 5.10, for every e > 0 , there exists an Nj^(e) such that 
if n > Nj(e) , then for all g in Q , 
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and, thus ; 
^ ^ ^ ' (5'41) 
where we have used the convexity of g . Since h(8) is the uniform 
limit of continuous functions, h(8) is continuous. Since 
6*—-—> g® by Theorem 5.1, there exists an NgCe) such that if 
n > NgCs) , then 
P{|h(g*) - h(eO)| > 2~^ e} < e . (5.42) 
By (5.41) and (5.42), if n > max[Nj(e), N2(e)] , then 
b 
^ ^n 
< fg(x°;S5)wO - h(g2)| > 2 G}+P{|h(g2) - h(&0)| > 2 e} 
< E 
Therefore, 
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t=i 
) + °p(i) (5.43) 
By (5.38), (5.39), (5.40), and (5.43), 
C " S° + °p"> • (5.44) 
Similarly, 
C - i" + °,(1) • (5.45) 
Note that fey Assumptions 5.4 and 5.10 h'' h^ ' is nonsingular. 
Hence, by (5.23), (5.31), (5.34), (5.36), (5.37), (5.44), (5.45), and 
Theorem 5.1, the result holds. 0 
Note that if = 0(a^^) in Lemma 5.1 then = 0 and thus 
~ ™ww • 
In the linear instrumental variable estimation, it is assumed that 
the instrumental variables are either independent of, or uncorrelated 
with, errors in the variables contained in the relationship. In the 
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derivation of the limiting distribution of ^ , the argument is 
somewhat simpler if r^^ are independent of » u^^) . In 
practice, instrumental variables are often measured independently of 
other variables, and thus the assumption of independent errors holds. 
However, there are situations where we are not willing to assume the 
independence of r^^ and (e^^ , u^^) . Without the independence, 
some assumptions on the higher moments of r^^. and (e^^ , are 
required to obtain the limiting distribution of ^ . 
We introduce assumptions which will be used to derive the limiting 
distribution of S 
~n 
Assumption 5.14. f^(z;9) exists and is continuous on X ® S • 
Assumption 5.15. There exists a constant such that the absolute 
value of each element of f (z; 6,) is bounded by for all z in 
r and all £ in g . 
Assumption 5.16. Let w°j^ and be the i-th elements of 
and f (x9: B®) . resoectivelv. Then, for all i,. io =1,2 p, 
and for all jj, 32 ~ 1,2,...,q. 
- 1 ^  
lim b 
n-»*» 
Also. 
lim a Z = $ 
Assumption 5.17. E{ ja^ j'^} = 0(1) 
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Assumption 5.18. =0(1) . Also, for i = 1,2,...,p, 
lim u^^)'} = %. . 
The next theorem gives the limiting distribution of with the 
normalizing constant . 
Theorem 5.2. Let Assumptions 5.1 through 5.16 hold. Assume that 
= o(n ^2) . (5.46) 
Also, assume either 
(a) (e ^ , u ^) and r . are independent, or 
nt ' ~nt -nt 
(b) (e^^ , u^^) and r^^ are uncorrelated, and Assumptions 5.17 and 
5.18 hold. 
Then, 
n^2(g^ - gO) -^> N(0,V) , 
where 
Ï - (6° 5" S»' (6» 6°T' . 
and for case (a), 
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Vo = Plim r VÎntSitiint ' 
n^oo t=l 
- 11- -ïStiyi- -4tl' . 
and for case (b), 
1 1/ 
Vq = lim b^ I V{w;^ [1, - f^(xO;jgO)]a^(e^^,u^^)'} 
n-x» t=l 
Proof. By Assumption 5.14, 
V - "'^nt' = ®nt - " isnt ' 
(5.47) 
where X* is on the segment joining xj and X . Let f .. be 
Li L t# J 
the (i,i)-th element of f , let u be the i-th element of u _ , 
~xx nti ~nt 
and let (w® + r ^ ) be the m-th element of W ^ -r r ^ . Then, 
tm ntm ~nt ~t ~nt 
for either the case (a) or (b), and for i,j = l,2,...,q, and 
m = l,2,...,p. 
"n 
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kJC 4' n ntj-
- °p(*â') • 
Thus, 
b 
C Jj S„î»t<ï5t=ê°)s;tï? = • (5.4*) 
For case (a), by the independence of and and Assumption 
5.15, 
I 
t=l 
-1 ^  
KilEtuZ 
nti ntm 
}] Vz 
= Op(*n^) (5.49) 
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For case (b), by Assumption 5.17, 
-1 T"" . il . ^ .-1 
< K4 nti ntj ' '• 
-1, 
= 0(a . (5.50) 
By (5.49) and (5.50), for both cases (a) and (b), 
.  \  , 
I Snt£».<î5t!ê°)Sit£nt = °p(*n > ' 
For case (a), by the independence of (e^^ , u^^) and r^^ , and by 
Assumption 5.8, 
-2 
n 
L—1 
(5.52) 
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For case (b), by the zero correlation, and Assumptions 5.8, 5.17, and 
5.18, 
/n 
I [*nt - S=(5g; &°)yAt]rntm]^} 
t=l 
= V \ :tî%t - 4tm} 
t=i 
bn 
< I* [sttSat - f=(=°; 
t=l 
= 0(n~^) . (5.53) 
Since a~^ = o(n" , by (5.47), (5.48), (5.51), (5.52), (5.53), and 
Assumption 5.4, for both cases (a) and (b). 
I,  KtKt -  S°)| 
t=l 
n 
= C ^ (^t + ïnt^'^^' - S%(2t;g°)](eQC.5Qt)' + 
t=l 
0^(n-''2) (5.54) 
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We observe that each element of 
(%t + ïnt>' Snt>' 
is a linear combination of elements of a random vector 
Snt = ^nt' ^ nt^nt' %nt ® ïnt> ' ^t coefficient 
matrix of the linear combinations, then by Assumptions 5.4 and 5.16, the 
limit 
I/o 
exists. Also, e*^ are independently and identically distributed. 
For case (a), by the independence and Assumption 5.16, the mean of 
a'^^e* is zero, and the covariance matrix of a^^g* converges to some 
n ~nt n -"nt ° 
matrix. For case (b), by the zero correlation and Assumption 5.18, the 
1/ ly 
mean of a^e* is zero, and the covariance matrix of a ^  e*^ 
n ~nt n ~nu 
converges to some matrix. Hence, by Theorem 2.12, the limit 
lo = + Snt^'^l'  -  L^St:  (%t'Snt)'^ 
n-H» 
exists and 
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- 4^5?' 2°)](=nt' %nt)' ' 
t=l 
(5.55) 
Note that for case (a), by the independence and Assumption 5.3, 
^n ^n 
Vo = lim I a^o^^ wO' wg + I . 
n-x» t=l t=l 
Hence, the result follows from (5.54), (5.55), and Lemma 5.1. 0 
If Z = o(l) , then the result of Theorem 5.2 holds with 
~rm 
E = 0 . It can be shown that if Z =0(a^) then the limiting 
~rr ^ ~rrn n 
1/ 
result for n2(£^-j^0) ig valid under either the assumption of 
independence between u^^ and r^^ or the assumption that 
Ella^ZSntl'l - • 
That is, if the variance of the random part r^^ is decreasing, then 
with the higher moment assumption, W ^ need not be uncorrelated with 
° ~nt 
(e^^, u^^) to produce an asymptotically normal estimator. In practice, 
we recommend that the zero correlation or the independence of 
W ^ and (e u _) be examined before applying the result of Theorem 
~nt nt ~nt rr j o 
5.2. 
The following theorem provides a consistent estimator of the 
covariance matrix of the limiting distribution of • The estimator 
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is identical for the case with independence of r^^ and (e^^, 
and the case only with zero correlation between r^^ and . 
The consistency of the covariance matrix estimator requires stronger 
assumptions than those used to obtain the limiting distribution. 
Assumption 5.19. There exists a constant such that the absolute 
value of each element of fg(x^; is bounded by Kg for all t 
Assumption 5.20. For 1 = 1,2,...,p. 
The following theorem repeats the results in Theorem 5.2 under 
stonger assumptions, and presents a consistent estimator of the 
covariance matrix of the limiting distribution of . 
Theorem 5.3. Let Assumptions 5.1 through 5.20 hold. Assume that 
Also, assume either 
(a) and are independent, or 
(b) (e^^; and are uncorrelated, and for i = 1,2,...,p. 
(5.56) 
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Then, 
- Ê°> N(0, V) . 
and 
"  i  ( V  — Y  '  
where 
Y(&n) ~ 5m ~ Sww 5ww-'î ' 
Proof. By the argument used to obtain (5.44), 
h = h(|0) + Op(l) . (5.57) 
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By Assumption 5.4 and the law of large numbers, 
2ww = âbw + °p(l) • (5.58) 
We observe that 
i) - é'yi i  -  ê») 
- I ê'nKt -hi- &%)(&. - ê°) 
-(&. - «'sit • ».59) 
where X*^ is on the segment joining and , and ^ is on 
the segment joining and ^ . By Theorem 5.2, 
JS - 6° = 0 (n" ) . (5.60) 
•^n ^ p 
Using (5.59) and (5.50), we obtain for both the cases (a) and (b), 
"a i = C Ï, SitSntlV - «Snt- i>l' 
t = l 
b^ 
= C %nt%ntt=nt " ' 
t=l 
(5.61) 
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where we have used, for example, if (a) holds, thea 
,2^  I :nc fnti Snt S,=(S:t; S°)(Sa " S°)|} 
= 0(max[n ^ a^, a^^ ]) , 
n n 
and if (b) holds, then 
b 
,-i ° 
I I î„ lH„tîxx<ïît= 
t=l 
b^ 1, 
^ C I ^4 [|EntrntiSnt2Atl^}Gt|%nt2nt|-}f'2 
t=l 
.-3/2 
= 0(a, '2 ) 
= o(n- . 
We note that by Theorem 5.2 V can always be written in the form of 
tSi« hO'ih" h«T' . 
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where 
%o = W I - Î-M' • 
n-><» t=l 
(5.62) 
For case (a), by the independence and Assumption 5.17, 5.18, and 5.20, 
bn 
\ %&t%nt[*nt - ^(2°; = 0(b; ) . 
t=l 
(5.63) 
For case (b), by (5.56) and Assumptions 5.17, 5.18, and 5.20, the 
expression (5.63) holds. By (5.62) and (5.63), 
-nV %At%nc[e,^ - f^CxG; aO)j2 = + o (»; t=l 
11 
- -/2 (5.64) 
By (5.61) and (5.64), 
, ^n 
t=l 
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= + 0 (b" ^'^2 ) . (5.65) 
~o p n 
The result follows from (5.57), (5.58), (5.65), and Theorem 5.2. • 
We have shown that the estimator of the variance of the approximate 
distribution of is the same for both the cases (a) and (b) in 
Theorem 5.3. Thus, the inference procedure based on the asymptotic 
theory is the same for both the cases. As we have seen, the proofs for 
the case without independence of (e ., u .) and r ^ are somewhat 
nt ">-nt ~nt 
more tedius and troublesome than the cases with the independence. 
However, all the results holding for the independent case still hold for 
the case without the independence under the assumptions of zero 
correlation and the existence of higher moments for the errors. 
In later sections, we will consider estimation of the error 
covariance matrix Z and the true values x® based on 6 , and will 
•«r •^t ~n 
derive an improved estimator of g® using as an initial estimator. 
Therefore, it is convenient to derive the order of (§% " without 
the assumptions which are needed to obtain the limiting distribution of 
in • 
Theorem 5.4. Let Assumptions 5.1 through 5.15 hold. Assume either 
(a) (e u ^) and r . are independent, or 
nt ~nt ~nt 
(D) Eija^u^^l'^} = 0(1) 
Then, 
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g - gO = 0 (max[n a ^]) 
^ p n 
Proof. For case (a), the result follows from (5.47), (5.48), (5.51), 
(5.52), and Lemma 5.1. For case (b), we observe that by Assumption 5.8, 
for m = 1,2,...,p. 
, \ 
b^ b^ q 
'C + ""n' I, J, 1 Vï?'ê°) 1^11 Wntml t 
t=l t=l 1=1 
= 0(a^^) , 
where f . is the i-th element of f . Thus. 
X X  ~ X  
b 
n 
\ (Snt - Sxtsg: g°)%nt^;nt = > * (5'**) 
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By (5.47), (5.48), (5.50), (5.66), and Lemma 5.1, the result also holds 
for the case (b). • 
4. Bias 
In Chapter IV, we discussed the bias of the maximum likelihood type 
estimator of the nonlinear functional relationship model with known 
error covariance matrix. The bias was of 0(a^^), and was due to the 
nonlinearity of the functional form. The instrumental variable 
estimator in this chapter does not adjust for the bias due to the 
curvature. Thus, we expect the estimator to have a bias which has 
-1 
a larger order than n .In order to simplify our derivation of the 
asymptotic bias of , we introduce the following assumptions. 
Assumption 5.21. Let be the i-th row of ' 
i = l,2,...,q . Then, 
exists and is continuous on F H  g 
Assumption 5.22. There exists a constant such that for every 
i = 1,2,...,q, all z in T , and all 9 in 0 , the absolute value 
of each element of f . (z; 6) is bounded by . 
~ X X 1 X  ^ 0  
In the next theorem, we derive the asymptotic bias of the 
instrumental variable estimator g 
Theorem 5.5. Let Assumptions 5.1 through 5.15, 5.21, and 5.22 hold. 
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Assume either 
(a) (e^^, and r^^ are independent, and 
stlSn^Sntl^} = 0(1) ' (5-67) 
(b) (e ^,u and r ^ are uncorrelated, and 
nt'~nt ~nt 
(*nt' 2ht)I*} = 0(1) • (5-68) 
Then, by taking the expectation of the expansion of (g^ - through 
p' 
the terms of 0 (a 1) , the bias of B is, for case (a)  n ~n 
- J (h» S^' h» I 4^^!} , 
t=l 
and for case (b), 
\ , "n 
"i {îî° 5wwV'}"^ 5ww^{\^ I, ft' "fCt^uun^ + C J, 
.=1 
where is a p x 1 vector with the i-th element being 
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tr[f^^ %nt ' 
Proof. We observe that (5.68) implies (5.67). By Assumption 5.21, 
\ t  -  = %t -  £x<ï°t' - lÏMÏat'ïî- ê°)s;t 
- i j, SntW<S5tJê°>ïitVi • (5.69) 
1=1 
where X*^ is on the segment joining and . We note that 
b^ 
^n^ [%t - Sx(=g; = Op(*" ' (5.70) 
and that 
b 
^ -1 
K' l ,  ê°'Snt:ï? ' °p(V> • 
t = l 
By (5.67) and Assumption 5.22, for i = 1,2,...,q. 
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(5.72) 
For case (a), by (5.52) 
b 
n 
(5.73) 
For case (b), by (5.68), the zero correlation, and the argument used to 
obtain (5.53), the expression (5.73) holds. For case (a), by (5.67), 
the independence, and Assumption 5.22, 
. \ , 
Z. I Sntî^tSMÏntll " ' ".74) 
t=i 
and for i=l,2,...,q. 
For case (b), by (5.68), Assumption 5.22, and the Cauchy-Schwartz 
inequality, the expressions (5.74) and (5.75) hold. Therefore, by 
(5.69), (5.70), (5.71), (5.72), (5.73), (5.74), (5.75), and Lemma 5.1, 
b 
n 
II - ) nt^nti~nt (5.75) 
- 6° - Is" êm 6°'!'' 6° • (5.76) 
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where 
" ^yS4' ^'n = 0^ "^ > ' 
= 0 , if a o(a^^ ) , 
A^e = - i Jj (%t + înt^*Snt4cXt 
Since under either (a) or (b), 
E{^ii} = 0 . 
the results follow by taking the expectation of the leading term of 
(5,76). • 
We point out that if = 0(a^^) then under either (a) or (b) 
the bias of S is given by 
The asymptotic bias derived in Theorem 5.5 is a function of the 
second derivative f^(x^; . Thus, as in Chapter IV, the bias of 
_1 ^ 0(a ) in 8 can be considered as the bias due to the curvature of 
n ^n 
the function f(x; . For the model linear in all elements of 
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x2 , the bias of 8 is o(a ) . We note that in the bias of S 
~t ^n n ^n 
the covariance matrix multiplying ^ is Z while the multiplier 
" >-xxt "uun 
is A ^ in the bias of the maximum likelihood type estimator considered 
~nt 
in Chapter IV. 
C. An Estimator of the Error Covariance Matrix 
In the previous sections, we discussed the instrumental variable 
estimator S of 6® in the model (5.8). We assumed that the 
•y-n 
covariance matrix S of (e u is unknown. In this section, we 
--n nt •»nt 
introduce an estimator of , and discuss properties of the 
estimator. The estimator will be used in a later section to obtain an 
improved estimator of 
In the linear errors-in-variables model with instrumental 
variables, a general unknown error covariance matrix cannot be estimated 
without an additional assumption such as zero correlation between errors 
in Y ^ and X ^ . For the estimation of the error covariance matrix, 
nt •'•nt 
the residual 
^nt ^nt ~nt ^IV ' 
where is the instrumental variable estimator, plays an important 
role in the linear model. The sample covariances of v^^ with 
(Y , X , V provide estimates of linear combinations of the 
nt ~nt nt 
elements in the error covariance matrix. In the nonlinear model, the 
residual 
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V • \t - V 
contains the information on the measurement errors. As we observed 
earlier, 
v%t = ?nt - f(Sat: ' t = 1,2 b^, 
are not identically distributed for the models nonlinear in x® . This 
fact enables us to estimate the error covariance matrix in the nonlinear 
model without additional knowledge on 
We observe that under the assumptions of Theorem 5.4, 
= 0 (max[n"^ ''2 , a^ ]^) , 
V = \ t  -  ^ (^t: &n) 
= ®nt - St Snt + 
and varies over t = 1,2,...,b^, for the models nonlinear in 
x° . Hence, the expected values of v^^ are approximately given by 
"Jnt- 11. -4tl' 
- {11. - fjjl « 11. - »ec 
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= vech , (5.77) 
where 
St - <1? « ip Vi • 
Zg = tl' - . 
and $ ,, was defined in Definition 2.3. The vector T I . can be 
~q+l ~t 
estimated by 
S„t - ' 4t>Vl • (5.7S) 
where 
Ent • »• - ên'l • 
The expressions (5.77) and (5.78) suggest that the estimated 
coefficients in the regression of v-^ on n ^ estimate the elements 
° nt ~nt 
of ^ . In order to investigate the properties of such an estimator of 
, we introduce an assumption. 
Assumption 5.23. The limit 
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exists, and the matrix 
2 = #;+! 
is nonsingular. 
Note that for a 1 x (q+1) vector A each element of 
(A H A) has the form of either a? or 2a^a^ , i ^  j , where 
a^ is the i-th element of A . Thus, the multiplication of 
combines repeated terms in (A H A) 
If the model is linear in one of the elements of x® , then the 
~t 
corresponding element of is a constant. Hence, the model linear 
in at least one element of x^ does not satisfy the nonsingularity of 
H in Assumption 5.23. An intuitive interpretation of Assumption 5.23 
is that the sequence x^ is chosen in a way such that for large n the 
vectors (F° h F^) , t = 1,2 b^ , do not concentrate on any 
subspaces of less than full dimension in the [V2 (q+l)(q+2)]- dimensional 
Euclidean space. Hence, intuitively speaking. Assumption 5.23 is 
satisfied if the elements of vary sufficiently, but without 
increasing in absolute magnitude. 
We define the estimator vech S of vech E to be the estimated 
~n ~n 
regression vector given by the regression of v^^ on , 
t — 1,2,*..,b^ • That is, 
b b 
«ech in = SAtSnt )" SAt 
t=l t=l 
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We recall that Z is of O(a^) . Thus, it is desirable that the 
~Ti n 
estimator Z satisfies 
%'-k - V 2 • ».79) 
The following theorem shows that our estimator ^ satisfies the 
consistency condition (5.79). 
Theorem 5.6. Let Assumptions 5.1 through 5.15, 5.17, and 5.23 hold. 
Then, 
E - Z = 0 (max[a , n ^a ^ ]) 
*~n p n n 
Proof. By Assumption 5.17 and Theorem 5.4, 
= Op(max[n , a^]) . (5.80) 
We observe that 
y - - - Û' <i - -1 «>» 
-mt nt ~xt~nt ~gt •*'n 2 -^nt-^xx --nt' ^  ~nt 
(5.81) 
where is on the segment joining and , and ^ is on 
the segment joining and . Hence, it follows from (5.80), 
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(5.81), and Assumptions 5.8, 5.9, 5.13, 5.15, and 5.17 that 
* 1 . 
b y vech 2+0 (max[a 
n ~t~t ~n p 1 
where we have used, for example. 
t=l 
" OpCmaxia-'^a^^t, *-3/2 ,) , 
I HXe U' )2} = b"' I 
n 
-1 
n nt ~xt~nt t=l ai"™ 
, "n 
= !>„ I aX vech ^  , 
t = l 
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and in n ^ for some X** and 6** , 
~nt ~nt 
V • 4t + • «.83) 
Also, by (5.83) and Assumptions 5.17 and 5.23, 
3-1 
n ^ ~nt~nt t=l 
\ .L + Op(max[n- ^^2 , 
= H + 0_(1) , (5.84) 
~ y 
where H is nonsingular. Therefore, the result follows from (5.82) and 
(5.84). 0 
We recall that the assumption a^^ = o(n ) was required to 
1/ 
obtain the limiting distribution of n 2 (jg^ ~ • The limiting 
Vo distribution of ^ with normalizing constant • n ^  can be derived under 
a weaker assumption on the rate of increase of a^ . 
Theorem 5.7. Let Assumptions 5.1 through 5.15, 5.17, and 5.23 hold. 
Also, let 
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% = < V{vech[(e^j., ^ ^ ' 
Assume 
a ^ = o(n 
tl 
-V3 (5.85) 
.-1 li® I ' (5.86) 
n->oo t=l 
lim Sa = G 
n-»™ 
Then, 
rXZvech (Z,^ - Z^) --^--> « (0. S*) ' 
where 
%* = S hi s 
-1 
A„ = lim b ^ 
n-. t=l 
n 
I nln t-t %lt:t 
Proof. By (5.82), (5.83), and (5.85), 
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b b„ 
-1 r" ^ ^  \ -i 
t=l t=l 
+ Op(n ^^2) . (5.87) 
It follows from (5.86), (5.87), and Theorem 2.12, 
b^ ^  
I 3At ^^it - ûnt V  ^(5, Az) 
t=l 
(5.88) 
The result follows from (5.84) and (5.88). • 
Without knowledge of a particular form of , we do not have a 
consistent estimator of the covariance matrix of the limiting 
distribution of vech I . Thus, to make inferences on S , we need 
~n ~n 
more information on distributional properties of (e^^, u^^) 
It should be pointed out that with a finite number of observations 
the estimator ^ may not be a nonnegative definite matrix. To use 
Z in the derivation of estimators of x2 and 6® , we replace Z 
~n ~t ~n 
which is not nonnegative definite by its closest positive semidefinite 
matrix, i.e., the matrix with the same eigenvectors as Z and zeros 
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replacing the negative eigenvalues of . In order to simplify our 
theoretical development, we assume, from now on, that ^ is 
nonnegative definite. It is understood that the inverse of a matrix is 
replaced by the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse whenever the matrix is 
singular in the ensuing sections. 
D. An Estimator of the True Value 
Having obtained an estimator ^ of the error covariance matrix in 
the previous section, we can now obtain an estimator of the unknown true 
value x2 which utilizes both Y _ and X„. . Let x be the value 
~t nt ~nt ~t 
of x^ contained in T that minimizes 
°n^St> = - f(Zt; &n), - f(%t: V' ^t - St]' • 
We introduce additional assumptions. 
Assumption 5.24. For all n , is nonsingular. 
Assumption 5.25. For all n , the x^ , t = i,2,...,b^ , are interior 
points of r 
The property of the estimator x^ is given in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 5.8. Let Assumptions 5.1 through 5.15, 5.17, 5.19, 5.23, 5.24, 
and 5.25 hold. Then, 
St - 5% = ^ nt + , a^M) , 
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where 
int -
= u _ - V* o ^ Z , 
~nt nt viit~vunt 
Aut - Il' . 
V* ~ 6 — f0 
nt nt •^xt'^nt 
Svunt - il- - W. 1 '• 
and is given in (5.77). 
Proof. By Assumption 5.24 and Theorem 5.6, ^ is nonsingular for 
large n . Since minimizes over T , 
V~t^ °n^2P • (5.89) 
Observe that 
V - IN' - - È (VÊ»)'Jbs<S?- ê°> ' 
(5.90) 
where ^ is on the segment joining jg® and ^ . Since ^ is in 
£ , and since g is convex, is also in g . Thus, by Assumptions 
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5.13 and 5.19, (5.80), and (5.90), 
- «2?= IN>' %NT " 4' " V" (5.91) 
By Theorem 5.6, 
(5.92) 
It follows from (5.89), (5.91), and (5.92) that 
^ "n'S?) - Op") • (5.93) 
We observe that 
(5.94) 
where 
2 = 
~n 
een 
E 
~uen 
Z 
~eun 
'uun 
a  =  a  - 2  Z ^ Z  ,  
ee.un een ~eun ~uun ~uen 
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-1 
'^eun '^uun 
= ; : 
By (5.93) and (5.94), 
(2ht - 2t) S;lo(2nt - 2%)' = 0 (1) 
Since by Theorem 5.6, 
it follows from Assumption 5.24 and (5.95) that 
St -2nt = • 
Since 
Snt - Sg = , 
we have 
2t - 2% = Op(*n^^) 
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Let be the i-th element of , let f^^. be the i-th row of 
f , and let I. be the i-th row of the q x q identity matrix. 
~xx ' ~i 
Then, for i = l,2,...,q. 
- t\, - ill' 
- I il» . (5.97) 
where x* is on the segment joining x^ and x^ . The left hand side 
of (5.97) is a multiple of the derivative of D^(x^) evaluated at . 
Therefore, by Assumption 5.25 and the argument used in (5.34) for 
i = l,2,...,q, the left hand 
/\ /\ « A A 
- «ït-êa'. • '5.98) 
It follows from (5.80), (5.90), (5.96), (5.98), and Theorem 5.6 that 
2t " 2? " (Snt' -î + Oj,(ma%ln"''2 , a^'j) 
- i i'C - • 
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where 
i  1 1 '  •  
Using Theorem 2.1, we obtain the result. Q 
If we ignore the terms of Op(max[n ^]) , then the error 
in x_ as an estimator of x® is ô with mean zero and covariance 
~t ~t ~nt 
—1 
matrix A ^ . Since by Theorem 5.6 
~nt 
^nSn - ^ n^n = ' '°n ^ ^  ' 
the errors of 0 (a in (x^ - x^) include the terms due to the 
p n ~t ~t 
error in Z along with the terms due to the curvature of f . 
~n ° 
The unknown true value can be estimated by 
^t = f(2t: &n) 
Corollary 5.8.1. Let Assumptions 5.1 through 5.15, 5.17, 5.19, 5.23, 
5.24, and 5.25 hold. Then, 
Yt - y° = ^nt ]) , 
where 
Ô* = e ^ - v*^ G G , 
nt nt nt vnt vent 
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Proof. We observe that by Theorem 5.8, 
?t - I) 
-  %t  +  K 'U'S)  -  J l 'S t  +  OpCMK[n- ' /2 ,a ; ' l )  
Thus, the result follows from Theorem 2.1. 0 
In practice, the minimization of for each t may not be 
feasible. For computational purposes, we present the following local 
approximation to . Let 
~t ~nt ^nt ' 
where 
"-2 U  ^ = V 13 , 
~nt ~nt vnt~vunt 
V- • \t - ' 
'înt - »• - • 
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The next theorem shows that the estimator is equivalent to up 
- Vo 
to terms of 0^(a^ ^ ) • 
Theorem 5.9. Let Assumption 5.1 through 5.15, 5.17, 5.19, 5.23, 5.24, 
and 5.25 hold. Then, 
St - 3t = &nt + 0p(max[n~^^2 , ]) , 
where ô ^ is defined in Theorem 5.8. 
~nt 
Proof. By (5.80) and (5.81), 
Hence, the result follows from Theorem 5.6. D 
Corollary 5.9.1. Let Assumptions 5.1 through 5.15, 5.17, 5.19, 5.23, 
5.24, and 5.25 hold. Also, let 
^t = ' 
Then, 
- yO = 5*^ + Op(max[n ^, a^^ ]) 
where 6* is defined in Corollary 5.8.1. 
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Proof. The result follows from Theorem 5.9 and the argument used in the 
proof of Corollary 5.8.1. • 
E. The Modified Instrumental Variable Estimator 
1. Introduction 
In the previous sections, we discussed the properties of the 
instrumental variable estimator S and the estimators of the error 
•^n 
covariance matrix and of the true values based on 8 . The estimator 
was introduced as an analogue of the two-stage least squares 
estimator in the simultaneous equation system. As we discussed earlier, 
the quantities - f(X^^;g,'')] , t = 1,2 b^ , are not 
identically distributed. The estimator ^ was obtained by minimizing 
Q^(^) which does not take into account the differences among the 
variances of - fCX^^^gO)] . Having obtained an estimator of 
, we now seek to improve the estimator of by modifying Q^(^) 
with estimated variances of [Y^^ - f(X^^;^°)] . That is, we expect to 
obtain an improvement analogous to that of the estimated generalized 
least squares estimator over the ordinary least squares estimator. 
We have discovered another unpleasant property of the estimator 
1/ 
S . The derivation of the limiting distribution of n 2(g -gO) 
•^n ~n ~ 
required a rather strong assumption for the rate of increase in a^ . 
The error variances were required to decrease at a faster rate than 
- \ U  
n ^. This assumption about a^ may be weakened by considering the 
second derivative adjustment used in Chapter IV. We also expect that 
such an adjustment will reduce the bias in 8^ due to the 
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nonlinearlity of the relationship. 
In the derivation of the properties of ^ , we considered two 
cases depending on whether (e^^, and r^^ are independent or 
uncorrelated. Such separate considerations made our discussion rather 
tedious. We had to introduce different assumptions and proofs for 
different cases. But, every result we derived was equally valid for the 
two cases with appropriate adjustment in the assumptions. As shown In 
Theorem 5.3, the inferences on based on the asymptotic results for 
^ are identical for the independent case and the uncorrelated case. 
Thus, in order to simplify our discussion on the modified estimator of 
, we consider only the case where are fixed constants. 
The assumption of fixed does not necessarily mean that we 
observe fixed constants W _ without measurement errors. The W ^ may 
~nt ~nt 
have random components which are independent of (e^^, u^^) . In such a 
case, we can make inferences on the equation of interest, conditional on 
the observed , without altering the nature of the equation. Also, 
as we have seen, the estimated covariance matrix of the estimator for 
unconditional inference has the same form as that for conditional 
inference. Thus, our asymptotic results under the assumption of fixed 
can be applied to the case with the assumption that are 
independent of (e^^, . The results in this section would hold for 
the cases with only the zero correlation of W ^ and (e . , u . ) and 
with higher moment assumptions. Since our purpose in this section is 
the presentation of a modified estimator, we concentrate on the case 
with fixed , and avoid the complication due to the differences in 
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the assumptions on 
We also transform W ^ so that for all n 
~nt 
b 
n 
Since are fixed and, thus, independent of (Y^^, , such a 
transformation does not change our model specification. 
The assumption of fixed may be considered as a special case 
of the general model discussed in previous sections, where r^^ = 0 for 
all t and n . But, we choose to introduce some assumptions to 
clarify the model considered in this section. 
Assumption 5.1a. The observations satisfy 
\t = » 
X t — 1,2,..e. b 
n 
Assumption 5.4a. The form a triangular array of fixed constants 
satisfying, for all n , 
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, \ 
"I • 
Assumption 5.10a. Uniformly for all £ in , 
where the rank of h(£) is k for all £ in ^ . 
Assumption 5.16a. Let W and f®^. be the i-th elements of W . 
nti xti ~nt 
and f°^ , respectively. Then, for all = l,2,...,p, and for 
all jjj jg = 1,2,...,q, 
lim b 
n^ 
-1 
n 
n 
I 
t=l 
W 
nti 
W f 0 
^ ntig xtj^ 
fO 
xtj. = m, (i 1' ^2' ^ 1' J 2) 
Also, 
li^ ^ 
n^ 
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Assumption 5.20a. For i = l,2,...,p, 
, \ 
t=l 
Under Assumption 5.4a, the instrumental variable estimator ^ 
minimizes 
\<ê) = i r f • 
t=l t=l 
We summarize the properties of ^ for the case with fixed . By 
Theorem 5.1, under Assumptions 5.1a, 5.2, 5.4a, 5.5 through 5.9, and 
5.10a, is consistent for , gy Theorem 5.2, if Assumptions 
5.1a, 5.2, 5.4a, 5.5 through 5.9, 5.10a, 5.11 through 5.15, and 5.16a 
hold, and if a^^ = o(n 2) ^ then 
n^2 (j^ - gO) ^ > N(0,V) , (5.99) 
where 
V = {hO hO'}-l hO m hO'jhO hO'}-l , 
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m = lim b 
n-^oo 
-i 
n 
n 
^ 
vnt 
hO = h(gO) , 
vnt 
By Theorem 5.4, under Assumptions 5.1a, 5.2, 5.4a, 5.5 through 5.9, 
5.10a, and 5.11 through 5.15, 
5 - gO = 0 (max[n a^]) . (5.100) 
"n ~ p n 
Also, by Theorem 5.5, if Assumptions 5.1a, 5.2, 5.4a, 5.5 through 5.9, 
5.10a, 5.11 through 5.15, 5.21, and 5.22 hold, and if 
= 0(1) . 
-1 
then the bias of S through terms of 0 (a ). is 
•^n P n 
b 
n 
- i 5°'}'' S" I K t  
t=l 
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By Theorem 5.7, under Assumptions 5.1a, 5.2, 5.4a, 5.5 through 5.9, 
5.10a, 5.11 through 5.15, 5.17, and 5.23, 
E - E =0 (max[a , n ^ ^^2 ]) , (5.102) 
~n ~n p n n 
Finally, by Theorem 5.8, under Assumptions 5.1a, 5.2, 5.4a, 5.5 through 
5.9, 5.10a, 5.11 through 5.15, 5.17, 5.19, 5.23, 5.24, and 5.25, 
St - = ^ nt Op(max[n" ^''2 , ]) . (5.103) 
2. The estimator 
The covariance matrix of the limiting distribution of ^ given in 
(5.99) has the form of the covariance matrix of the ordinary least 
squares estimator with heteroscedastic residuals. The variance of 
- f(X^^;^°)] is approximately , which can be estimated 
using and x^ . Also, we notice from (5.101) that the source of 
the bias of ^ is the same as that for the maximum likelihood type 
-I 
estimator discussed in Chapter IV with replacing . Thus, 
the bias of 0(a^^) may be removed by an adjustment similar to that 
considered in Chapter IV. Even though there are more than one possible 
type of adjustment, we consider only one of such adjustments in this 
chapter. We choose the adjustment based on the local quadratic 
approximation because of its relative simplicity. 
Let 
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% - ' 
where 
E = 
~n 
eeii 
S 
~euii 
"uen ~uuii 
The modified instrumental variable estimator is defined to be the 
value of g contained in g that minimizes 
% - iC ( - «Snt=ê>I!!ntHC X 
t=l t=l 
, "o 
("n J, . (5.104) 
t = l 
where 
= tl' - Sx(Sc;&n)l5n[l'  SxtStt&a)]' ' 
The weight matrix 
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-1 I 
l:=l 
j2 W' W ^ 
vnt ~nt~nt 
estimates the variance of 
, "n 
\ I ,  K t  -  • 
t=l 
3. Preliminary lemmas 
We present three lemmas which will be used to study the asymptotic 
properties of 
Lemma 5.2. Let Assumptions 5.1a, 5.2, 5.4a, 5.5 through 5.9, 5.10a, 
5.11 through 5.15, 5.17, 5.19, 5.23, 5.24 and 5.25 hold. Then, 
bn 
^n^ I - 2!!)'(Sc - Sg) = 0 (&;!) = 
t=l 
Proof. By (5.93) and (5.94), 
bn b^ 
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By (5.90), (5.100), (5.102), and Assumption 5.13, 
t=l t=l 
. 1 1 tn 
\ J, ^ n(%t'%nt)'(^nt'%nt)} 
t=l 
+ 0 (max[n-^/2a/2, a"^]) 
p n n 
= Op(l) . (5.106) 
Since by (5.102) each element of Z is 0 (a ^) , there is a matrix 
•' ~uun p n 
T such that 
~n 
^ = 0^(1) . (5.107) 
Hence, by (5.105) and (5.106), 
b 
t=i 
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Thus, the average of values of squares of the elements of 
* * _i 
(X ^  - X. )T is 0 (a ) . Therefore, by the Cauchy-Schwarz 
~nt ~t ~n p n ' •' 
inequality, 
(5.108) 
It follows from (5.107) and (5.108) that 
We observe that 
-1 ,-l 
(St-4)'(5t-3g) = C I  (Xiic-Sic)'(Snt-ZSt) " 
t=l t=l *•= t l 
(v \ I 
^nt ~t ^t 
b_ b_ 
- Cj, SitSat 
(5.110) 
By Assumption 5.1a, 
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b 
l • (5.111) 
n ~nt~nt p n t=l 
By (5.109), (5.111) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. 
,2^ (Sat - 3t)'Snt - Op(*; ) ' (5-112) 
The result follows from (5.109) through (5.112). 0 
Lemma 5.3. Let Assumptions 5.1a, 5.2, 5.4a, 5.5 through 5.9, 5.10a, 
5.11 through 5.15, 5.17, 5.19, 5.23, 5.24, and 5.25 hold. Then, 
Proof. We observe that 
SxtSti&a) - aSt = - 2%)' + Sxg(s2;a2)(an - ' 
(5.113) 
where x* is on the segment joining x® and x;. , and is on the 
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segment joining and ^ . Hence, the result follows from (5.100), 
(5.113), Assumptions 5.13 and 5.15, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and 
Lemma 5.2. . • 
Lemma 5.4. Let Assumptions 5.1a, 5.2, 5.4a, 5.5 through 5.9, 5.10a, 
5.11 through 5.17, 5.19, 5.23, 5.24, and 5.25 hold. Then, 
b 
C = Op(max[b;\ a^^) 
Proof. We observe that 
^#nt - °Jnt = - V2t:V^' 
- - 4t^' 
- . 
Hence, by Assumptions 5.1a and 5.8, for some constants Kj and ^ , 
!^n^°^t"®înt^! < ^ + ^ 2 ! ~ ' 
Therefore, the result follows from (5.102), Lemma 5.3, and the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality. 0 
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4. Consistency 
To show the consistency of the modified instrumental variable 
estimator , we introduce an additional assumption. 
Assumption 5.26. The limit 
lim m = m 
~rj. 
n-x» 
is positive definite, where 
-1 
m = b 
~n n 
b 
n 
I 
t=l 
a 0% ^  WW ^  
n vnt ~nt~nt 
Note that the existence of the limit in Assumption 5.26 follows 
from Assumptions 5.1a and 5.16a. But, the nonsingularity of the limit 
m will be needed for the consistency of defined in (5.104). In 
the following theorem, we show the consistency of . Note that 
Assumptions 5.20a and 5.25 are used, but Assumption 5.16a is not used to 
obtain the consistency. 
Theorem 5.10. Let Assumptions 5.1a, 5.2, 5.4a, 5.5 through 5.9, 5.10a, 
5.11 through 5.15, 5.17, 5.19, 5.20a, and 5.23 through 5.26 hold. Then, 
In ' 
Proof. The estimator S minimizes over 
•^Tl 
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OR (&) = Q* (&) 
ft;' %, Itac - + dînclSatlâr^ 
t=i 
, "a 
t^n '\t- «ïnt=ê) + . 
(5.114) 
where 
b 
A _ 1 n A 
m = b y a 0% _ W JW _ 
~n n n vnt ~nt~nt 
Let W be the i-th element of W ^ , and let m .. and m . . be 
nti ->-nt nij nij 
the (i,j)-th elements of and , respectively. Then, by 
Assumption 5.20a, Lemma 5.4, and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, for 
i, j = 1,2,...,p, 
.-1 * 
m . . - m 
nlj -nij I ' j, - "Lt'WntJ 
b 
t=l t=l t=l •' 
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0 (inax[b a . 
p n n 
Thus, 
m - m = 0 (inax[b ^ , a ^ ]) . (5.: 
~n ~n p n n 
By Assumption 5.26, 
lim m = m . (5.! 
n-»» 
It follows from (5.115) and (5.116) that 
m = m + o (1) . (5. 
~n ~ p 
By (5.102) and Assumptions 5.4a and 5.15, 
t=l t=l 
= 0 (a ^) . (5. 
P ^ 
By (5.114), (5.117), (5.118), and the argument used in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1, for every e > 0 there is an K(s) such that if 
n > N(s) then for all ^ in n 
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p{1q** (^) - (|-|0). b(&*) m"^[h(è*)]'(ê-ê°) I > s} < G , (5.119) 
where is on the segment joining and % . Note that by 
Assumption 5.26 m is positive definite. Hence, by the argument used 
in (5.26), the smallest eigenvalue of h(8) m ^[b(6)]' is bounded 
below for all 6 in 0 by a positive constant. Thus, the cousis'cency 
of ^ follows from the argument used in the proof of Theorem 5.1. Q 
5. Limiting distribution 
Since the estimator involves the term dY^^ which is a 
function of ® we need assumptions on the third derivative 
of f to derive the limiting distribution of . 
Assumption 5.27. Let f^^^(z;8) be the i-th row of f^(z;8) , 
i = l,2,.,.,q. Then, 
Êxxig (s; 8) ="3^ 
exists and is continuous on rag , for i = 1,2,...,q. 
Assumption 5.28. There exists a constant Ky such that for every 
i = l,2,...,q, all z in T , and all 8 in g , the absolute 
value of each element of f^^^p(z;9) is bounded by Ky 
We recall that the condition a_^ = o(n ^) was required to obtain 
1/ 
the limiting distribution of n 2(^-^0) , The next theorem shows that 
the condition a^^ = o(n ) is enough to derive the limiting 
distribution of (^-^^) . 
Theorem 5.11. Let Assumptions 5.1a, 5.2, S.Aa, 5.5 through 5.9, 5.10a, 
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5.11 through 5.15, 5.16a, 5.17, 5.19, 5.20a, and 5.21 through 5.28 hold. 
Assume that 
a ^ = o(n ) . (5.120) 
n 
Then, 
where 
—^> N(0,V*) 
V* = {hO m -1 hO'}-l . 
hO = hCgO) = lim I fO , 
bn 
n-x» " t=l 
m = lim D y a . «f . W . 
~ n n vnt~nt~nt 
n-K» t=l 
Proof. We observe that for i = l,2,...,k. 
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(5.121) 
where is on the segment joining and . By the argument 
used to obtain (5.34), for every a > 0 and i = 1,2,...,k. 
(5.122) 
Also, by Assumptions 5.21 and 5.27, 
-«Snt'ê") = 'ît - I Snt4xtïit - i 
1=1 
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= - i 
2 ('Lun'^ un  ^^  
6 ^t-^xxix^^nt 
+ i ^xxix^2?;j5$)(\i-^?i^ 
(5.123) 
where X*^ is on the segment joining x® and X . , x* is on the 
~nt o J o ^j. '^t ~t 
segment joining and x^ , j|* is on the segment joining ^nd 
^ , x^^ and x^^ are the i-th elements of x^ and x^ , and 
and $9 are the j-th elements of and , and 
17* = e — f® u' 
nt nt ~xt ~nt 
By Assumptions 5.4a, 5.15, and 5.17, 
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Thus, 
C Ï. "'^Lt'SitSnt-WSnt = • (5.124) 
t=i 
It follows from (5.102) and Assumptions 5.4a and 5.15 that 
t=l 
(5.125) 
By Assumptions 5.1a and 5.17, for 1, j = 1,2,...,q, 
I Vi^nt At I } < ^Sti'^ntj bnt I ^ 
\^2 
= 0(a-=/2 ) . 
Therefore, by Assumptions 5.4a and 5.22, for i = l,2,...,q. 
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V Snrf=cl!c<^ tîê°)s;t"ntiHnt " 
Since 
L. = %(<') ' (5-12') 
it follows from Assumptions 5.4a and 5.28 and Lemma 5.2 that for 
i = l,2,e.o,q. 
t=l 
(5.128) 
By (5.100), (5.127), and Assumptions 5.4a and 5.23, for j = 1,2,...,k. 
b 
Hnt" <>^<««1!. 1) . 
(5.129) 
Since by Assaaptior. 5.26, 
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v{b;i I vj^  - b-,-2 
t=l t=l 
= 0(n~^) , 
We have 
n 
C l"'St Snt 
t=l 
(5.130) 
It follows from (5.120), (5.123) through (5.126), (5.128), (5.129), and 
(5.130) that 
b 
. V 
' \ i, •^At * °p(° 2 ) 
= 0^(n"^^2) . (5.131) 
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We observe that 
\ I - V I, - «<Snt=ê°>i£nt 
t=l t=l 
"n 
- (% - I")-";' ÎB<Snt;i**'îint • 
(5.132) 
where is on the segment joining and j^* . By Assumptions 
5.1a, 5.4a, 5.9, and 5.13, 
. - 1  ^ _  . - 1  " "  
= Op(l) , (5.133) 
where X*^ is on the segment joining x° and . Therefore, it 
follows from (5.100), (5.131), (5.132), and (5.133) that 
\ 1 
C ^^nt - ^ (^t:%)l%nt = Op(max[n-'^, ]) . (5.134) 
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Using Assumptions 5.4a and 5.13, we have 
By the argument used to obtain (5.44) and (5.45) in the proof of Lemma 
5.1, 
, \ 
V + S") . (5-13G) 
, "n 
By (5.117) and Assumption 5.26, 
m "^  = i "^  + o (1) . (5.138) 
~n ~ p 
It follows from (5.121), (5.122), (5.131), and (5.134) through (5.138) 
that 
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I. - ê° = (h' i -* h»'}-' h» s + ./.-%) . 
(5.139) 
By Assumption 5.16a, Theorem 2.12, and the argument used to obtain 
(5.55), 
-^ > NCO.i) • (5.140) 
t—1 
Hence, the result follows from (5.139) and (5.140). • 
As we noted earlier, the modified instrumental variable estimator 
6 takes into account the differences among . , which the 
•^n vnt 
instrumental variable estimator ^ ignores. The following corollary 
^ " 
shows that ^ is asymptotically more efficient than ^ in the sense 
that the difference of the two limiting covariance matrices is positive 
semidefinite. 
Corollary 5.11.1. Let Assumptions 5.1a, 5.2, 5.4a, 5.5 through 5.9, 
5.10a, 5.11 through 5.15, 5.16a, 5.17, 5.19, 5.20a, and 5.21 through 
5.28 hold. If a^^ = o(n ) , then 
n^ (1-6°) ^ > N(0,V*) , 
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and if a^^ = o(n ^ ) , then 
where V* is given in Theorem 5.11, and V is given in (5.99). 
Furthermore, the difference [V - V*] is positive semidefinite. 
Proof. The limiting distributions are given in Theorem 5.11 and (5.99). 
We observe that 
V - V* = R' m R , 
where 
R = m hO' {hO - hO'fhO m hO'T^ . f X f  f w  f v  L  r s ^  S  / s #  I  f v  / V  ^  i  
Since m is positive definite by Assumption 5.26; m is also 
positive definite. Thus, the result follows. • 
The next two theorems provide two consistent estimators of the 
covariance matrix of the limiting distribwticn of 6 • 
Theorem 5.12. Let Assumptions 5.1a, 5.2, 5.4a, 5.5 through 5.9, 5.10a, 
5.11 through 5.15, 5.16a, 5.17, 5.19a, 5.20a, and 5.21 through 5.28 
hold. Also let, 
X (&.) = (E a . 
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where 
,-l 
n 
6 = V I 4 
L—i 
S = \ I, 
t=l 
Then, 
n V (i^ ) -^ > V* , 
where V* is given in Theorem 5.11. 
Proof. We observe that 
h = 
'n 4t Hnt + - Sp'^t 
+ t;' X 4e- &°%t ' 
where x* is on the segment joining and x^ , and ^ is on the 
segment joining and ^ . Thus, by (5.137), Lemma 5.2, 
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Assumptions 5.4a and 5.13, 
h = hO + o (1) 
^ P 
Also, by (5.117), 
«y 
n m = m 
~ ~n 
= m + o (1) 
~ P 
Hence, the result follows. 0 
Theorem 5.13. Let Assumptions 5.1a, 5.2, 5.4a, 5.5 through 5.9, 5.10a, 
5.11 through 5.15, 5.16a, 5.17, 5.19, 5.20a, and 5.21 through 5.28 bold. 
Also, let 
V (In) = , 
where 
-2 °' 
- V J, ' 
and h is defined in Theorem 5.12. Then, 
^ I (i^) -^> V* . 
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where V* is given in Theorem 5.11. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.11 and the argument used to obtain (5.65) in the 
proof of Theorem 5.3, 
n V  =  m  +  0 ( b  ^  )  
~o ~n p n 
= m + o (1) 
P 
Hence, the result follows. • 
The quantity seems to estimate the true variability of 
more efficiently than the quantity m . Also, the estimator V 
has a form analogous to the estimator of the covariance matrix of the 
two-stage least squares estimator. Thus, we prefer V (^) to 
V (^) as an estimator of the limiting covariance matrix of . 
6. Bias 
As shown in (5.101), the instrumental variable estimator has a 
—1 
bias of Op(a^ ) which is due to the nonlinearity of the functional 
form. The next theorem shows that the modified instrumental variable 
estimator does not have such a bias. That is is unbiased up 
to the terms of 0 (a ^ ) 
D XI 
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Theorem 5.14. Let Assumptions 5.1a, 5.2, 5.4a, 5.5 through 5.9, 5.10a, 
5.11 through 5.15, 5.17, 5.19, 5.20a, and 5.21 through 5.28 hold. Then, 
the expectation of the expansion of - JS^) through terms of 
0 (a is zero. 
P n 
Proof. Since 
max[n ^a ^2, a ^2 ] = o (a 
n n p n 
we have from (5.131) that 
Hence, the result follows from (5.121), (5c122), and (5.134) through 
(5.138). • 
F. Modified Estimators of the Error Covariance 
Matrix and the True Value 
We observe from the expressions (5.121), (5.131), and (5.134) that 
without the assumption a^^ = o(n ) the modified instrumental 
variable estimator 8 satisfies 
~n 
In - = Op (max [n" ^^ 2 , ]) (5.141) 
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As we discussed in the previous section, the estimator ^ has better 
properties than the instrumental variable estimator ^ . In Sections 
C and D, we introduced the estimation procedures based on for the 
error covariance matrix and the unknown true values. Hence, we may 
expect to obtain improved estimators of ^ and x° by applying such 
procedures with ^ replacing ^ and replacing . The 
modified estimator 2 of 2 is defined W 
~n ~n 
vech . 11° i;, }° i;, , (5.142) 
t=l t=l 
where 
^t ~ ^~nt ® ^ t^ *q+l * 
' Jx'5c!ln>i • 
V = - «ïat=ên' • 
Note that we have replaced in of (5.78) by x^ . Since 
or are used as an estimator of in (5.77), we use 
Xj. which improves over as an estimator of . We expect 
V ^ to be a better estimator of v*. = e . - f?^u' than v ^ used in 
nt nt nt -^t'^t nt 
Section C. 
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We observe that 6 . and v*. are uncorrelated, and are 
~nt nt 
independent if (e^^, are normally distributed. This observation 
provides an additional intuitive justification for the use of least 
squares method in (5.142), since errors in are approximately 
functions of 5 . . 
~nt 
The n _ and v ^ satisfy the conditions n . and v ^ 
~nt nt ^ ~nt nt 
satisfied in Section C. Thus, the properties of ^ obtained in 
Section C are also valid for ^ . Since errors in as an 
1/ 
estimator of are still of 0 (a ^) , the estimator Z is 
~t p n ~n 
equivalent to S up to the level of approximation considered here. 
Theorem 5.15. Let Assumptions 5.1a, 5.2, 5.4a, 5.5 through 5.9, 5.10a, 
5.11 through 5.15, 5.17, 5.19, 5.20a, and 5.21 through 5.28 hold. Then, 
E - E = 0 (max[a ^2 , n ^a ^ ]) 
~n ~n p n 
If, in addition, 
a;' = ) , 
then 
n^2vech (|^ - -^> N(0,V^) , 
where is given in Theorem 5.7. 
Proof. The results follow from (5.141) and the argument used in the 
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proofs of Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.7. D 
~ * 
Even though the asymptotic properties of 2^ and ^ are the 
same, we expect Z to be a better estimator of I than Z , This 
~n ~n ~n 
is because n ^ and v ^ are superior to n ^ and v ^ as estimators 
~nt nt ~nt nt 
of jOj. and v^^ respectively. 
Using the estimator ^ , we define the modified estimator 
of x" to be the value of x^ contained in r that minimizes 
K <St> = • 4t-ïtlïn"' 
(5.143) 
As in Chapter IV, the bias of ^ due to the curvature may help 
A A 
cancelling the bias in x^ . Also, the adjustment dY^^ in (5.143) may 
provide a further reduction in the bias for x^ , as for the adjusted 
estimator based on the local quadratic approximation discussed in 
Chapter IV. However the errors in a or a £ are of 
Op (max [b^ , a^ '2 ]) , Thus, the higher order expansions of x^ and 
-s. ~ 
x^ involve the error terms in 2 and Z , and are not as simple as 
~t ~n ~n 
those of the estimators in Chapter IV. "e do not discuss the higher 
order results for the estimators of Z and x® in this chapter. 
~n ~t 
The property of x^ given in Section D also holds for 3^ . 
Theorem 5.16. Let Assumptions 5.1a, 5.2, 5.4a, 5.5 through 5.9, 5.10a, 
5.11 through 5.15, 5.17, 5.19, 5.20a, and 5.21 through 5.28 hold. Then, 
= Int + , a^^ ]) , 
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where is given in Theorem 5.8. 
Proof. The adjustment term dY _ is of 0 (a ^  ) . Hence, the result 
nt p n 
follows from (5.141), Theorem 5.15, and the argument used in the proof 
of Theorem 5.8. • 
The estimator of y® and the local approximation to can be 
obtained in a manner similar to those of Section D. Also, results 
similar to Corollary 5.8.1, Theorem 5.9, and Corollary 5.9.1 can be 
derived by the argument used in Section D. 
G. An Iterative Estimation Procedure 
The results in Sections E and F suggest that a further improved 
estimator of gp be obtained based on the modified estimators 
^ ^  , and x^ . The modified instrumental variable estimator ^ 
was obtained by minimizing Q^(£) in (5.104) which involves the 
* A 
estimates _ and dY ^ of ^ and the bias adjustment 
vnt nt vnt 
respectively. We may expect to estimate and the bias adjustment 
more efficiently than and dY^^ by 
dint " i = ' 
where Z is the portion of S that corresponds to u . Hence, 
-^Tiun ^n ~nt 
by repeating the minimization of (£) with and dY^^. 
replacing and dY^^ , we expect to obtain an improved 
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estimator of . We suggest that in practice such a procedure be 
iterated to obtain estimates of the parameters. 
In the theoretical development, we have used sequences {a^} and 
{b^} to investigate various asymptotic properties. We assumed that 
the number b^ of data points is known but the value of a^ is 
unknown. Thus, we apply our estimation procedure to situations without 
knowlege of the decreasing error variances. When either the number of 
observations N is large or the error variances can be considered to be 
small relative to total variation, the asymptotic results for our 
estimation procedure can be used as approximations. 
We introduce an iterative estimation procedure for practical use. 
In the following procedure, we let N be the number of observations, 
and denote the i-th stage estimates of , and the covariance 
matrix Z of errors in (Y^, X^) by ^ 
respectively. Also, let 
(i) _(i) 
, and I 
(i) 
r<i) = 
4:' 
'^ e 
z 
~eu 
y(i) 
~uu 
Let I be a predetermined maximum number of iterations. Define 
max 
m„„ „ to be the residual mean square matrix of = (Y^, X^) obtained 
~ZZ.W ^ ~t t ~t 
by regressing Z^ on W^ . In our iterative procedure, we introduce 
certain modifications to the instrumental variable estimator and the 
modified instrumental variable estimator. Such modifications are 
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associated with a predetermined positive constant a . The discussion 
of the a-modification will be given after the presentation of the 
procedure. 
Procedure ; 
1. Find the ^ that minimizes 
;ê)]w }{ I W^W r^{ I w; [Y - f(X ;£)]} 
t=l t=l 
Q(&) = { ! [Y -
t=l 
1 N 
+ (N-p-a) a I lY - f(X ;S)]2 . 
t=l  ^
The resulting | is Let = Y^, and i = 1 
2. Obtain by the ordinary least squares estimation 
TMsch zii' = { I I 
t=l  ^  ^ t=l ^  
where 
-  [ 1 . .  
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Let Xj*), j = l,2,...,q+l, be the eigenvalues of 
m„„^2 ^2 and let be a matrix of the corresponding 
~ZZ.W ~ZZ.W ' ~ 
eigenvectors. For j = 1,2,...,q+1, let 
4" 
= 0 , 
= X(i) 
1 , 
if 
if 
4f 
X « < 0  .  
0 < xÇi) < 1 , 
> 1 . 
Compute 
where 
= diag{x(l), x(i), ..., )/+)} . 
For each t , let 
r(i) = Y 
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where 
^(i) ^  p(i-l)2(i)p(i~l/ 
wt ~t ~ ~t 9 
/ 
j.(i) _ p(i 
~vut ~t ~ue '"'uu 
6. Find the ^ that minimizes 
Q*(ê) = { I I I St(%;;&)]} 
t=i t=i t=i 
+ (N-p-a)-l a I [o^  ]"^  ' 
t=l 
The resulting £ is . If i > 1 and |g(^) - | is 
less than a predetermined criterion for convergence, or if i = 1^^, 
then stop. Otherwise, set 1 = i+1 , and go to 2 = 
The modification of introduced in the steps 3 and 4 ensures 
that the matrices and ^ - 2"^'j are nonnegative definite. 
Note that with the zero correlation between and (e^, u_) the 
residual mean square matrix m„_ „ estimates E„„ „ = Z + Z , 
^ ~ZZ.W ~ZZ.w ~zz.w ~ 
where Z is a nonnegative definite matrix. 
~zz.w ° 
The modification associated with the value a. in Q(^) and 
Q*(^) are analogues of the modifications considered by Fuller (1977). 
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Fuller introduced certain modifications to the two-stage least squares 
estimator and the limited information maximum likelihood estimator in 
the linear simultaneous equation model. The modification used in 
Q(£) and Q*(£) is the addition of a multiple of the residual sum of 
squares. Such a modification can be shown to be equivalent to Fuller's 
modification to the two-stage least squares estimator. Fuller showed 
that his modified two-stage least squares estimator possesses finite 
moments of order depending on the number of observations. We expect the 
minimizations of Q(j^) and Q*(^) to produce more stable solutions 
than those without modifications. For the linear simultaneous equation 
model, Fuller (1977) showed that the modification using a = 1 produces 
an almost unbiased two-stage least squares estimator and limited 
information maximum likelihood estimator, and that the modification 
using a = 4 produces a smaller mean squared error of the limited 
information estimator than any positive a smaller than 4 . For the 
nonlinear functional relationship model with Instrumental variables, no 
theoretical investigation nor Monte Carlo study for the modifications 
has been made. We suggest that a value of a satisfying 1 < c: < 4 
be used. 
We point out that our iterative procedure is not guaranteed to 
converge. At each stage, the function Q*(^) to be minimized has 
different weights based on . Hence, we recommend that a 
moderate number be used for I , the maximum number of iteration. 
max 
A finite number of iterations and the modification associated with 
the value a do not change the limiting distributions of the 
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estimates. Thus, by Theorem 5.13, the covariance matrix of the 
approximate distribution of the final estimate g from the iterative 
procedure is estimated by 
^ A A A « A * 
% (&) = { h h'} 
where 
N . . 
= (N-k)-l N I [Y^ - f(X^;i)]2 . 
t=l 
^ ^ C 
and x^ and are the values of x; and Y^ at the final 
~t t ~t t 
stage. Also, the covariance matrix of the approximate distribution of 
is estimated by 
~t •' 
A A A A A 1 A 
V(x^) = Z - Z (a Z . , 
^'"t ~uu ~uvt wt ~vut 
where Z , Z ^ , and a ^ are the final estimates of the respective 
~uu ~uvt wt 
quantities in the iterative procedure. 
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